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METHODS AND SYSTEMS OF PROVIDING MOBILE DEVICE CALLING FEATURES

CLAIMOF PRIORITY

{0001} This application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e) to US, Provisional

Application Ne. 60/883,841, filed Janaary § 2007, U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/884.045

Ried January 9, 2007, US. Provisional Application No, 60/889,305, Bled February 12, 2007,

US, Provisional Application No. 60/889.959, filed February 14, 2007, US. Provisional

Application No. 60/896,003, fled March 21, 2007, U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/908,726,

fled March 29, 2007, U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/040,758, fled May 30, 2007, U.S.

Provisional Appheation No. 60/942.557, filed June 7, 2007, U.S. Provistonal Application No.

60/945 931, fled Jime 24, 2007, and US. Provisional Application No. 60/947,963, filed July4,

2007, the entireties of which are incorporated by reference herein.

BACKGROUND

[0002] As the motile telecommuimication industry grows, mobile subscribers are

becoming increasingly more aware oftheir leverage in the market. Theycarefully compare

service providers and call plans, and make educaied choices before subscribingto a carrier and a

service. Subscribers also continuously seek newand improvedfeatures to Integrate inte their

mobile service such a8 enhanced chat, Jong distance service options, customized graphical user

interfaces and the like.

{0003} Despite being informed consumers, mobile subscribers are often disadvantaged

in the mobule market. For example, although a subscriber may be knowledgeable about their own

calling plan subseription, subscribers are usually unaware ofthe cost per minute ofa call te the
=
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calling destination. Chis puts a mobile subseriber at a disadvantage in making educated and

economical calling choices.

{O04} Mobile subscribers would also welcome more long distance service options. A

subscriber to a telecomumunication carrier service typically needs a local access numberto utilize

ot panahe service, This usually involves selecting a numberfrom glist of regional or area numbers,

such as a preprinted Hst on a calling card, to find the access numberclosest to the subscriber's

current location. The subscriber dials the local access number and is usually connected to a long

distance service provider via atelephony network. Typically, the subseribet can then enter a

target long distance telephone number, and the long distance service provider will route the cal!

io a subseriber-specified namber. The current approach has manydisadvantages, however, such

as having to purchase a phone care and locating a local access nunrber. In addition, a subscriber

whoaccidentally places a call using a non-local aecess number may incur longdistance charges.

{QD03} His common for a subseriber to experiencea significant delayafter powering on

his mobile device before heis able to access updated contact informationin his address book.

This is because the mobile device nrust contact and retrieve an updated contact list from a server.

As such, subscribers may desire to access his address book while the contact information is being

{OU06] To keep pace with the constant evolution of mobile telephony, mobile

‘subscribers are treated to a variety of applications designed to optimize their mobile

communication experience. For example, subscribers can access the Internet with the mobile

device, send chat messages to their contacts andthe like. Subscribers can glean relevant and up-

to-date information about their contacts in their address backs by viewing presence-statuses,

away Messages, sometimes referred to as status messages. mood messages or the like. However

2
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itis commonfor a subscriber's status message to read the sameregardless of which contact

views it As such, a subscriber cannot customize his status message based on the contact wheis

Viewing it.

SUMMARY

{0607] Belore the present methods are deseribed, it is to -be understood that this

invention is not limited to the particular systems, methodologies er protocols described, as these

mayvary. [tis also ta be understood that the terminology used herein is for the purpase of

describing particular embodiments only, and is not intendedto limit the scope of the present

disclosure which will be Hmited only by the appended claims.

[008] In an embodiment, a method. ofproviding cost information associated wilh one

or more contact nurnbers in an address book may include receiving cost information, storing the

cost information, mapping at least a portion of the cost information to one or more contact

numbers using one or more pre-defined rules and transmitting the mapped cost inlormation to a

mobife device.

[0009] In an embodiment, a system of providingcestinformation associated with one

or more contact numbers may include one.or more mobile devices and aprocessorfor processing

cast information, wherein the processor is in communication with the one or mare mobile

devices,

{0010} In an embodiment, a method of providing a local access numberto a subseriber

mayinclude recening subseriber locale information indicating a location of a subscriber,

mapping the subscriber locale information te one or more local access numbers, identifying.ig - =

framthe one or morelocal access mumbers, a local access number corresponding to the
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subseriber locale information and transmitting the identified Jocal access number to the

subseriber’s mobile device.

{OO11] In an embodiment, a method of placing a call using a local access number may

include transmitting subseriber locale information to a processor, receiving, from the processor,

one or more longdistance service providers, selecting a long distance service provider fromthe

plurality of long distance service providers and receiving a local access number based on the

selected long distance service provider.

[0032] In an embodiment, asystem for providing a local access number to a subscriber

may include one or more mobile devices, a processor in communication with the one or mare

mobile devices and a processor-readable storage medium comprising locale information and one

or more local access numbers, wherein the processor-readable storage mediumis in

conmmunication with the processor,

f0G%3] lh an embodimeni, a method of providing a status message may include

receiving, from a mobile device, one or morestalus messages, wherein cach status message

corresponds to ons er morc contacts in an address book, storing the status messages and

corresponding one or.more contacts, transmitting one of the status messagesto a mobile device

associated with one of the one or more contacts, wherein the status message is displayed on the

associated mobile device andintegrating the status messageinto an address book associated with

the contact.

(9014) In an embodiment, a method of providing contact information on a mobile

device may inchide generating a ist of a predefined number of most-recently called contacis

from an address book on a subscriber’s mobile device and for cach most-recently called contact,

receiving contact information, comprising one or more of a comtact name, a telephone number. a

4
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re

mood message, a holographic message, and a status message. The methed mayalso inchide

transmitting the lst, associated contact information and one or more mstructions to the

gubacriber’s mobile device, wherein the one or moreinstructions instruct the mobile device to

display the list and associated centact information.

{QG15] In an embodiment, asysiem ofproviding a status miessage niay Include aae

subscriber mobile device comprising an address book having one or more contacts, a processor

tor processing data relating to one or morestatus messages, wherein the processerisin

communication with tie subscriber mobile device and one or more contact mobile devices

associated with one or more contacts in the address book, wherein cach contact mobile device is

in-commrinication with the p taa w aoS 4

{O0EG} In an embodiment, a method of accessing contact information on a mabile

device may include caching contact information prior to powering off a mobile device. storing

the cached contact information an the mobile device and displayingthe cached contact

information on a display screen of the mobile device when a subseriber accesses the address

book after the mobile device is pawered on.

{OO17]) Inan embodonent, a method. of accessing contact information mayinclude

receiving, from a subscriber, an instruction to dial a telephone number, wherein the telephone

number is associated with one or more of a-seasion hlentificatich nunrber, a contact identification

number and a comact name. If onc or more of the session identification number and the cantact

identification numberis expired, one or more ofthe session identification number, the contact

identification number and the contact name may be transmitted to a server, The method mayalso

include receiving from the server one ar more ofan updated session identification number and an
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updated contact identification number and dialing the telephone number using one or more ofthe

updated session identification number and the updated contact identification number.

[0018] Ip an embodiment, a method ofaccessing cantact information mayinclude

receiving, from a subscriber, an jnstruction to dial a telephone number, wherein the telephone

number is associated with one or more ofa Session identification number, a contact identification

number and a contact name. If one or more of the session identification number andthe contact

identification namberis expired, a call may be placed bydialing a direct inward dialing number

associated with the contact name. wherein a dial-string associated with the call comprises one or

more first dual-tone multi-frequencytones.

{G019) Tn an embodiment, a system for accessing contact information on a mobile

device mayinclude a mobile device comprising a processor and a processor-readable storage

medium {for storing cached contact information and a server in communication with the mobile

device, wherein the server provides updated contact information io the mobile device.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

]G020) FIG. | depicts a Nowchart for iephementing an exemplary call-cost feanire on a

mobile device.

f0021]  FEG. 2 depicts a mobile device display of exemplary cost information according

ta an embodimeni.

fOU22] PIG. 3 depicts an exemplary system of providing cost information according io

an embodiment.

jO023} FIG. 4 depicts an exemplarysystem ofproviding cost information according to

an embodiment.

~6-
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{0024} FIG. 5 illustrates flow chart for assigning an exemplarylocal access number

according lo an embodiment,

[9025] FG. 6 Whustrates amethod of placing an exemplary longdistance call usinga

local access number according to an embodiment.

(8826) PEG. 7 illustrates a flow chart for an exemplary method ofaccessing contact

information on a subscriber's mobile device accordingto an embodiment.

[0027] FIG. 8 Hlustrates an exemplary system for implementing mobile address book

interaction according te an embodiment.

{O028] FIG, 9 illustrates an exemplary method of providing contact information

according to an embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

{O029) FG. | ulustrates a flew chart for implementing an exemplary call-cost feature

on a mobile device. A mobile device mayinclude mobile or portable devices such as cellular

phones, PDAs, media players or the Itke. A mobile device may have a processor and a processor-

readable storage meciamin communication with the processor.

{9030} As illustrated by FIG. 1, 2 price table database mayreceive 100 cast information

from a price feed. A price feed provides real time pricing infermation for a product or service.
&

=or example, stock prices may be available fo an online trader via a price feed.

[8031] in an embodiment, the prive table database may be housed on a computing

device, such as a server, and the cost information mayinclude the cost per niimute fora plurality

of calling destinations or the like. Table 1 illostrates an exemplary price table database according

to an embodiment.
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Calling Destination | Costper minate|

| Canada ~TS6.33/minue |
|

| France BO, |
(Israel
fi

ted States

Table
 

[0032] The price table database mayreceive 100 cost information fromthe price feed

ona regular basis. In an embodiment, the price feed mayinclude a rate sheet provided bya

telephone service provider.

{0033} in an embodiment, at least a portion of the received cost information maybe

stored 105 in the price table database, For example, the price table database mayreceive a cosi+

pet-minute for calling Canada. Uf the price table database does net currently include a cost-per-

ininute lor Canada, the cost miormation maybe added to the price table database. If the price

table database includes a different cost-per-minuie for Canada, the stored cost information may

be replaced with the cost information framtheprice feed. {n an embodiment, if the received cust

information associated with a calling destination is less than the storedcost information

assuvlated with the calling destination, an alert may be generated. ‘The alert may be used to notily
te

a Subscriber ofthe price discount associated with the particular calling destination, In an

embodiment, the server may transmit the alert to a subscriber's mobile device to notify the

subscriber of the price discount.

M034] A mapper may use the cost information contamedin the price table database to

map 110 cost information tc one or more phone numbers in a subscriber's address book. In an

embodiment, the mapper mayutilize pre-defined rules to map 118 cost information to a contact
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number. A contact is an entry in an address book that is accessible by a mobile device. A contact

number is a mobile device number associated withacontact. In an embodiment, ihe mapper may

map 110 cost information to one or more contact nambers using pre-definedrules. The pre-

defined rules may be used to determine, for example, a calling destination, whether the phone

number belongs to a landline or a mobile device, or the ike. For example, in Israel, landlines are

provisioned with the country code +972 followed by an arca code ranging from °1* to 'O°> with
g

the exception of ‘3.’ Mobile phone mimbers typically begin with ‘S.’ [fa subscriber has the

phone number “972-2-5388-0234" in his address book, the mapper may use one or more pre-

defined rales to determine the contact number is a landline numberis Israel. ‘The mapper may

use this information to map the corresponding cost per minute to one or mere contact numbers in

a subscriber’s-address book.

10033] In an embodiment, the mapped cost information may be transmitted to the

subacriber’s mobile device for display to the subscriber. FIG. 2 depicts a mobile phone displayof

exemplary cost information according lo an embodiment, As illustrated, the cost to call one or

more contacts in a subscriber's address book may bedisplayed. For example, calling Jim onhis

mobile phone costs $0.0136/minate 200, whereas calling Jim on his landline phone costs

$0.01 7/minute 2048, The subscriber mayusethis information to make an injormedcalling

decision regarding which numberto call.

[0036] In an embodiment, cost information maybe provided based onassociated
4

calling plans, As iHustrated by FIG. 3, theprice table database mayinclude cost information suc!

as mobile providers’ calling plans 300, a cost-per-ninute value 308 associated with the calling

plans,a dialing prefix 310 provisionedfor each calling plan and/orthelike. In an embodiment,
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the price table database mayreceive this cost information fromtheprice feed on a regularly

updated basis.

[0037] In an embodiment, the mapper may map a contact’s muenber with the

subscriber's calling plan and the corresponding cost information may bedisplayedta a

subseriber. One or more contacts in a subseriber’s address baok may be displayed with cost

information based on the subscriber's and/or the contaet’s calling plan, For example, FIG. 3

illustrates exemplary information that may be displayed on a mobile device. A contact’s number

315 may be listed with a cosi-perminute value 320 and 4 eslling plan 325 associated with the

number 335.

{0038} In an embodiment, the mapper may ase a contact’s phone number to determine

calling destination information such a8 a contact's locale, whether the contact’s nurnber

‘corresponds ta a landline or a mahile phoneorthe like. After calling destination information is

determined, the mapper may map al least a portion of the calling destination information te the

subscriber's calling plan. For example, a sabscriber may want te call a contact whehas twe

numbers. [he first number may be a landline in Israci while the second namber may he a mobile

phone in israel. The mapper may match the subseriber’s calling plan with the destination

miormation to deiermine that cost mformation asseciated with calling the two numbers.

f0039} In an embodiment, multiple service providers maybe used to pluce a call. In

such an embodiment, the mapper may map cost information associated with all necessary

providers sa thai a combined price maybe displayed to a subseriber. For oxample, ua subseriber

calls an overseas contact using a long-distance service provider, the cost-per-minute mayreflect

both the longdistance provider’s charges as well as the local mobilecarrier's airtime charges.

-1O-
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(0040) FIG. 4 depicts an environment suitable for practicingthe illustrative

embodiments. A processor, such as a server 460 may include a mapper 405 and/ora pricetable

database 440. The server 400 maybe in communication with a price feed 415 and ene of more

mobile devices 420 via a network 425. The server 400 may be implemented on a stand-alone

computer system or may be implemented by distributed components such as separate electrome

devices.

{QG42) in an embodiment, a.subseriber mayuse a local access numberto place a long

distance call. A Jucal access numberis a focal telephone mumber a subscriber may employto

connect tea certain long distance service provider. FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary Nowchart of

a method for assigning a local access number according to an embodiment. A subseriber’s locale

information may be recetved 308 bya server. In an embodiment, a subscriber may use a mobile

device to subscribe to a telecommiunication service via a data line. For example, a subscriber

may access a browser to transmitian HPTP request. Upon registration, a subscriber mayprovide&

aj

locale information such as anarea code and a telephone number, 2 zip codear the like

corresponding to the subscribers current location. The locale information may be communicated

$0042) Ip another embodiment, locale information may be automatically received S06

by a server, Por esample, the locale information may be transmitted via an HTTP browser io a

server where it maybe processed bya service delivery framework (SDF). The SDF may be

aware of the subserfber locale information, such as a Mobile Systems International Subseriber

identity Number (MSISDN), and mayinsert such information mio an HTTP header. The header

may be transmitted to the server where the mapper mayextract the locale information.
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(8043) In an embodiment, the mapper may map 510 the locale information to a

database of available access numbers. A local access number maybeidentified 520 based ont

subscriber's current location and the identified local access number maybe transmitted 336 to

the subscriber’s mobile device.

{0044} fn an embodiment, the mapper may generate alist of long distance service

providers having local access numbers corresponding tothe subseriber’s locale. The server may

transmut the list via a data line to the subseriber's mobile device. The subseriber mayselect a

long distanceservice provider, and mayreceive the corresponding local access number onhis

mobile device.

{0G4S] in an embodiment, the subscriber may use the focal access number to connec! 1

acvhosen long distance service provider. The subseriber may manually inpat the local access

number, followed by the desired long-distance phone number. Alternatively, the subscriber may

employ an application, such as an address book, to autemate this process. For example, a mobile

device’s address book may include a long-distance automatic dialing feature that allows for

quick-dialing of a previously entered local access code.

{9046} In an embodiment, un existing address book may be pomuated withthelocal

access number for future retrieval, In an embodiment, as a subseriber travels, his mobile device

may receive and store newlocal access nurnbers based on his currentlocation.

(O047] FIG. 6 Hlustrates a method of placing a long distance call using a local access

number according to an embodiment. For example, subscriber who wants io makea third-party

long distance call mayregister 60 for a Jong distance service using a browser on his mobile

device. Upon registration, the subseriber may be asked to provide 605 Jocale information, such

as a local telephone number with an ared cade. The locale information maybe processed 610 by

12
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x

the server, and the subscriber may receive 645 a list of one or more Jong distance service

providers. The subscriber mayselect 620 a long distance service provider and mayreceive 625 a

Jocal access number based on the selected long distance provider-on his mobile device. The

subscriber may employ the local access numberfor as longas he remains in his currentlocation.

if the subsertber’s address book is equipped ‘with a long distance auto-dial feature, it may be

automatically populated with the local access number whenthe servertransmits Hf to the mobile

device. Hthe subscriber changeslocations, he may access his account on the subscriptionsite,

enter a newtelephone mumberand area code, and receive anewlocal access mumber. The

subscriber's ald access gamber may be stored for lateruse.

{0048} In an embodiment, a local access number may be automatically dialed for the

subscriber, and may or may not require subseriber confirmation. As such, the subscriber may

only need to specify the preferred long distance number to call. For example, a subseriber may

select or Inpul the preferred long distance nuniberto call, and an application on the mobile
MWD

33device may placethe call by automatically dialing the access code local to the subseriber’s local

information. As described above, the locale information maybe asceriained based an the

ielephone number provided by the subscriberai sign-up or by extracting the subscriber locale

information from an HTTPheader.

[8049] For example, a mobile user who wants to place a lonedistance call mayselect a

contact fromhis address book to call. The subscriber's long distance subscription service may

ascertamthe subscriber's location by extracting locale information from an HTTP header

transmitted by the subscriber's phone or by the locale information the subseriber provided at

Sign-up. The server may map the subscriber’s location to an appropriate local access number

whieh maybe sent to the subscriber's mobile device. The subscriber may make one or more
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selections to dial the received local access number. Alternatively, the service may auto-dial the

local access number and connect the call without the subscriber being awarethat a local access

number has been dialed.

{O0S0} PIG. 7 Ulastrates a flowchart for an exemplary methodofaccessing contact

information on a subscriber's mebile device according to an embodiment. When a subscriber

first accesses a server-based mobile address book application, the subscriber may experience a

significant delay while the address book aticmptstoretrieve the subseriber’s address book from

the server, In an embodiment. a cache af the address book may be created 700 before the

subscriber's mobile device is powered off The cache may include contact informationsiered in

the subseriber’s address book diging the last application session. Por example, the cache may

nclude a contact’s name, one or more telephone numbers associated with the contact, a statas

message associated with the contact and/or the like,

JOO0SE} In an embodimem,a stalus message indicates whether the contact 1s online,

offline or the like. A status message inchides information relating tu a status or state ofa

subscriber, and can be presented antomaticallyto anyone who attempts to contact the subscriber

The status message may provide farther information regarding the subscriber. In an embodiment

exemplary stalus messages may faclude “Naving a bad day." “In a meeting.” “At the evan” or

{@052] In an embodiment, the cache maybe stored 718 on the subscriber's mobile

device. When a sabscriber powers on his mobile device, at least a portion of the cache may be

displayed 720 io a subseriber until a fresh upload of contact information can be obtained from

the server. For example, when a subseriber accesses an address book application after powering

on his mobile device, the subscriber may be presented with a cached version of his address. book
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that maymclade contacts” names, telephone numbers, status message and/or the Hke which were

stored in the cache prior to the mobile device being powered off.
x
:

{OUS3] In an embodiment, because the server maytake asignificant amount oftime to

upload a complete fresh address book, contacts may be updated in a particular order according to

an embodiment, For example, the first several contacts thal appear in a subscriber's niebile

device display may have their information updated first. Alternatively, priarity may be given ic

one or more pre-determined contacts.

{0054} A problem mayarise when a subscriber attempts.to calla contact’s telephone

number asing a cached address book. in an embodiment, the cached information mayinclude a

conlact identification number associated with a contact and/or a unique session identification

number, A contact identification number is a unique identifier associated with a certain contact

in an address boak. A session identification number isa unique identifier associated with a

calling period. The unique session identification number mayremain valid for the length ofan

entire calling period, which, in an embodiment, maybe the period of time from when the

application is powered up and connected until the time that the application is powered down. A

comtact identification number may be assigned to each contact, and mayremain valid for the

duration of a calling period. In an embodiment, the uniquesession identification number and the

contact identification numbers may expire afier the calling period bas closed, thus rendering

them invalid for subsequent calling sessions. As such. when a subscriber attempts to call a

contact with stale status information, the application mayattenypt to dial in with an expired

session identification number and/or reference an expired contact ideniification mumber, which

mayresalt in call failure. While adelay may exist while the serverrefreshes and updates a
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subscriber's contact imformation, a service provider may want to give a subscriberafeeling of

being logged onto the network as soon as the subscriber's mobile device is powered on.

[0055] For example, in an embodiment, if'a subscriber selects a contact from the cached

address book having expired status information, the cuntact’s phone mumber maynot be

unmiediatelydialed, Instead, the subscriber's mobile device may dial a server and may dispatch

the name of the desired calleeacross a network. The server may send hack a session

identification number to be utilized during the calling period and/or a contact information

nurnber that references the callee, In an embodiment, the server mayalso send a local access

mumberlo be used to contact the callec. Alternatively, the call may be completed withont the use

ofa local access number,

[0086] In an embodiment, ia subscriber scleets a contact from the cached contactlist

having stale status information. a prepare call may be sent to the server. The prepare call may

include a session identification mamber, a callee’s contact identification mumber, a calles

contact name and the Hike. The server may send back a newsession identification number for the

sabscriber, a contact Information number that references the callee, a lors! access number to bez

used to contactthe callee and/or the Hke.

[0057] In an embodiment, ia subscriber selects a contact from the cached contactlist

having stale status information, a direct inward dialing (DID) mumber ofthe callee maybe

directhy dialed, and the dual-tone multi-irequency (DTMF} tones of the caller may be appended

to a dial-string associated with the call.A DID numberis afeature offered bytelephone

companies for use with customer's private branch exchange. A telephone company mayallocate

arange of numbers all connected io the customers’ PBX. As the PBX receives calls, the number

that the caller dialed mayalso be presented so the PBX eanroute the call to the target callec. For

“Be
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example, DOD numbers may be obtained by administraters of a VoIP network and assigned to a

gateway in the network, ‘The paleway mayroute mcenuneg calls from the network to appropriate

VoIP subscribers.

PyDs may be assigned to a gateway. The gatewaypane,[8058] nan embodiment, a set o

Tay then reassign the DIDs to a particular mapping ofcaller-callee. For example, Caller A may

have len contacts, A~K. Rach contact may be assigned a unique DID number. When Caller A

elects a contact from hus cached contact hist, Caller A ts, in effect, selecting the DED number2)

associated with the contact.

J0G59] fn an embodiment, ila subscriber selects a contact from the cached contact list

having expired status information, a callce’s DID nunther maybe directly dialed, and the DID

ninmber and the identification number of the caller may appear within the dial-string,

(0060) In an embodiment, a subscriber may use an address book on the subscriber's

mobile device to-call ane or more contactsstored in the address book. The subscriber may

communicate with these contacts by dialing the contact directly, by sending chal messages or the

like. FIG. 8 Hlustrates an exemplary system for implementing mobile address bookmteraction

according to an embodiment. In addition to being stored focally on a mobile device 800, the

contact information in a subseriber’s address book 805 mayulse be cached on a server 810

which mayregularly update the address book information. The server maysend information

about the subseriber’s contacts to the subseriber’s mobile device 800 as it becomeavailable. In

an embodiment, the subscriber's mobile device 868 maypoll the server at specified intervalsta

receive updates about the subseriber’s contacts. [ipdated information may be integrated into the

subscriber's mobileaddress book 803 for the subseriber to aceess. in an embodiinent, contact

information maginchide a status message or thefike.
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[0061] As FIG, 8 Wlustrates, bi-directional communication 815 may exist between the

server, the subscriber’s mobile device and the contacts $20 who appear in the subscriber's

address book. nan embodiment, the server may pushinformation, such as a status message

associated with the subscriber, io the contacts 820. The server may also pull information from

the contacts 820 for transmission tothe subseriber’s mobile device,

1062) For example, ithe subscriber wishes to changehis status message, the

subscriber mayset a newsiatus message using his mobile device. The new status message may
%

then be sent to the server to be propagated to the subseriber’s contacts. When theserver receives

and processes the newstatus message, the server may send the newstatus message toall of the

subseriber’s contacts.

[0063] FIG. 9 dhustrates a method of providingcontact Information according to an

embodiment. A server may receive 900 anc or more siatus messages, such as a holographic

message, from a subscriber's mobile device. A holographic message relates i¢ customized

messages that differ based on which contact inquires about the subscriber’s siatus. Thatis,

different contacts may be presented with diferent messages depending on the identity ofthe

contact. The present discussion is intended to comprehend a one-to-one correspondence benveca

mnessages and cantacts, but.is not so Limited, andalso includes messages directedto subsets of

more than.one contact. lor cxanrple, a subscriber's holographic message mayread “I"yn ina

meeting” to work colleagues, but mayread “I’m unavailable”to all other contacts,

[0004] In an embodiment, a subscriber mayset a holographic messageusingthe

subscriber's mobile phone, Phe subseriber mayidentifv'a message for a specific contact. For

example, a Subscriber may set a holographic message that reads “ll be home at 6:30pm” tofis
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wife. The subscriber mayalso set a holographic message for a specific contact group. For

example, a subscriber nay set a holographic message that reads “At the beach”to his friends.

[0065] In an embodiment, the helographic messages set by a subscriber may be sent to

the server 10 be transmitted to the contacts in the subscriber's contact book. The server maystore

910 a holographic message and corresponding contact or contact group. The server may transmit

920 ine holographic message to the mobile phones of the apprepriaie contacts based on the

contact’s name, the contact’s group or the hke. In an embodiment, the server mayintegrate 930

the holographic message into an address bookassociated with a.conteet. The server maytransmit

ane or mure instructions fo a contact’s mobile device instructing the mobile device to display the

holographic message.

{0066} In an embodiment, a list of most-recently called caniacts may be kept. For

example, the Hst mayreflect the last ten contacts a subscriber called, chatted with, changed 4

status messagefor, or the ke. Typically, a subscriber's address bookis stored on aserver, and 4

push presence feclmique is alized io access contact information, such as a status message or the

hike. In-an embodiment, the push presence technique requires a subscriber to retrieve the latest

contact information from the server. However, a subscriber who a8 many contacts must access

the server numerous times.in order to view contact information, which maydrain the battery of

the subseriber’s mobile device. As such, a Rst- of mesi-recently called coniacts may be kept. ‘This

list may be stored an a subscriber's mobile device or on the server. (the list is stered on the

server, theserver must only push the contact information associated with the contacts in the

most-recentiy called list mstead of the contact information for every contact in the subseriber’s

address book.

-10.
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[Q067) fi will be appreciated that various of the above-disclosed andother features and

functions, or allernatives thereof, may be desirably combinedinto manyother dilferentsystems

or applications. Also that various presently unforeseen or unanticipated alternatives,

modifications, variations or improvernents therein may be subsequently made by thase skilled in

the art which are also intended to be encompassed by the folowing claims,
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CLAIMS

Wheat is Chahmed Is

1. A method ofproviding cost information associated with one or more contact numbers in

an address book, the method comprising:

receiving cost information;

storing the cost information;

mapping at least a portion of the cast information to one or more contact mambers using

one or more pre-defined rules; and

transmitting the mapped cost information to a mobile device.

2. The methed of claim 1, wherein receiving cost information comprises receiving cost

information froma rate.sheet provided bya service provider.

3. The methed of claim 1, wherein reeerving cost miormation comprises receiving cost

information froma price feed.

4, The method of claim-1, wherein mapping Comprises using the pre-defined rules to

determine oneor more ofa calling location, a phone type and a callingplan.

3. The method of claun 1, wherein mapping comprises mappingat least a portion ofthe cost

information fo ane or more contact numbers in an address book, wherein the address. bookis

stored on the mobile device.

~al-
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6. The method of claim |, wherein transmitting the mapped cost information comprises

integratingthe cost information into one or more address books associated with one or more

subscribers, wherein at least a portion of the cost information is displayed to the one or mere

subscribers.

7. ‘The methad of claim1, further comprising:

determining whether there is a discount associaicd with the mappedcost information: and

ifa discount is determined to exist, transmitting an alert to the mobile device.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein determining whether there is a discount comprises:

comparing the received cost information with the stored cost information; and

ifthe recervedcost information associated with one or more telephone numbers is less

than the stored cast information associated with the contact mumbers, generating an alert.

, A aystemofproviding cost information associated with one or more contact numbers, the

system comprising:

ane or more mobile devices: and

a processor for processing cost Information, wherein the processoris in communication

with the one or more mobile devices,

10. The system of claim 9, farther comprising:

aprice table database in communication with a price feed. wherein the price table

database comprises cost informatica

B Bnd
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fl. The system of claim9, further comprising:

a mapper for mapping cost information, wherein the mapper is In communication with

ibe one or more mobile devices,

12. A methed of providing alucal access numberio a subscriber, the method coniprising:

receiving subscriberlocale information indicating a location of a subscriber:

mapping the subseriber locale information to one ar more focal acvess numbers;

identifying, from the one-or more local access numbers, a local access number

corresponding to the subsertber locale information: and

transmitting the identified local access numberto the subseriber’s mobile device.

13. “The methed of claim 12, wherein receiving subscriber locale infirmalion comprises

receiving, from the subscriber's mobile device, locale information provided bythe subseriber,

wherein the iocale information comprises a telephone rnamber and an area code.

14. The methed of claim 12, wherein recetving subscriber locale information comprises

automatically recerving the subscriber locale information from a browser on the subscriber's

mobile device.

LA The method of claim f2, wherein mapping the subscriber locale information camprises

automatically determining, by a mapper, One or more local access numbers based on the received

subscriber locale information,
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ta. A method ofplacing a call using a local access number, the methad comprising:

transmitting subscriber locale information to a processor:

receiving, from the processor, one or more long distance service providers:

selecting a long distance service provider from the plurality of long distance service

providers; and

receiving a local access number based on the selected long distance service provider.

1?. ‘Phe method of claim 14, wherein transmitting subscriber locale information comprises

transmitting subscriber locale information provided by a subscriber, wherein the subscriber

locale information comprises 2 telephone number and an area cole,

18. The methodofclaim 16, wherein transmitting subseriber locale information comprises

agomatically transmitting subscriber locale formation from a browser ona mobile device.

19. The method of claim 16, wherein receiving a local access mumber comprises

aufomatically populating an address book on a mobile device withthe local access number.

20. A system for providing a local access number to a subscriber comprising:

one or more mobile devices:

@ processor in communication with the one or more mobile deviess; and

a processor-readable storage mediumcomprising locale information and one or more

local access numbers, wherein the processor-readable storage medium is in communication with

the processor.

24.
2
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21. Amethod of providing astatus message, the method comprising:

receiving, from a mobile device, ene or more status messages, wherein each status

message corresponds to one ar more contacts in an address book:

storing the status messages and corresponding one or more contacts:

ransmitting one ofthe status messages to a mobile device associated with onc of the one

or more contacts, whereinthe status messageis displayed on the associated mobile device: and

integrating the status message into an address book associated with the contact.

22. ‘The methed of claim 2], wheremreceiving one or more status messages comprises

recebving a status message associated with a contact group.

23. The methed of claim 21, wherein transmitting one ol the status messages cormrorises:

determining the contacts corresponding to the status message:

identifving one or more mobile devices associated with the corresponding comtacts: and

transmitting the status message to the mobile devices assoviated with the corresponding

comacts,

24. The method of claim 21, wherein integrating the status message comprises instructing @

mobile device of the contact to display the status message.

23. Amethod of providing contact iifornmation on a mobile device, the method conmriving:

generating a hist of a predefined number of most-recently called contacts froman address

book on a subscriber's mobile device:

5.
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for cach most-recentlycalled contact, receiving contact information, comprising one or

more of a contact name, a telephone woniber, a mood message, a holographic message, and a

transmitting the Hst, associated contact Information and one or more insiructions to the

subscriber's mobile device, wherein the one dr more instructions instruct the mobile device to

display the list and associated contact information.

26.  A-system of providing a status message, the system comprising:

a subseriber mobile device comprising an address book having one or more contacts:

a processor fer processing data relating to one or more status messages, wherein the

processer is in commnnication with the subscriber mobile device; and

oue or niore contact mobile devices associated with ene or more contacts in the address

book, wherein each contact mobile device is in communication with the processor.

27.  Amethod of aecessing contact information on a mobile device, the method comprising:

caching contact information prior to powering off a mobile device:

storing the cached contact information on the mobile device; and

displaying the cached cantact information on a display screen ofthe mobile device when

a subscriber accesses the address book afier the mobile deviee is powered on.

28. “Phe method of claim 27, wherein caching contact information comprises caching

information from an address hagk associated with the mobile device.

26+
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29. The method of claim 27, wherein caching contact information comprises caching one or

more of the folowing:

atiame of a contact, and

a contact nuniber associated with the cantact.

30. Phe method af claim 27, farther conyprising:

reeciving updated contact information:

replacing at least a portion ofthe cached contact information with the updated contact

information: and

displaying the updated contact mformation on the display screen,

3, The method of claim 30, wherein replacing at least a portion ofihe contactinformation

comprises:

replacing the cached contact information ima specified order, wherein the order ts based

on the position of the contact information in the address book.

32. The methed of claim 30, wherein replacing at least a portion of the contact information

camprises:

replacing the coniact information in a specified order, wherein the order is based on a

predefined priority associated with the contact information.

27.
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33. A method of accessing contact mformation, the method comprising:

receiving, from a subscriber, an instraction to dial a telephone mumber, wherein the

telephone numberis associated with one or more ofa session identification number, a comtac

identification umber and a contact name:

if oue or more of the session identification number and the contact identification number

is expired, transmitting one or more of the session identification number, the contact

receiving from the server one or more of an updated session identification nurnber and an

updated comtact identification number; and

dialing the telephone nurnber using one or more of the updated session Klentification

sumber and the updated contact identification number.

tod- A method of acvessing contact information. the method comprising:

receiving, from a subseriber, an insiraction to dial a iclephone number, wherein the

telephone numberis associated with one or more ofa session identification number, a contact

identification nainber and a contact mame: and

if one or more ofthe session identification number and the contact identification number

is expired:

placing a call by dialing a. direct inward dialing number asscciaied with the

contact name, wherein a dial-string associated with the call conuprises one or more first

dual-tone mult-lrequencytones.

wos
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35. ‘The method of claim 34, wherein dialing a direct inward dialing number comprises:

appending one ar more second dual-tone multi-frequency ‘tones assoctaled with the

subscriber to the dial-string.

36. Amethod of claim 34, wheremplacing a call comprises:

dialing a direct inward dialing number associated with the contact name, wherein the

dial-string associated with the call comprises the session identification number and the direct

inward dialing number,

37. A system for accessing contact information on a mobile device comprising:

a mobile device comprising a processer and a processor-readabie storage medium [or

storing cached contact information; and

a server in communication with the mobile device, wherein the server provides updated

contact information to the mobile deviee.
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METITODS AND SYSTEMS OF PROCESSING MOBILE CALLS

CLAIM OF PRIORITY AND RELATED APPLICATIONS

{8001} This application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119¢e} to U.S. Provisional

Application No. 60/883,841, filed January 8, 2007, U.S, Provisional Applicadon No. 60/884,045

filed January 9, 2007, US. Provisional Application No. G0/ 889,305, filed February 12, 2007, U.S.

Provisional Application No. 60/889,959, filed February 15, 2007, U.S. Provisional Application

No. 60/896,003, filed March 21, 2007, U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/908,726, filed March

29, 2007, US. Provisional Application No. 60/940,758, filed May 30, 2007, U.S. Provisional

Application No, 60/942,557, filed June 7, 2007, U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/945,931,

filed June 24, 2007, and US. Provisional Application No. 60/947,963, filed July 4, 2007, the

entireties of which are incorporated by reference herein.

BACKGROUND

[0002] As the mobile telecommunicationindustry grows, mobile subscribers are

becoming increasingly more aware of their leverage in the market. They carefully compare

service providers and call plans, and make educated choices before subscribing to a carrier and a

service. Subseribers also continuously seek new and improved features to integrate into their

mobde service such as enhanced chat, long distance service options, customized graphical user

interfaces and the like.

[0003] Despite being informed consumers, mobile subscribers are often disadvantaged

in the mobile market. For example, although a subscriber may be knowledgeable about theit own

calling plan subscnpoon, subscribers are usually unaware ofthe cost per minuteof a call to the

calling desunation. This puts a mobile subscriber at a disadvantage in making educated and

economicalcalling choices.

[0004] Mobile subscribers would also welcome more long distance service options. A

subscriber to a telecommunication carrer service typically needs a local access number to utthze
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the service. This usually involves selecting a number from a list of regional or area numbers, such

as a preprinted list on a calling card, to find the access numberclosest to the subsertber’s current

location. ‘Phe subscnber dials the local access number and 1s usually connected to a long distance

service provider via a telephony network. Typically, the subscriber can then enter a target tong

distance telephone number, and the long distance service provider will route the call to a

subseriber-spedified number. The current approach has manydisadvantages, however, such as

having to purchase a phone care and locating a local access number. In addition, a suhserther

who accidentally places a call using a non-local access number may incut long distance charges.

]0065] ft is commonfor a subscriber to experiencea significantdelay afler powering

on his mobile device before he ts able to access updated contact information in his address book.

This is because the mobile device must contact andretrieve an updated contact Hist from a

server. As such, subscribers may desire to access his address book while the contact informanon

is being updated.

[0606] To keep pace with the constant evolution of mobile telephony, mobile

subscribers are treated to a variety of applications designed to opumize their mobile

communication experience. For example, subscribers can access the Internet with the mobile

device, send chat messages to their contacts and the like, Subseribers can glean relevant and up-

to-date information about their contacts in their address books by viewing presence-statuses,

away messapes, sometimes referred to as status messages, mood messapes or the like. However,

itis common for a subscriber's status message to read the same regardless of which contact

views It. As such, a subscriber cannot customize his status message based on the contact who ts

viewing It.

[Q007] A mobile subseriber may have one or more contacts in an address book that

belong to different networks than the subscriber, Ic is often difficult for a subscriber to

determine which nenvork a contact is subscribed te, which precludes the subscriber from

making informed decistons about howto optimallycall the contact. As such, a subscriber would
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like to ascertain to which network a contact belongs so that the subscriber can optimizecall-

dialing to this contact.

[0008} [tis often difficult to determine the origin of a Voice over IP call because the

call usually does not contain typical country code identifiers. As such, service providers would

like to deterrnine the origin of incomingcalls to determine whether to accept or reject the call,

[0069] A mobile subscriber may only have limited contact information for a callee. A

subscriber may want to obtain further information associated with the callce in order to decide

how best to contact the callee.

SUMMARY

{OGEO] Before the present methodsare described,it is to be understood that this

invention 18 not limited to the particular systems, methadologies ar protocols described, as these

may vary. Itis also to be understood that the terminologyused herein is for the purpose of

describingparticular embodiments only, and is not intended to limit the scope of the present

disclosure which will be limuted only by the appended claims.

fO013] Inan embodiment, a method of optimizing call dialing may include receiving a

first calf including one or more of a session identficadon number,a contactidentification

number, a contact name and a direct inward dialing number, determining a caller provider and a

callee provider based on thefirst call, determining cost information associated with one or more

numbers corresponding to a callee and routing a secondcall betweenthecaller and the callee

based on one or more of the caller provider, the callee provider and the cost information.

[0012] In an embodiment,a system for optimizingcall dialing may inelude a processor

for optimuzing cali dialing by processing one or moreofa session identification number,a

contact identification number, a contact nameanda direct inward dialing nomber to determine

provider information associated with one or moreofa caller and a callee.
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J6013) In an embodiment, a method ofdetermining an origin of an incommg,call may

include receiving, by a callee pateway, a call from a mobile device associated with a caller, where

the call is transmitted over a network viaacaller gateway, identifying an ongin ofthe call and

determining whether to accept or reject the call based on the origin. If the call is accepted, the

call may be processed. If the call is rejected, the caller may be alerted that the call cannot be

completed.

[O04] In an embodiment, a system for determining an origin of an incoming cal] may

include a caller gateway in communicanion with at least one mobile device and a callee gatewayin

communication with at least one mobile device and the caller gateway. The callee gateway may

receive information pertaining to a call, and may determine an origin ofthe call based onat least

a portion of the received information.

(0015) In an embodiment, a method ofascertaining information associated with a

callee may include receiving a direct inward dialing number assoctated with a callee, comparing

the direct inward dialing number to one or more entries ina consolidated general registry, where

each entry comprises contact imformation and if an entry having the direct dialing numberis

tound, transmitting at least a portion of the contact information to the caller.

{0016} In an embodiment, a system of ascettaining information associated with a

callee may include one at more mobile devices, a processor in communication with the one or

more mobile devices and a central general registry in communicadon with at least one of the one

or more mobile devices.

j@017] In an embodiment, a methodoffiltering one or more contacts in an address

book on a mobile device may include identifying one or more contacts in an address book

associated with a mobile device, automatically filtering the one or more contacts in real time

based on one or more predetermined criteria, where each predetermined criterion corresponds

to a tab and displaying the filtered contacts to the usér on a mobile device, where the tab

ade
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corresponding to each predetermined criterion includes the contacts associated with the

predeternuned criterion.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

{0018] FIG. | depicts a flow chart for implementing an exemplarycall-cost feature on

a mobile device.

[0019] FIG. 2 depicts a mobile device display of exemplary cost information according

to an embadiment.

[0020} FIG. 3 depicts an exemplary system ofproviding cost information according to

an embodiment.

[9028] PIG. 4 depicts an exemplary system of providing cost information according to

an embodiment.

(8022) FIG.5 illustrates flow chart for assigning an exemplary local access number

according to an embodiment.

[0023] FIG. 6 illustrates a method ofplacing an exemplary long distance call using a

local access number according to an embodiment.

[0024] FIG. 7 illustrates a flow chart for an exemplary methodof accessing contact

information on a subscriber’s mobile device according to an embodiment.

[0025] FIG.8 illustrates an exemplary system for implementing mobile address book

interaction according to an embodiment.

[0026] FIG, 9 illustrates an exemplary method of providing contact information

according to an embodiment.

[0027] FIG. 10 Wlastrates a diagram depicting a call originating in one country and

terminating in a different country according to an embodiment.

Se
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[0028] FIG. 11 depicts a flow chart of an exemplary method of determininga call’s

point of origin according to an embodiment.

[6029] FIG. 12 Wustrates a flow chart of an exemplary method of determining

information associated with a callee according to an embodiment.

(0030) FIG. 13 ustrates an exermplary diagram of determining information associated

with a callee according to an embodiment.

[0031] FIG. i4 illustrates a flow chart for an exernplary method of optimizing call

dialing according to an embodiment.

[0032] FIG. 15 iNustrates an exemplarygraphical user interfaceiliustrating afilter

according to an embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[9033] FIG. 1 illustrates a flow chart for implementing an exemplarycall-cost feature

on a mobile device, A mobile device mayinclude mobile or portable devices such as cellular

phones, PDAs, media players or the like. A mobile device may have a processor and a processor-

readable storage medium in communication with the processor.

[0034] As illustrated by FEG. 1, a price table database mayreceive 100 cost information

from a price feed. A price feed provides real time pricing information for a product orsetvice.

For example, stock prices may beavailable to an online trader via a price feed.

[0035] In an embodiment,the price table database may be housed on a computing

device, such as a server, and the cost information mayinclude the cost per minutefor a plurality

ofcalling destinanons or the like. Table # illustrates an exemplary price table database according

to an embodiment.

_ Calling Destination ) Costper minute|

 $033/minute |
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or rrr :
? France { $0.56/minute

Israel “YS $0.35/minute
t : i

nited States ; $0.15/minute  
- Table1

[0636] ‘The price table database mayrecerve 100 cost information from the price feed

on a regular basis, In an ernbodiment, rhe price feed mayinclude a rate sheet provided bya

telephone service provider.

[0037] In an embodiment,at least a portion of the received cost information may be

stored 105 in the price table database. For example, the price table database may receive a cost-

per-minute for calling Canada. If the price table database does not currently inchude a cost-per-

minute for Canada, the cost information may be added to the price table database. If the price

table database includes a different cost-per-minute for Canada, the stored cost information may

be replaced with the cost information from the price feed. In an embodiment,if the received

cost information associated with a calling desunationis less than the stored cose information

associated with the catling destination, an alert may be generated. The alert may be used to notify

a subseriber of the price discountassociated with the particular calling destination. In an

embodiment, the server may transtnit the alert to a subscriber’s mobile device to notify the

subscriber of the price discount.

[0038] A mapper may use the cost information containedtn the price table database to

map 110 cost information to one or more phone numbersin a subscriber's address book. In an

embodiment, the mapper mayutilize pre-defined rules to map 110 cost information to a contact

number. A contact is an entry in an address bookthat is accessible by a mobile device. A contact

numberis a mobile device number associated with a contact. In an embodiment, the mapper

may map 110 cost information to one or more contact numbers using pre-defined niles. The pre-

defined rules may be used to determine, for exampie,a calling destination, whether the phone

number belongs to a landline or a mobile device, or the like. For example,in Israel, landlines are

-7-
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provisioned with the country code +972 followed by an area code ranging from ‘1’ to ‘9’, with

the excepuon of‘5.’ Mobile phone numbers typically begin with ‘5? Ifa subscnber has the phone

number “972-2-5388-0234"in his address book, the mapper may use one or more pre-defined

rules to determine the contact numberts a landline number is Israel. The mapper may use this

infermation to map the corresponding cost per minute to one or more contact numbers in a

subscriber’s address book.

[0039] In an embodiment, the mapped cost information may be transmitted to the

subscrtber’s mobile device for display to the subscriber. FIG. 2 depicts a mobile phone display of

exemplary cost information according to an embodiment, As illustrated, the cost to call one or

more contacts in a subseriber’s address book maybe displayed. For example, calling Jim on his

mobile phone costs $0.6136/minute 200, whereas calling Jim on his landline phone costs

$0.017/minute 205. The subscriber may use this information to make an informedcalling

decision regarding which numberto call.

{0040}=In an embodiment, cost information may be provided based on associated

calling plans. As illustrated by FIG. 3, the price table database mayinclude cost information such

as mobile providers’ calling plans 300, a cost-pet-minute value 305 associated with the calling

plans, a dialing prefix 310 provisioned for each calling plan and/or the like. In an embodiment,

the price table database mayreceive this cost information from the price feed on a regularly

updated basis.

(041) In an embodiment, the mapper may map a contact’s number with the

subscriber’s calling plan and the corresponding cost information maybe displayed to a

subscnber. One or more contacts in a subscriber's addtess book maybe displayed with cost

information based on the subscriber’s and/or the contact’s calling plan. For example, FIG. 3

ifastrates exemplary information that maybe displayed on a mobile device. A contact’s number

315 maybe listed with a cost-per-minute value 320 and a calling plan 325 associated with the

number 315.
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{0042} In an embodiment, the mapper may use a contact’s phone number to determine

calling destination information such as a contact’s locale, whether the contact’s number

corresponds to a fandline or a mobile phone orthe like. After calling destination information is

determined, the mapper may map at least a portion of the calling destination informationto the

subscriber's calling plan. For example, a subscriber may want to call a contact who has two

numbers. The first number maybe a landline in Israel while the second number maybe a mobile

phone tnIsrael. The mapper may match the subscriber’s calling plan with the destination

information to determine that cost information associated withcalling the tvo numbers.

[0043] in an embodiment, multiple service providers may be used to place a call. In

such an embodiment, the mapper may map cost information assoctated withall necessary

providers so that a combined price maybedisplayed to a subscriber. For example, if a subscriber

calls an overseas contact using a long-distance service provider, the cost-per-minute mayreflect

both the long distance provider’s charges as well as the local mobile carriet’s airtime charges.

[8044] FIG. 4 depicts an environmentsuitable for practicing the illustrative

embodiments. A processor, such as a server 400 mayinclude a mapper 405 and/ora price table

database 410. The server 400 maybe in communicationwith a price feed 415 and one or more

mobile devices 420 via a network 425. The server 400 may be implemented on a stand-alone

computer system or may be implemented bydistributed components such as separate electronic

devices.

{0045} In an embodiment, a subsertber mayuse a local access numberto place a long

distance call. A local access numberis a local telephone numbera subscriber may employ to

connect to a certain long distance service provider. FIG.5 illustrates an exemplary flow chart of

a method for assigning a local access number according to an embodiment. A subscriber's tocale

information maybe received 500 bya server. In an embodiment, a subscriber may use a mobile

device to subscribe to a telecommunication service via a data line. For example, a subscriber may

access a browser to transmit an HTTP request. Upon registration, a subscriber may provide

9.
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locale information such as an area code and a telephone number, a zip code or the like

corresponding to the subscriber’s current location. The locale information may be

communicated to a server,

[0046] In another embodiment, locale information maybe automatically réceived 500

by a server. or example, the locale information may be teansmitted via an HTTP browser ro a

server where it may be processed by a service delivery framework (SDF). The SDF may be aware

of the subsenher locale information, such as a Mobile Systems International Subscriber Identity

Number (MSISDN), and may insert such information into an HYFTPheader. The header may be

transmitted to the server where the mapper may extract the locale information.

[0047] In an embodiment, the mapper may map 510 the locale information to a

database of available access numbers. A local access number maybe identified 520 based on the

subscriber’s current locanon and the identified local access number may be transmitted 830 to

the subseriber’s mobile device.

[0048] In an embodiment, the mapper maygeneratea list of long distance service

providers having local access numbers corresponding to the subscriber’s locale. The server may

transmit the list via a data line to the subscriber’s mobile device, The subscriber mayselect a long

distance service provider, and may receive the corresponding local access number on his mobile

device.

[0049] In an embodiment, the subscriber may use the local access number to connect

to a chosen long distance service provider. The subscriber may manually inpat the local access

number, followed by the desired long-distance phone number. Alternatively, the subscriber may

employ an application, such as an address book, to automate this process. For example, a mobile

device’s address book may include a long-distance automatic dialing feature that allows for quick-

dialing of a previously entered local access code.

~FQ-
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{0050} In an embodiment, an existing address book may be populated with the local

access numberfor future retrieval. In an embodiment, as a subscriber travels, his mobile device

mayrecerve and store new local access numbers based on his current location,

[0031] FIG. 6 Mustrates a method of placing a long distance call using a local access

number according to an embodiment. For example, subscriber who wants to make a third-party

long distance call may register 600 for a long distance service using a browser an his mobile

device. Upon registration, the subscriber may be asked ta provide 605 locale information, such

as a local telephone number with anarea code. The locale information may be processed 610 by

the server, and the subscriber mayreceive 615 a list of one or more long distance service

providers. The subscriber may select 620 a long distance service provider and may receive 625 a

local access number based on theselected long distance provider on his mobile device. The

subscriber may employthe local access number for as long as he remains1n his curtent location.

If the subscriber’s address book is equipped with a long distance auto-dial feature, it may be

automatically populated with the local access number when the server transmits it to the mobile

device. If the subscriber changes locations, he may access his account on the subscriptionsite,

enter a new telephone number and area code, and receive a new lacal access number. The

subseriber’s old access number may be stored for later use.

[0052] fa an embodiment, a local access number may be automatically dialed for the

subscriber, and may or maynot require subscriber confirmation. As such, the subscriber may

only need to specify the preferred long distance numberto call. For example, a subscriber may

select or input the preferred long distance numberto call, and an application on the mobile

device may place the call by automatically dialing the access code local to the subscriber’s local

information. As described above, the locale information may be ascertained based on the

telephone namber provided by the subscriber at sign-up or by extracting the subscriber locale

information from an HTTPheader.
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[0033} For example, a mobile user who wants to place a long distance call may select a

contact from his address beokto call. The subscriber's long distance subscripnon service may

ascertain the subscriber’s location by extracung locale information from an HTTP header

transmitted by the subscstber’s phone or by the locale informauon the subscriber providedat

sign-up. The server may map the subseriber’s location to an appropriate local access number

which maybe sent to the subscriber’s mobile device. The subscriber may make one or more

selecuons to dial the received local access number. Alternatively, the service may auto-dial the

local access number and connect the call without the subscriber being aware that a local access

thounber has been dialed.

[0054] FIG. 7 illustrates a flow chart for an exemplary method of accessing contact

information on a subscriber’s mobile device according to an embodiment. When a subscriber

first accesses a server-based mobile addtess book application, the subscriber may experience a

significant delay while the address book attempts to retrieve the subscriber’s address book from

the server. In an embodiment, a cache of the address book maybe created 700 before the

subscriber’s mobile device is powered off. The cache may include contact information stored in

the subscriber’s address book during the last application session. For example, the cache may

include a contact’s name, one or more telephone numbers associated with the contact, a status

message associated with the contact and/orthelike.

[0035] In an embodiment, a status message indicates whether the contact is online,

oftline or the like. A status message includes information relating to a status orstate of a

subscriber, and can be presented automatically to anyone who attempts to contact the subscriber.

Thestatus message may provide further information regarding the subscriber. fn an

embodiment, exemplary status messages may include “Having a bad day,” “In a meeting,” “At

the gym,” or the Lke.

fO0S6] In an embodiment, the cache maybe stored 710 on the subscriber’s mobile

device. When a subscriber powers on his mobile device, at least a portion of the cache may be

-|2-
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displayed 720 to a subscriber until a fresh upload of contact information can be obtained from

the server. Por example, when a subscriber accesses an address book application after powering

on his mobile device, the subscriber may be presented with a cached version of his address book

that mayinclude contacts’ names, telephone numbers, status message and/or the like which were

stored in the cache prior to the mobile device being powered off

[0057] In an embodiment, because the server may take a significant amountof time to

upload a complete fresh address book, contacts may be updated in a particular order according

to an embodiment. For example, the first several contacts that appear in a subseriber’s mobile

device display may have their informanon updated first. Alternatively, priority maybegiven to

one or more pre-determined contacts.

[0058] A prablem mayarise whena subscriber attempts to call a contact’s telephone

numberusing a cached address book. In an embodiment, the cached information mayinclude a

contact identification numberassociated with a contact and/or a unique session identification

number. A contact identification numberis a unique identifier associated with a certain contact

in an address book. A session identification numberis a unique identifier associated with a

calling period. The unique session identification number may remain valid for the length of an

entire calling period, which, in an embodiment, maybethe period of time from when the

application is powered up and connected until the timethat the application is powered down. A

contact identification number may be assigned to each contact, and may remainvalid for the

duration of a calling period. In an embodiment, the unique session identification numberand the

contact identification numbers may expire after the calling period has closed, thus rendering

them invaltd for subsequentcailing sessions. As such, when a subscriber attempts to call a

contact with stale status information, the application may attemptto dial in with an expired

session identification numbet and/or reference an expired contact identification number, which

may result in call failure. While a delay may exist while the server refreshes and updates a

-13-
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subscriber’s contact information, a service provider may want to give a subscriber a feeling of

being logged onto the network as soon as the subseriber’s mobile device is powered on.

[0059] For example, in an embodiment,if a subscriber selects a contact from the

cached address book having expired status information, the contact’s phone number maynot be

immediately dialed. Instead, the subscriber’s mobile device maydial a server and maydispatch

the name of the desired callee across a network. ‘The server may send back a session

identification number to be utilized during the calling period and/or a contact nformanon

number that references the callee. In an embodiment, the server may also send a local access

number to be used to contact the cailee. Alternatively, the call may be completed without the use

of a local access number.

J0060] In an embodiment, ifa subseriber selects a contact from the cached contact list

having stale status information, a prepare call may be sentto the server. The prepare call may

include a session identification number, a callee’s contact identification number, a callee’s contact

name and the like. The server may send back a newsession identification numberfor the

subseriber, a contact information numberthat references the callee, a local access number to be

used to contact the callee and/or the like.

[OOG1] In an embodiment, if a subscriber selects a contact from the cached contactlist

having stale status information, a direct inward dialing (DID} numberofthe callee may be

directly dialed, and the dual-tone multi-frequency (DTMF) tones of the caller may be appended

to a dial-string associated with the call. A DID numberis a feature offered by telephone

companies for use with customer’s private branch exchange. A telephone company mayallocate

a range of numbersall connected to the customers’ PBX. As the PBX receives calls, the number

that the caller dialed mayalso be presented so the PBX can route the call to the target callee. For

example, DID numbers may be obtained by administrators of a VoIP network and assigned to a

gateway in the network. The gateway may route incoming calls from the netwark to appropriate

VolP subscribers.
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[0062] In an embodiment, a set of D1Ds maybe assigned to a gateway. The gareway

maythen reassign the DIDs to a particular mapping of caller-callee. For example, Cailer A may

have ten contacts, A-K. Each contact may be assigned a unique DID number. When Caller A

selects a contact from his cached contactlist, Caller A is, in effect, selecting the DID number

associated with the contact.

[9063) In an embodiment, if a subscriber selects a contact from the cached contact list

having expired status information, a callee’s DID number maybe directly dialed, and the DID

number and the identification number of the caller may appear within the drai-string.

[0064] In an embodiment, a subscriber mayuse an address book on the subscriber's

mobile device to call one ot more contacts stored in the address book. The subseriber may

communicate with these contacts bydialing the contact directly, by sending chat messages or the

like. FIG. 8 dlustrates an exemplary system for implementing mobile address book interaction

according to an embodiment. In addition to being stored locally on a mobile device 800, the

contact information in a subscriber’s address book 805 mayalso be cached on a server 810 which

may regularly update the address book information. ‘he server may send information about the

subscriber’s contacts to the subscriber’s mobile device 800 as it become available. In an

embodiment, the subscriber’s mobile device 800 maypoll the server at specified intervals. to

receive updates about the subscriber’s contacts. Updated information may be integrated tnto the

subscribet’s mobile address book 805 for the subscriber to access. In an embodiment, contact

information mayinclude a status message or the like.

[0065] As FIG. 8 dlustrates, bi-directional communication 815 mayexist between the

server, the subscriber’s mobile device and the contacts 820 who appear in the subseriber’s

address book. In an embodiment, the server may push information, such as a status message

associated with the subscriber, ta the contacts 820. The server may also pull information from

the contacts 820 for transmission to the subscriber's mobile device.

-] 45.
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[@066} For example, if the subscriber wishes to change his status message, the

subscriber mayset a newstatus message using his mobile device. The new status message may

then be sent to the server to be propagated to the subscriber's contacts. When the server receives

and processes the new status message, the server may send the newstatus messageto all of the

subserber’s contacts.

[0067] FIG. 9 illustrates a method of providing contact information according to an

embodiment. A server mayreceive 900 one or more status messages, such as a holographic

message, from a subseriber’s mobile device. A holagraphic message relates to customized

messages that differ based on which contact inqutres about the subseriber’s status. ‘hatis,

different contacts may be presented with different messages depending on the identity ofthe

contact. The present discussion is intended to comprehend a one-to-one correspondence

between messages and contacts, but is not so Limited, and also includes messages directed ta

subsets of more than one contact. For example, a subscriber’s holographic message may read

“Tm in a mecting” to work colleagues, but may read “I’m unavailable” to all other contacts.

[8068] In an embodiment, a subscriber mayset a holographic message using the

subseriber’s mobile phone. The subscriber may identity a message for a specific contact. For

example, a subseziber may set a holographic message that reads “Ill be home at 6:30pm” to his

wife. The subscriber mayalso set a holographic message for a specific contact proup. For

example, a subscriber may set a holographic message that reads “At the beach”to his friends.

[6069] In an embodiment, the holographic messagesset by a subscriber may besent to

the server to be transmitted to the contacts in the subscriber’s contact book. The server may

store 910 a holographic message and corresponding contact or contact group. Theserver may

transmit 920 the holographic message to the mobile phones of the appropriate contacts based on

the contact’s name, the contact’s group or the like. In an embodiment, the server mayintegrate

930 the holographic message into an address book associated with a contact. The server may

-|6-
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lwanismit one or more instructions to 4 contact’s mobile device instructing the mobile device to

display the holographic message.

fO070] In an embodiment,a list of most-recently called contacts may be kept. For

example, the list mayreflect the last ten contacts a subscriber called, chatted with, changed a

status message for, or the ike. Typically, a subscriber’s address book is stored on a server, and a

push presence technique is utilized to access contact information,such as a status message or the

like. In an embodiment, the push presence technique requires a subscriber to retrieve the latest

contact information from the server. However, a subscriber who as many contacts must access

the server numerous times in order to view contact information, which maydrain the battery of

the subsertber’s mobile device. As such, a list of most-recently called contacts may be kept. This

list may be stored on a subscriber’s mobile device or on the server. If the list is stored on the

server, the server must only push the contact information associated with the contacts in the

meost-recently called list instead of the contact information for every contact in the subscriber’s

address book.

{OO71] In an embodiment,a gateway may decide to accept or reject a call based on the

call’s point of origin, For example, a call mayoriginate in one country and terminate in a

different country. FIG. 10illustrates a diagram depicting a call originating in one country and

terminating in a different country according to an embodiment. FIG. 11 depicts a flow chart of

an exemplary method of determining a call’s point of origin according to an embodiment.

[0072] In an embodiment, a caller mayselect 1100 a contactto call via the caller’s

mobile device. As illustrated by FIG. 10, the caller 1000 maybe located in the United Kingdom,

while the callee 1005 may be located in Germany.‘he call may be sent fram the caller’s mobile

device 1010 and received 1105 by a caller gateway 1015, or a gateway associated with the caller’s

locanon. in an embodiment,the caller gateway may reside on a server. In the example illustrated

by FIG. 10, the callee gateway 1015 is a UK Gateway 1015, The call may be teansmutted 1110 over

a network 1020, and may. be received 1115 bya caliee pateway 1025, or a gateway associated with

-|7-
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the callee’s location. In an embodiment,the callee gateway mayreside of a server. In the example

lustrated by FIG. 10, the callee gatewayis a Gerinany Gateway 1025. In an embodiment, the

callee gateway 1025 may process the call as a mobile-terminated call to the callee’s mobile device

1030.

(0073) In an embodiment, a callee gateway may determine 1120 whether to accept or

reject a call based on the ongin of thecall. In an embodiment, out of band signaling may be

employed 1125 to make this determination. In an embodiment,a first communication channel

maybe created to bridge the call. The first communication channel maybe a standard

communicaiion channel. In an embodiment, the first communication channel may be HTTP. In

an embodiment a second communication may be created. The second communication channel

may serve as a communication channel between a plurality of servers. In an embodiment, before

a call is teansimitted, an HTTP request may be transmitted to one or more servers on the second

communication channel alerting the servers of the origin of the call. For example,in the example

illustrated by FIG. 10, a caller mayselect a contact from an address book. Before thecallis

transtaulted, an HTTP request maybe transmitted to one or more servers on the cormmutucation

channel alerting the servers that the call about to be processed is criginadng from the United

Kingdom. As such, the alerted servers will be notified as to the calls country of origin before the

eall reaches its final destination.

[0074] In an embodiment, in-band signaling audio may be employed 1130 to identify the

origin ofa call. In an embodiment, one or more DTMFtones may be used to identifythe origin

of the call. Before a call is connected to a callee.one or more DTMFtones maybeinserted into

the call. These tones may be heard bythecallee as a series of pings. In an embodiment, the

DTMFtones may be encoded to represent the country of origin, The server thatreceives thecall

tay interpret the DITMFtonesto ascertain the country of ongin. An indication of the country of

origin may be transmitted to the callee gateway, which may determine whether to accept or

reject the call,

-18-
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[075] Ib an embodiment, in-band signaling non-audio may be employed 1135 to

determine the origin ofa call. In an embodiment, the nepwork may employ an audio channel and

a data channel. The data channel may be used for sending data as well as a protocol for allowing

the caller gatewayand callee pateway to communicate with each other. In an embodiment,

information associated with the call ongin may be sent to the callee gateway via the data channel.

In an ernbodiment, the origin information maybe sent in a text message, in a data message or

the like. In an embodiment, a data message mayinclude a data protocolor the like.

{0076] In an embodiment, after the countryof origin is ascertained from an incoming

call, the callee gateway mayuse this information to decide 1120 whether to accept or refuse a call.

If the call is accepted, the call may be routed 1140 through the callee gatewayto the callee’s

mobile device. [f the call is refused, the callee may be alerted 1145 that the call could nor be

completed.

[0077] In an embodiment, a caller may use a portion of information regarding a callee to

ascertain other information pertaining to the callec. For cxample,a caller may know a DID

number corresponding a contact, however, the caller may be unaware of the contact’s screen

name, account name, email address or the like. Tf the caller directly dials the contact’s DIP

number, he may incur long distance charges that he may not incur if he contacts the callee via

the callee’s screen name.

[0078] FIG. 12 illustrates a flow chart of an exemplary method of determining

information associated with a callee according to an embodinent. PIG. 13 Wlustrates an

exemplary diagram of determining information associated with a callee according to an

embodiment.

[0079] In an embodiment,a caller 1230 may dial 1200 a DID numberassociated with a

callee 1235. The DID number tnay be received 1205 by a server which may compare 1210 the

DID number to one or more entries in a consolidated general registry 240. In an embodiment,a

consolidated general repistry 1240 may include contact information associated with a subscriber,

~[9-
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such as the subscriber's telephone number, screen name, email address and/or the like and may

reside on a server. The server may use a poruion of information transuutted froma caller to

idenafy 1215 other information corresponding to the callee 1235. For example,if a caller 1230

dials a callee’s DID number, the consolidated general registry 1240 may use the DID number to

determine that the callee 1235 also has a screen name. In an embodiment, at least a portion of

the contact information may be transmitted to the caller. In an embodiment, one or more

images, such as the transmitted contact information, may be downloaded ro a mobile device in

one or more stages. In an embodiment, an images may be downloaded progtessivelyin one or

more stages as the user continues to use the mobile device. In an embodiment, an image may be

displayed in low resolution in a first stage, but with each subsequent stage, the image quality

associated with the image may progressively improve. For example, when a user first powers on

his mobile device, the user’s address book may appear in low resolution. After a certain period of

time, the resolution and image quality may improve. After a certain period oftime, the image

quality and resolution may further improve.

{0080} Table 2 illustrates an exemplary entry in the consolidated general registry

according to an embodiment.

“DIDNumber| Screen 
wetterandheeuetscautetectinitiate inenngateciinfe teedtnnccageaataaspecnneneedagen

isapr25@aol.com|isapr25@gmail.com |
ieee metenereeeeee:

orcasVisapr25
i cogepnngne

{O08E} For example, ifa caller 1230 wants to contact the callee 1235 identified by Table

2, he maydial the calice’s DID number because this is the only contact information he has

regarding the callee 1235. The server may match the received DID numberto the screen name

tsapr25 as illustrated by Table 2. The callee’s screen name maybe transmitted 1220 back to the

calier 1230 and the caller 1230 maybe provided the option of contacting the callee 1235 using her

screen name. In an embodiment,.the call may automancally be completed 1225 using a

predetermined method. For example, the call may be completed using the least expensive

~20-
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method. In an embodiment, the call may be transmitted through a gateway 1245 which may

connect the call to the callee 1235,

[0082] In an embodiment,call dialing may be optimized so that a call is processed more

efficiendy. Optimization may involve identifying to which provider a caller and a callee belong,

and deciding how to route a call between the rvo based on at least the provider informauion and

cost information.

[Q083] FIG. 11 iHustrates a flow chart for an exemplary method of opumizing cali

dialing according to an embodiment. In an embodiment, a caller mayselect 1300 a contact from

an address book. A first call, such as a prepare call, may be sent 1305 to a server. In an

embodiment, the first call may include one or more of a session identification number,a callee’s

contact identification number, a callee’s contact name, a DID number andthelike. In an

embodiment, a DID number may include one or more of a country code and a unique identifier

associated with the mobile provider.

[0084] In an embodiment, the server mayuse the information contained in the first call

to determine how to best optimize call dialing. For example, the server may determine 1310 a

provider associated with the caller and a provider associated with the cailee. In an embodiment,

ifa caller and a callee are subscribers to the same provider, the server may connect a second call

using direct dial. In an embodiment, the second call may be a voicecall. For example, if the caller

is a subsenher to Provider A, and the callee also belongs to Provider A’s network, the server may

automatically connectthe caller to the callee’s number.

[0085] In an embodiment,if a caller belongs to a different network than the callee, the

server may provide an access number that mayserve as a gateway through which co connect to a

third party provider network, such as a third party VoIP provider network. In an embodiment,

an access number maybe returned to the caller. The caller maydial the access number to reach

the callee. Routing the second call through a thied party network mayreduce the charges

incurred and the call may be processed more quickly and efficiently.
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(0086) In an embodiment, a mapper, such as that illustrated by FIC. 1, may use the cost

information contained in the price table database to map 1315 cost informationto the callee’s

phone nuraber. For example,if a caller dials a callee that has two possible phone numbers, the

setver may determine 132@ how to optimizecali dialing by determining whetherthe callee is a

subscriber of the callee’s network for either phone numbet and the cost information associated

with the callee’s phone numbers. The server mayusethis information to call 1325 the callee.

{8087] In an embediment, a mobile device mayinclude a filter that sorts one or more

contacts in an address book based on certain criteria. FIG. 15 illustrates an exemplary graphical

userinterface illustrating a filter according to an embodiment.

[0088] In an embodiment, one or more contacts from-an address book 1430 on a

mobile device 1435 may be automaticallyfiltered in real-time. In an embodiment,filtered

contacts may be displayed under one or more tabs for increased accessibility. FIG. 15 illustrates

exemplarytabs 1400 such as “Landline,” 1405 “Wireless,” 1410 “My Carrier,” 1415 “Recent

Received” 1420 and “Recent Called” 1425.

[0689] In an embodiment, the “Landline” tab 1405 may include one or moze contacts

having landline telephone numbers and/or their landline telephone numbers. The “Wireless” tab

1410 mayinclude one or more contacts having wireless telephone numbers, and their

corresponding wireless telephone numbers. The “My Carrier” tab 1415 mayinclude one or more

contacts that belong to the same carrier or provider as the user. In an embodiment, one of more

contacts may be filtered through auto-detection of a user's network based on the user’s phone

number. In an embodiment, the user's phone number may include an identifier steing that is

unique to the cellular provider,

{8090} In an embodiment, the “Recent Received” tab 1420 mayinclude one or more

contacts that have recently called the user. In an embodiment, this tab 1420 mayinclude one ot

tore contacts that have called the uscr within a predefined period of time. For example, only the

contacts that have called the user within the past nventy-four hours may be displayed.

236
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Alternatively, this tab 1420 mayinclude one or mere predefined numberof contacts. For

example, only the last ten contacts that have called the user nay be displayed.

[9091] In an embodiment,the “Recent Called” 1425 tab may include one or more

contacts that the user has recently called. In an embodiment, this tab 1425 may include one or

more contacts that the user has called within a predefined period of ume. For example, onlythe

contacts that the user has called within the past twenty-four hours maybe displayed.

Alternatively, this tab 1425 may include one or more predefined number of contacts. For

example, only the last ten contacts that the user has called may be displayed. Additional and/or

alternate tabs may be used within the scope of this disclosure.

[0092] it will be appreciated that various of the above-disclosed and other features and

functions, or alternatives thereof, may be desirably combined into many other different systems

or applications. Also that various presently unforeseen or unanucipated alternatives,

modifications, variations or improvements therein may be subsequently made by those skilled in

the art which are also intended to be encompassed bythe following claims.

[0093] What is claimed is:
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CLAIMS

1. A method of optimizing call dialing, the method comprising:

receiving a first call comprising one ot more of a session identification rrumber, a contact

identification sumber, a contact name and a direct inward dialing number,

determining a caller provider and a callee provider based on thefirst call;

determining cost information associated with one or more numbers corresponding to a

callee; and

routing a second call between the caller and the callee based on one or moreofthe caller

provider, the callee provider and the cost information,

2. ‘The method of claim 1, wherein receiving a first call comprises receiving a first call from

a mobile device.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein routing a second call comprises:

determininp whether the caller provider is the sameas the callee provider;

if so, automatically dialing the direct inward dialing number; and

if not, transmitting an access numberto the caller.

4. ‘The method of claim 1, wherein determining cost information comprises mappingat

least a portion of the cost information to one or more numbers associated with the callee using

one or morc pre-definedrules.

5. A system for optimizing call dialing comprising:
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a processor for optimizing cali dialing by processing one or more of a session

identifcaton number, a contact idenuficauon number, a contact name and a direct inward

dialing number to determine provider informaton associated with one or more ofa caller and a

callee.

6. The system of claim 5, further comprising:

a mapper for mapping cost information associated with calling the callee based on the

determined provider intormation.

7. A method ofdetermining an origin of an incoming call, the method comprising:

receiving, by a callee gateway, a call from a mobile device associated with a caller,

wherein the call is transmitted over a network via a caller gateway;

identifying an origin ofthecall,

determining whether to accept or reject the call based on the origin;

if the call 1s accepted, processing the call; and

if the call is rejected, alerting the caller that the call cannot be completed.

8. The method of clann 7, wherein identifying an origin ofthe call comprises:

creating a first communication channel to bridge the call;

creating a second communications channel that communicates with a plurality of servers;

and

transmitnng an HTP request to one or more of the plurality of servers, wherein the

HTTP request comprises an indication of the origin of the call.

9. The methodofclaim 7, wherein identifying an origin ofthe call comprises:

25.
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decoding one or more DY'MFtones that have been encoded to represent the origin of

the call.

16, The method of claim 7, wherein identifving an origin of the call comprises:

receiving Information associated with the origin via a data channel.

It. The method of claim 7, wherein the caller gateway and the callee gatewayare located in

different countries.

12. A system for determining an origin of an incoming call comprising:

a caller gateway in communication with ar least one mobile device; and

a callee gatewayitl Communication with at least one mobile device and the caller gateway,

wherein the callee gateway receives information pertaining to a call, wherein the callee gateway

determines an ongin of the call based onat least a poruen of the received information.

13. A method ofascertaining information associated with a callee, the method comprising:

receiving a direct inward dialing number associated with a callee,

comparing the direct inward dialing number to one or more entries in a consolidated

general registry, wherein each entry comprises contact information; and

uf an entry having the direct dialing numberis found, transmitting at least a portion of the

contact information to the caller.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the contact information coiniprises one or more ofa

telephoné number, a screen name and an esnail address.

15. The method of claim 13, further comprising:
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automatically connecting the cail using one or more predetermined rules.

16. The method of clam 13, wherein transmitting at least a pordonof the contact

information to the caller comprises:

downloading a portion of the contact information in one or more stages such that lage

quality associated with the downloaded portion in each stages propressively improves.

17. A system for ascertaining information associated with a callee comprising:

one of more mobile devices;

a ptocessor in communication with the one or more mobile devices; and

a central general registry In communication with at least one of the one or more mobile

devices.

18. A methodoffiltering one or more contacts in an address book on a mobile device, the

method comprising:

identifying one or more contacts in an address book associated with a mobile device;

automatically filrermng the one or more contacts in teal time based on one or more

predetermined criteria, wherein each predetermined criterion corresponds to a tab; and

displaying the filtered contacts to the user on a mobile device, wherein the tab

corresponding to each predetermined criterion includes the contacts associated with the

predetermmed criterion.

19, ‘Fhe method ofclam 18, wherein automatically filtering the one or more contacts

comprises filtering the one or more contacts based on one or more of the following:

whether a contact has a landline telephone number;

whether a contact has a wireless telephone number;

-27-
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whether a contact belongs to the same carrier as the mobile device user;

whether a contact has recently called the mobile device user; and

whether the mobile device user has recently called a contact.
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(57) Abstract: A communication systemincluding a media serverthrough which communicationpackets are exchangedfor record-
ing and monitoring purposesis disclosed. A tap is associated with each communication endpoint allowing for cradle to grave record-
ing of communications despite their subsequent routing or branching. An incoming communication is routedto a first tap and upon
selection of a receiving party; the first tap is routed to a second tap which forwards communication packets on to the receiving party.
The taps may be used to forward communication packets to any numberof other taps or destinations, such as a: rccording device,
monitoring user, or other user in the form of a conference.
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR RECORDING AND MONITORING

COMMUNICATIONS USING A MEDIA SERVER

TIELD OF INVENTION

The present invention generally relates to telecommunication systems and

methods, as well as systems for monitoring and recording communications. More

particularly, the present invention pertains to a system and method for flexibly

monitoring and/or creating trusted and secure recordings of communications over a

digital transmissionline.

BACKGROUND

Current telecommunication technology allows for monitoring and recording

of communications. Contact centers have traditionally used standard analog

transmission methods for connecting agents to incoming callers. However,

monitoring and recording of communications in such an environmentis resource

intensive and can require multiple breaks in the recording as parties are transferred

or otherwise enter and leave a communication session. This presents a problemfor

users that wish to generate uninterrupted “cradle to grave” recordings for quality

control, verification, and other purposes. Users may also wish to make separate

recordings of each party to a communication in order to provide a further level of

authentication.

Many contact centers have beguninstalling systems capable of routing

voice communications over a digital network. In orderto facilitate recording,

however, a communicationstill has to be rerouted through the main server. This

increases the resource load on the server, reduces overall scalability, and creates

constraints which make it more difficult to flexibly create uninterrupted recordings

of individual parties.
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SUMMARY

Various technologies and techniques are disclosed for recording and

monitoring communications over a digital transmission line. In one form, a main

contact center server receives a notification of an incoming communication from

an outside party. The server then instructs a separate media server to create a tap

for monitoring the digital communication packets received from and transmitted to

the outside caller. The packets arriving at the tap are simply passed through with

no order or timing adjustment. As a result, the tap incurs only a small amount of

latency in the communication path. Single party recording is easily achieved since

the tap will continue to be associated with a party even when the party is

transferred to another agent or put in a hold queue.

In another embodiment, the tap is used by the media serverto record all

communications sent and received by an outside party. If the party is placed ina

hold queue, the recording pauses until the party is connected to an agent. A beep

or other identifier can be inserted in the recording to signal that an interruption had

occurred.

In yet another embodiment, a tap is used to monitor all communications

sent to and received by an agent. The data captured bythe tap is then sent to a

third party, such as a supervisor, for observation or training purposes.

This summary is provided to introduce a selection of concepts in a

simplified form that are described in further detail in the detailed description and

drawings contained herein. This summary is not intended to identify kcy features

or essential features of the claimed subject matter, nor is it intended to be used as

an aid in determining the scope of the claimed subject matter. Yet other forms,

embodiments, objects, advantages, benefits, features, and aspects of the present

invention will become apparent from the detailed description and drawings

contained herein.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1a is a diagrammatic vicwof a computcr system of onc

implementation.

L1G. 1b is a logical view of one possible configuration for the computer

5 system of FIG. 1a.

FIG. 2 is a process flow diagram demonstrating one example of the stages

involved in creating a recording of an incoming commmunication in one

embodiment of the present system and method.

FIG.3 is a process flow diagram demonstrating one example ofthe stages

10=involvedin creating a recording of an outgoing communication in another

cmbodimentof the present system and method.

FIG. 4 is a process flow diagram demonstrating one example of the stages

involved in supervisory monitoring of a communication session.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

For the purposes of promoting and understandingof the principles of the

invention, reference will now be made to the embodimentillustrated in the

drawings and specific language will be used to describe the same. It will

nevertheless be understood that no limitation of the scope of the invention is

thereby intended. Anyalterations and further modifications in the described

embodiments, and any further applications of the principles of the invention as

described herein are contemplated as would normally occur to one skilled in the art

to which the inventionrelates.

One implementation includes a unique system and methods for monitoring

communications over a digital transmission linc using a media server which

functions to receive and route packets to selected network communication

endpoints, such as in a contact center. It shall be understood that the principles of

the present invention may also be applied to similar systems, such as by way of

non-limiting example, a corporate telecommunication system.

FIG. 1a is a diagrammatic view of coniputer system 20 of one embodiment

of the present invention. Computer system 20 includes computer network 22.

Computer network 22 couples together a number of computers 21 over network

pathways 23. More specifically, system 20 includes several servers, namely Queue

Server 24, Gateway Scrver 33, and Mcdia Server 26. System 20 also includes a

plurality of client workstations 30, While computers 21 are each illustrated as

being a serveror client, it should be understood that any of computers 21 may be

arranged to include both a client and server. Furthermore, it should be understood

that while six computers 21 are illustrated, more or fewer maybe utilized in

alternative embodiments.

Queue Server 24 and Media Server 26 include one or more processors or

CPUs(50a and 50b, respectively) and one or more types of memory (52a and 52b,

respectively). Each memory52a and 52b, includes a removable memory device

(54a and 54b, respectively). Although not shownto preserve clarity, cach

computer 21 of system 20 includes one or more processors or CPUsand one or

more types of memory. Each processor may be comprised of one or more
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components configured as a single unit. Alternatively, when of a multi-component

form, a processor may have one or more components located remotely relative to

the others. One or more components of each processor may be of the electronic

variety defining digital circuitry, analog circuitry, or both. In one embodiment,

each processoris of a conventional, integrated. circuit microprocessor arrangement,

such as one or more PENTIUM III or PENTIUM 4 processors supplied by INTEL

Corporation of 2200 Mission College Boulevard, Santa Clara, Calif. 95052, USA.

Each memory (removable or generic) is one form of computer-readable

device. Each memory may include one or more types of solid-state electronic

memory, magnetic memory, or optical memory, just to name a few. By way of

non-limiting cxamplc, cach memory may include solid-state clectronic Random

Access Memory (RAM), Sequentially Accessible Memory (SAM)(such as the

Virst-In, Pirst-Out (70'O) variety or the Last-In-lirst-Out (LUO) variety),

Programmable Read Only Memory (PROM), Electronically Programmable Read

Only Memory (EPROM),or Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only

Meinory (EEPROM); an optical disc memory (such as a DVD or CD ROM); a

magnetically encoded hard disc, floppy disc, tape, or cartridge media; or a

combination of any of these memory types. Also, each memory maybevolatile,

nonvolatile, or a hybrid combination of volatile and nonvolatile varieties.

Systcm20 furtherillustrates Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN)

40 coupled to Gateway Server 33, by pathway 42b. Caller telephones 44 may be

coupled to PSTN 40 by pathway42a. It should be understood that callers using

analog telephones 44a will normally connect to the PSTN 40 by dialing a standard

directory phone number, such as an “800” number. The PSTN then sends a

connection request to the Gateway Server 33, which translates the request to a

digital format for retransmission to Queue Server 24 via network 22, The Queue

Server 24 then establishes an audio connection with the PSTN, using Gateway

Server 33 as the digital/analog conversion point.

However,callcrs using digital telephones 44b have the additional option of

bypassing both the PSTN 40 and the Gateway Server 33 and directly dialing the

digital address of the network 22 or the Queue Server 24. In this scenario, the
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digital telephone sends a connection request, such as a SIP invitation, to the Queue

Server 24 via nctwork 22. The Queue Server 24 then establishes a digital audio

connection with the digital telephone 44b via network 22.

Workstations 30 each include a workstation computer 32 coupled to a

display 34. Workstation computers 32 may be of the sametype, or a

heterogeneous combination of different computing devices. Likewise, displays 34

may be of the same lype, or a heterogeneous combination of different visual

devices. It should be understood that while three workstations 30 are described in

the illustrative embodiment, more or fewer may beutilized in alternative

embodiments, Contact center applications of system 20 typically include many

more workstations of this type at onc or more physical locations, but only a few arc

illustrated in FIG. 1a to preserve clarity. In addition, each workstation 30 can be

configured as an agent workstation, a supervisor workstation, or as both an agent

and a supervisor workstation. In the illustrative embodiment, workstations 30a and

30b are configured as agent workstations and workstation 30c is configured as a

supervisor workslation.

Digital telephones 36a, 36b, and 36c are each associated with a different

one of workstations 30a, 30b, and 30c, respectively, Additionally, digital

telephones 36 maybe integrated into the agent computer 32 and/or implemented in

softwarc. It should be understood that digital telephoncs 36, which are capable of

being directly connected to network 22, may be in the formof a handset, headset,

or other arrangement as would occur to those skilled in the art. It shall be further

understood that the connection from computer network 22 to a workstation 30 can

be madefirst to the associated workstation phone, then from the workstation phone

to the workstation computer by way of a pass-through connection on the

workstation phone. Alternatively, two connections from the network can be made,

one to the workstation phone and oneto the workstation computer. Although not

shownto preserve clarity, each agent workstation 30 may also include one or more

operator input devices such as a keyboard, mousc, track ball, light pen, and/or

microtelecommunicator, to name just a fewrepresentative examples. Also, besides
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display 34, one or more other output devices may be included such as

loudspceaker(s) and/ora printer.

Computer network 22 can be in the form of a Local Area Network (LAN),

Municipal Area Network (MAN), Wide Area Network (WAN), such as the

Internet, a combination of these, or such other network arrangement as would

occur to those skilled in the art. The operating logic of system 20 can be

embodied in signals transmitted over network 22, in programming instructions,

dedicated hardware, or a combination of these. It should be understood that more

or fewer computers 21 can be coupled together by computer network 22. It should

also be recognized that computer network 22 may include one or more elements of

PSTN 40.

In one embodiment, system 20 operates as a contact center at one or more

physical locations that are remote from one another with Queue Server 24 being

configured as a contact center server host, Media Server 26 being contigured as a

server for monitoring agent communications, and workstations 30 each arranged as

a contact center client host. It shall be understood that one or more Media Servers

26 may be included to handle the recording and monitoring load in a contact

center, but only one has been shown in FIG. 1a to preserve clarity. Also, one or

more Queue Servers 24 may be configured as a contact center server host at one or

morc physical locations and may also be configured to provide, collectively or

individually, the features of Media Server 26 described herein. Furthermore, any

of the computers 21 maybe incorporated into other devices or located in

geographically different locations from one another.

Alternatively or additionally, system 20 may be arranged to provide for

distribution and routing of a numberof different forms of communication, such as

telephonecalls, voice mails, faxes, e-mail, web chats, instant messages, web call

backs, and the like. In addition, business/customer data associated with various

communications may be selectively accessed by system 20, This data may be

presented to an agent at cach agent workstation 30 by way of monitor 34

operatively coupled to the corresponding agent computer 32.
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Incoming communication signaling and audio stream data mayarrive in

cither an analog or digital format. In the casc of analog communicationsarriving

from the PSTN 40, both the signaling and audio stream data must be translated to a

digital format by a conversion device, such as Gateway Server 33, before being

propagated over network 22 to a server or workstation. Likewise, outgoing

communication data will exist in a digital format while propagating over network

22 but will need to be converted to an analog PSTN format before being passed to

PSTN 40.

If communication data is being sent to a digital device that is connected

directly to network 22, no digital/analog conversion is required. As a non-limiting

cxample, an outside caller using a digital phonc may establish a dircctdigital

communication stream with an agent workstation after being assigned to that agent

by Queue Server 24. In fact, all signaling and audio stream data between

endpoints on network 22 will remain in a digital format. Referencesto digital

audio communicationsin the illustrative embodiment shall be understood to

include all forms of digital telephony such as VOIP, SIP, and SRTP to namiejust a

few representative examples. The present system and method may be applied to

many other types of communications and their use within the current system and

method is desired to be protected.

Turning now to FIG. 2, with continucd reference to FIG. 1a, the stages for

recording a communication using a media server in one embodiment of the present

system and method is shown. In one form, the process of T'IG. 2 is at least

partially implemented in the operating logic of system 20. The process beginsat

start point 200 with the Queue Server 24 receiving a request, such as a SIP

invitation, to establish a communication session with an outside party (stage 202).

If the outside party is using an analog phone, the Gateway Server 33 acts as the

digital/analog conversion point between the parties. The Gateway Server 33

receives the communication initiation request from the PSTN, performs an analog

to digital conversion, and scnds a STP invitation to the Qucuc Scrver 24. Tf,

however, the outside party is using a digital device, such as a SIP enabled phone,
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the outside party device can route the request directly to the Queue Server 24,

bypassing the Gateway Server 33.

In the illustrative embodiment, the Queue Server 24 instructs the Media

Server 26 to establish individual monitoring taps for each known party prior to

creating the communication session (stage 204). For example, if the outside party

is initially routed to an IVR,individual taps would be associated with the outside

party and the IVR device.

In the illustrative embodiment, a tap is a logical componentresiding on the

Media Server 26 to duplicate or record packets from a network stream, perform

some processing upon them, and subsequently forward them along to their

intended destination. A simple tap association for a communication arrangement

between. two parties having monitoring and recording functionality is shown in

T1G. 1b. The illustrative communication involves two parties, Party A and Party B

using digital communication devices 80 and 82 respectively. Party A’s device 80

is connected with tap 90 while Party B’s device 82 is similarly connectedto tap 92.

It shall be appreciated that taps 90 and 92 are within Media Server 26.

Communication packets sent from Party A are received by tap 90, forwarded to

tape 92, and subsequently forwarded to Party B. Going the other way,

communication packets sent from Party B are received by tap 92, forwardedto tap

90, and subscqucntly forwarded to Party A.

In order to provide additional functionality, Media Server 26 may be

configured to forward communication packets froma tap, such as tap 90 as shown,

to a recording device 94. In a further form, the recording device 94 may be

combined with tap 90. Additionally, Media Server 26 may forward

communication packets from a tap, such as tap 92 as shown,to another device,

such as digital communication device 84 associated with a Monitoring Party.

Returning to FIG. 2, as new parties are addedto the session, the Media

Server 26 creates additional taps for those parties, such as those illustrated in FIG.

IB. In other embodiments, taps may only be created for designated parties,

depending on the configuration of the Media Server 26, It should be understood
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that the Media Server 26 can create taps at any time prior to or during a

communication scssion.

After the taps are created, the Queue Server 24 establishes a digital

communication stream between the parties (stage 206). ‘The taps may be specified

as destinations, allowing the Media Server 26 to receive and route the

communication data packets. In one form, the individual taps simply pass the data

(digital audio in this embodiment) through with no processing or ume correction,

thereby incurring virtually no latency on the communication path. In another form,

the data passed through the tap maybe processed if, for example, the transmitting

and receiving devices use different digital audio protocols. The taps may also

replicate the incoming data packets, proccss them, such as mixing the streams from

both parties or encode/decode them, and forward them to a selected device for

recording and/or monitoring purposes.

At any point during the communication session, the Queue Server 24 may

send a request to the Media Server 26 to record the communication session. In the

illustrative embodiment, the request includes information identifying the

communication to be recorded as well as a set of configuration options. This

identifying information may include a specification of which individual parties are

to be recorded, a unique communication identifier, or any other identifier known to

onc of skill in the art. Additionally, the configuration options may includc, but are

in no way limited to, the amount of each communication to record, the method of

storage for the communication, an optional recording format, encryption

parameters, encryption and authentication keys, and/or a storage location.

After receiving the request, the Media Server 26 begins recording the

communication data passing through the tap associated with the outside party by

writing the data packets to a file on the Media Server 26 (stage 208). This is the

normal scenario when a recording of the communication sent to and received from

the outside party is needed forlater verification, such as with financial

transactions. In furthcr cmbodiments, the Mcdia Server 26 monitors multiple taps

and records them as individual files or collective files combining the

communications of two or more parties, as specified by the configuration options.
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It shall be appreciated that the communication data may be received by the Media

Server 26 in onc format and savedto file in another more favorable format.

Additionally, system 20 may notify the parties that the call may be recorded to

comply with legal requirements.

In a further form, to ensure call privacy, the audio data packets may be

encrypted, The tap may thus have to decrypt the duplicated packets before

processing themfor recording and/or monitoring. In an alternate embodiinent, the

audio packets are recorded in encrypted form to avoid Queue Server 24 having to

disclose the encryption keys to the Media Server 26. In yet another embodiment,

the tap decrypts the packets before forwarding them to the agent phones 36 and

cncrypts the packcts from the agent phoncs. This arrangement is uscful if the local

networkis trusted and the agent phones donot support encryption. In a still further

form, the Queue Server 24 discloses the keys to the Media Server 26 which

decrypts the packets for recording and encrypts the recorded packets using a new

key. The packets may then be forwarded to their destinations having their original

encoding using the keys disclosed by the Queue Server 24 while the player

eventually used to playback the recording may operate using a distinct key system.

In response to a request by the agent to consult privately with a supervisor

during the communication, the Queue Server 24 transfers the outside party to a

hold qucuc (stage 210). In the illustrative cmbodiment, the Mcdia Server 26

pauses the recording through the outside party tap and inserts a beep or other audio

markerfor later verification that the outside party was placed on hold. In another

embodiment, additional meta-data, such as timestamps are added to the recording

to indicate the duration of a hold operation. However, this does not close the

recording file associated with the outside party on the Media Server 26. Ina

further embodiment, the Media Server 26 continues to record the data flowing

through the outside party tap, including any on-hold music, [VR responses, or

messages broadcast by the Queue Server 24. In yet another embodiment, only the

audio from the external caller is recorded during hold opcrations and the hold-

music or messages played to the caller are excluded from the recording.
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Oncethe outside party has been transferred to a hold queue, the Queue

Server 24 connects the agent to a supervisor for consultation as requested, with no

interruption in the recording of the outside party tap (stage 212). Upon completion

of the consultation or by request of the agent, the Queue Server 24 removes the

outside caller from the hold queue, reconnects the agent, and resumesthe recording

if it had been paused (stage 214), At somelater point in the communication

session (normally when the outside party disconnects), the Queue Server 24

instructs the Media Server 26 to end the recording (stage 216). In one form, the

recording maybe stored on Media Server 26 and subsequently transferred to a

central server for archival. In another form, the recording may be encrypted and/or

hashedasit is archived or stored to preserve confidentiality and/or prevent/dctect

tampering. In yet another form, in the event of a spoken communication, language

processing techniques may be utilized to create and store a transcript of the

recorded communication. Once the recording has been stored, the process ends at

point 218.

FIG. 3 illustrates an example of the stages involved in recording an

outgoing communication from the contact center using the Media Server 26. The

process begins at start point 300 with the Queue Server 24 sending a request, such

as a SIP invitation, to an outside party device to establish a communication session

(stage 302). As discussed above, the Gateway Server 33 is utilized as a conversion

point if the receiving outside party is using an analog phoneor a digital phone

based on a different digital protocol. Once the outside party device replies with an

acceptance, the Queue Server 24 assigns an agentto the session andinstructs the

Media Server 26 to establish monitoring taps with each of the parties (stage 304).

The Queue Server 24 then establishes a digital communication stream between the

parties (stage 306) and instructs the Media Server 26 to begin recording the

communication using the outside party tap (stage 308). It shall be understood that

the instruction to begin recording may be included in the same request as the

instruction to create the monitoring taps.

After communicating with the outside party, the agent may decide to

transfer the outside party to a different agent or supervisor (stage 310). The Queue
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Server 24 disconnects the first agent from the session and connects a second agent

or supervisor to the outside party. Since the recording is being madc through the

outside party tap, there is no interruption in the recording during the transfer. Once

the communication session is completed, the Media Server 26stores the recording

for later retrieval (stage 312). ‘The process then endsat point 314.

FIG.4 illustrates the stages involved in monitoring an agent

communication in real ime, such as when a supervisor wishesLo listen in on a

communication between an agent and an outside party for training or quality

assurance purposes. The process begins at start point 400 with the Queue Server

24 receiving a request from an outside party to establish a communication session

(stage 402). The Qucuc Server 24 then instructs the Media Server 26 to associate

monitoring taps with the outside party and an available agent (stage 404) and

establishes a digital communication stream between the parties (stage 406). Ina

further form, the system may be configured to associated taps with all

communications, even if they are not recorded and/or monitored initially to avoid

interruption in the event recording and/or monitoring is later required.

After receiving a request from a supervisor to monitor the communication

(stage 408), the Media Server 26 sendsa parallel feed of the digital audio received

by the outside party tap to the supervisor workstation, allowing the supervisor to

listen to the communication with no discernable intcrruption in the conversation

between the agent and the outside party (stage 410). It shall be appreciated that

there may be multiple concurrent supervisors receiving streams from the sametap,

as stage 410 may be performed multiple times at any point during an active

communication. Upon receiving a request from the supervisor workstation to stop

monitoring the conversation (stage 412), the Media Server 26 disconnects the

parallel feed to the supervisor tap, again with no discernable interruption in the

communication between the outside party and the agent (stage 414). The process

ends whenthe outside party disconnects at point 416.

While the invention has been illustrated and described in detail] in the

drawings and foregoing description, the same is to be considered as illustrative and

notrestrictive in character, it being understood that only the preferred embodiment
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has been shown and described andthat all equivalents, changes, and modifications

that come within the spirit of the inventions as described hercin and/or by the

following claimsare desired to be protected.

Hence, the proper scope of the present invention should be determined only

5_by the broadest interpretation of the appended claims so as to encompassall such

modifications as well as all relationships equivalent to those illustrated in the

drawings and described in the specification,
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Whatis claimed is:

1. A method comprising the stepsof:

receiving a notification at a first server froma first digital endpoint

correspondingto a first party of a digital communication over a network;

connecting said first digital endpoint to a second server on said network

using said first server;

connecting said second server to a second digital endpoint corresponding to

a secondparty;

establishing a first communication session over said network between said

first party and said second party by routing communication packets received by

said sccond server from said first digital cndpoint to said second digital cndpoint

and fromsaid second digital endpoint to said first digital endpoint; and

initiating a recording or monitoring operation of at least a portion of said

first communication session using said second server.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said second server applies a transformation

to at least a portion of said communication packets,

3, The method of claim 2, wherein said transformation is selected from the

group consisting of decoding, cncoding, crror correction, loss conccalmcnt,

decrypting, encrypting, delaying, re-ordering, re-packaging, compression, and

decompression and gain control.

4, The method of claim 2, wherein said transformation is different for said

communication packets received from said first digital endpoint then said

communication packets received from said second digital endpoint.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein said second server applies a transformation

to all of said communication packcts.
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6. The methodof claim 2, wherein said recording includes said portion of said

communication packcts.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein said recording includes only

communication packets from either said first digital endpoint or said second digital

endpoint.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein said recording includes communication

packets from both said first digital endpoint and said second digital endpoint.

9, The method of claim 1, wherein said second server records from said

notification to disconnection of said first digital cndpoint.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein said first server is an automatic call

distribution system.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein said first server is an inleraclive voice

response system.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein said digital communication is a SIP

session.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein saidfirst server is a SIP gateway.

14. The methodof claim 13, wherein said first digital endpoint is a SIP enabled

telephone.

15, The methodof claim 14, wherein said notification is a SIP invite message.

16. The method of claim 13, whercin said second digital endpoint is a STP

enabled telephone.
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17, The method of claim 13, wherein at least one of said first and second digital

cndpoints is associatcd with a contact ccnter agent.

18. ‘The method ofclaim 1, further comprising the stepsof:

connecting said secondserverto a third digital endpoint corresponding to a

third party;

establishing a second conununication session over said network between

said first party and said third party by routing communication packets received by

said second server from said first digital endpoint to said third digital endpoint and

from said third digital endpointto said first digital endpoint; and

continuing said recording or monitoring opcration on said sccond

communication session using said second server.

19. The methodof claim 18, further comprising the step of:

disconnecting said second digital endpoint fromsaid first communication

session.

20. The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of:

forwarding said communication packets received by said second server

from said first and said sccond digital cndpointto at Icast a third digital endpoint.

21, The method of claim 20, wherein said third digital endpointis associated

with a contact center supervisor.

22. The methodof claim 18, wherein said third digital endpoint is a hold server

providing hold audio.
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23. A method comprising the steps of:

connecting a first digital cndpoint correspondingto a first party to a first tap

on a media server over a digital network;

replicating the communication packets received bysaid first tap and

forwarding said communication packets to at least a first recording or monitoring

device;

establishing a first communication session over said network between said

first party and said second party by routing communication packets from said first

digital endpoint received by said first tap to said second digital endpoint and from

said second digital endpoint through saidfirst tap to said first digital endpoint

without interrupting said forwarding.

24, The method of claim 23, further comprising the step of:

connecting a second digital endpoint corresponding to a second party to a

second tap on said media server over said digital network.

25, The methodof claim 24, wherein said communication packets are routed

from said first digital endpoint through said first tap and said second tap to said

second digital endpoint and bysaid second tap through said second tap and said

first tap to said first digital endpoint.

26. The method of claim 25, further comprising the step of:

removing said second party from said communication session by ceasing

said routing;

connecting a third digital endpoint correspondingto a third party to a third

tap on a media server over a digital network;

establishing a second communication session over said network between

said first party and said third party by routing communication packets received by

said first tap to through said third tap to said third digital cndpoint and by said third

tap through said first tap to said first digital endpoint without interrupting said

forwarding.
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27. The methodof claim 26, whercin said third digital cndpoint is a hold

server.

28. ‘The methodof claim 27, wherein said hold server provides hold audio.

29, The method of claim: 23, further comprising the step of:

terminating said first communication session without interrupting said

forwarding.

30. The method of claim 25, further comprising the step of:

connecting a third digital endpoint corresponding to a third party to a third

tap on a media server over a digital network;

adding said third party to said first communication session by routing

communication packets received by said first tap and said second tap through said

third tap to said third digital endpoint and by said third tap through said first and

said secondtapsto said first and said second digital endpoints respectively without

interrupting said forwarding.

31. The method of claim 23, wherein said monitoring deviceis a digital

endpoint associated with a contact center supervisor.

32. ‘The methodof claim 23, wherein said recording device is a storage device.

33. The method of claim 23, wherein said file server stores said communication

packetsto a file.

34. The method of claim 33, wherein said file is encrypted.

35. The method of claim 33, wherein said file is compressed.
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36. The method of claim 33, wherein said file includes meta-data associated

with said communication packets.

37. The method of claim 23, whercin cach of said digital cndpoints is a STP

5 endpoint.

38. A system comprising:

a digital communication network;

a first digital endpoint connected to said network;

10 a second digital endpoint connected to said network;

a media server connected to said network, said media server operable to

associate a first tap with said first digital endpoint, receive communication packets

from said first digital endpoint, replicate said communication packets, and route

said communication packets to said second digital endpoint; and

15 a file server suitable for recciving and storing said replicated packets from

said media serverora third digital endpoint suitable for receiving and

playing said replicated packets from said media server,
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Point) 22 to the user equipment 14 and the access network 15 an indication 32 that the emergency call back is from the PSAP 22.
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR INDICATING EMERGENCY CALL BACK TO USER

EQUIPMENT

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

The present application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No.

60/944,258, filed 6/15/07 by Purnadiet al., entitled “System and Method for Indicating IMS

Emergency Call Back to User Equipment” which is incorporated by reference herein as if

reproducedin its entirety.

BACKGROUND

The IP (Internet Protocol) Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) is a standardized architecture

for providing both mobile and fixed multimedia services that many telephonyservice providers

are beginning to implement. The IMSarchitecture can include a collection of different

functions(i.e., network elements) that communicate using standard protocols.

A user of an IMS network using a mobile device or any user equipment (UE) mayplace

an emergencycall, such as a 911 call (in North America) or a 112 call (in most of Europe).

Such calls are typically handled by a Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP), which might

coordinate an appropriate response to the emergency. After an emergencycall is terminated,

the PSAP mayplaceacall back to the user for various reasons. For example,if the emergency

call appears to have terminated abnormally, the PSAP mightcall the user back to determine if

the user wishes to convey any additional information. Alternatively, the PSAP mightcall the

user back to ask for information that was inadvertently not requested in the initial call. Other

reasons for a call back from a PSAP to an emergencycaller after the termination of an

emergencycall maybe familiar to one ofskill in theart.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

For a more complete understanding of this disclosure, reference is now made to the

following brief description, taken in connection with the accompanying drawings and detailed

description, whereinlike reference numerals representlike parts.

Figure | is a diagramof anillustrative IP network including a user equipment and a

Public Safety Answering Point according to an embodimentofthe disclosure.
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Figure 2 is a sequence diagram illustrating a call flow according to an embodiment of

the disclosure.

Figure 3 is a diagram of a wireless communications system including user equipment

operable for some of the various embodimentsofthe disclosure.

Figure 4 is a block diagram of user equipment operable for some of the various

embodiments of the disclosure.

Figure 5 is a diagram of a software environment that may be implemented on user

equipmentoperable for someof the various embodimentsofthe disclosure.

Figure 6 is an illustrative gencral purpose computer system suitable for some of the

various embodiments ofthe disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

It should be understoodatthe outset that although illustrative implementations of one or

more embodimentsofthe present disclosure are provided below,the disclosed systems and/or

methods may be implemented using any numberof techniques, whether currently knownor in

existence. The disclosure should in no way be limited to the illustrative implementations,

drawings, and techniques illustrated below, including the exemplary designs and

implementationsillustrated and described herein, but may be modified within the scope of the

appendedclaims along with their full scope of equivalents.

In an embodiment, a method is provided for indicating an IMS (Internet Protocol

Multimedia Subsystem) emergency call back to a user equipmentand an access network. The

method comprisesincluding in a message from a PSAP (Public Safety Answering Point) to the

user equipmentand the access network an indication that the emergency call back is from the

PSAP.

In another embodiment, a user equipment is provided that includes a processor

configured to recognize an IMS(Internet Protocol Multimedia Subsystem)call as an emergency

call back from a PSAP.

In another embodiment, a system is provided that includes one or more processors and

instructions. The instructions when executed by the one or more processors promote providing

an emergency call back indicator in a message from a PSAP to user equipment (UE).
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When a PSAP attempts an IMScall back to a UE after an IMS emergencycall from the

UE to the PSAP is terminated, undesirable results may occurif the UE does not recognize that

the call back is from the PSAP. For example, the UE maytreat the call back as a regular call

and place it on hold orcall waiting, the call back could be blocked, or the UE might otherwise

fail to respond appropriately to the call back. The present disclosure provides for indicating an

IMS emergency call back from a PSAP to a UE byincludingin the call back an indication to

the UE that the call back is from the PSAP. This allows the UE to distinguish between

emergency call backs and regular calls. The indication or indicatorthat identifies the call to the

UE as a call back from a PSAP maybe associated with the call in various manners, some of

which will be discussed in greater detail below. Others will readily suggest themselves to one

skilled in the art in light of the present disclosure. Other techniques are providedin U.S. Patent

Nos. 7,050,785 and 7,139,549, both by Islam et al, which are incorporated herein by reference

for all purposes.

Figure 1 illustrates a system 10 including an IP (Internet Protocol) network 12, which

may also include one or more components of an IMS network. A UE 14 is shown and may

include any end user device or system (e.g., mobile phone, mobile wireless device (including

digital, cellular, or dual mode devices) personal digital assistant, laptop/tablet/notebook

computer, desktop computer, etc.) that connects to an IMS network. A CSCF (Call Session

Control Function) (not explicitly shown) is a well known element in an IMS network

responsible, for example, for maintaining a SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) call and providing

session control for subscribers accessing services within an IMS network.

The UE 14 communicates via an access network 15 with a P-CSCF (Proxy CSCF) 16.

The access network 15 might be any well known set of components, such as base stations and

other radio transmission and reception equipment, that can promote wireless connections to

subsequent network components. The P-CSCF 16 is a SIP proxy that maybethefirst point of

contact for the IMS terminal and maybe located in the visited network in full IMS networks or

in the home network if the visited network is not yet IMS-compliant. The P-CSCF 16

communicates with an S-CSCF (Serving CSCF) 18. The S-CSCF 18 is a SIP server that may

be located in the home network and that may perform session control, downloading and

uploading of user profiles, and other functions. The S-CSCF 18 communicates with an E-

tad
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CSCF (Emergency CSCF) 20. The E-CSCF 20 provides session control functions for a

PSAP (Public Safety Answering Point) 22, which may be a 911 system or another emergency

call center or system.

To make an emergencyor 911 call, the UE 14 might communicate with the PSAP 22

via the P-CSCF 16, S-CSCF 18, and E-CSCF 20. However, communication via the P-CSCF 16

might occur only when the UE 14 is roaming. When the UE 14 isin its home network, there

may be no need for the P-CSCF 16, and the UE 14 might communicate directly with the S-

CSCF 18. Hereinafter, any communication that is described as occurring via the P-CSCF 16

should be understood as possibly occurring without the presence of the P-CSCF 16.

Current 3GPP (3% Generation Partnership Project) and 3GPP2 (3Generation

Partnership Project 2) specifications (TS 23.167 in 3GPP and X.P0049 in 3GPP2) do not

specify a method for the UE 14 to determine whether an incomingcall is in fact a call back

from an emergency system, such as the PSAP 22. According to one embodiment, the PSAP 22

provides an IMS emergency call back message 30, such as a SIP Invite, that includes an

emergency call back indication or indicator 32. The UE 14 can usethe indicator 32 to identify a

call as an IMS emergencycall back from the PSAP 22 and can then respond appropriately to the

call back. For example, the UE 14 might use the indicator 32 to set a proper priority during

bearer setup with the access network 15, might drop and block othercalls if necessary, or might

take other actions to promote or increase the likelihood of successfully completing the

emergency call back. The indicator 32 mayalso allow the UE 14 to provide events, such as

audible or video displayedalerts, that notify the UE user about the incoming emergencycall

back.

The UE 14 mayalso use the indicator 32 to trigger an action if the UE user has not

respondedto the call back after a certain time has elapsed. A failure to answer an emergency

call back in a timely manner might be an indication that the user is incapacitated or is otherwise

in need of emergency services. When no response to an emergency call back occurs within a

predefined length of time after the indicator 32 is received, the UE 14 might initiate an

automatic reply to the PSAP 22 thatindicates that the user is unable to respond, might send the

location coordinates of the UE 14, might send an automated message to another emergency

system, or mighttrigger other actions. For example, the UE 14 might complete the call without
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physical input from the user, which might be useful when the user is unable to physically

activate the UE 14 to receive the call. The P-CSCF 16 can provide the emergencycall back

indicator 32 to the access network 15 and the access network 15 can use the emergencycall

back indicator 32 to prepare and prioritize the appropriate resources for the emergencycall

back.

The emergency call back indicator 32 may be conveyed based on the current

specifications in a variety of manners. However, the present disclosure is not so limited and is

applicable in a variety of different systems and environments. In one embodiment,the indicator

32 may be provided by including the PSAP public identifier (PSAP PUID) in a SIP message

sent from the PSAP 22 to the UE 14 after termination of an emergencycall from the UE 14.

More specifically, the PSAP PUID could beincluded in a SIP Invite message asthe indicator

32. In this case, it may be useful for the PSAP PUID to have a standard naming convention or

format, such as name@sos.domain, psap@domain, and soon, that identifies the PSAP 22 as an

emergency-related entity. That is, words or arrangements of letters, numbers, or other

characters, such as'psap’, 'sos', or ‘emergency’, might be used in the SIP Invite to indicate that

the message 30is from an emergency system, such as the PSAP 22.

The PSAP PUID maybe provided in various locations in the SIP Invite message sent

from the PSAP 22 to the UE 14. For example, the PSAP PUID could be placed in the 'From

Header’ that typically provides information onthe identify of the sender of a SIP message. The

standardized PSAP PUID format in the SIP Invite ‘From Header’ may make the SIP Invite

readily recognizable by the UE 14 as a message associated with an emergencycall back from

PSAP 22. That is, the UE 14 might check the ‘From Header’ for a nameorstring, such as

'‘psap’, 'sos', or ‘emergency’, that indicates that the SIP Invite is from the PSAP 22. If such a

string is found, the UE 14 knows that the message is from the PSAP 22 and responds

accordingly. The UE 14 might check every SIP Invite message for the nameorstring or might

check only for someperiod oftimeafter the UE 14 places a 911 or other emergencycall.

In another embodiment, the UE emergency public identifier (EPUID) may be used as the

indicator 32. As background, the UE 14 currently obtains an ePUID, which is different from

the standard PUI, only whenit performs an IMS emergencyregistration. However, under the

current guidelines, the UE 14 performs an IMS emergencyregistration only when the UE 14
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places an emergencycall while outside its home network or only when the UE 14 does not

have enough credentials to perform IMSregular registration. Therefore, the ePUID might not

always beavailable for use as the indicator 32.

The present embodiment provides that the UE 14 performs an emergency IMS

registration whenever the UE 14 places an emergencycall, regardless of whetherit is in its

home network or roaming and regardless of whether it has enough credentials for regular

registration. The UE 14 would then have an ePUID even when it makes an emergencycall

from within its home network and could provide the ePUID to the PSAP 22 wheneverit makes

an emergency call. When the PSAP 22 makes an emergencycall back to the UE 14, the PSAP

22 could then use the ePUID asthe indicator 32 in the message 30. More specifically, the

ePUID could be placed in the SIP Invite ‘To Header’, which identifies the recipient of a SIP

message. When the UE 14 receives a message that includes its own ePUID, such as a SIP

Invite that has the UE ePUID in the 'To Header', the UE 14 could recognize the message as

being associated with an emergency call back from the PSAP 22 and could respond

appropriately.

In other embodiments, the emergencycall back indicator 32 may be included in a SIP

Invite from the PSAP 22 to the UE 14 in numerous other ways. For example, an explicit new

emergency call back header might be added, or an implicit emergency call back indicator 32

might be placed inside an existing header, such as the P-Asserted-Identity header.

Alternatively, other messages 30 may include or maybe usedas the indicator 32, or a myriad of

other ways or techniques could be employed which will readily suggest themselves to one

skilled in the art in view of the present disclosure.

Figure 2 illustrates an exemplary call flow diagram for a UE 14 that has previously

initiated an IMS emergencycall session using its standard PUID. In this embodiment, whenthe

emergencycall is terminated, the PSAP 22 attempts an emergency call back to the UE 14 using

a SIP Invite message. The SIP Invite includes the UE PUID in the ‘To Header’ andincludes a

standardized or recognized PSAP PUID,such as name@sos.domain,in the 'From Header’. The

standardized PSAP PUID format used in the 'From Header'is recognized by the P-CSCF 16 (or

the S-CSCF 18 when the P-CSCF 16 is not present) and by the UE 14 as an indication of an

emergency call back from the PSAP 22. The P-CSCF 16 or S-CSCF 20 triggers the access
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network 15 so UE 14 andthe access network 15 maythen set the highestpriority for the call to

ensure a successful emergencycall back and/or may perform otheractions, as discussed above.

At event 202, responsive to abnormal emergencycall termination, or for some other

reason, the PSAP 22 initiates a call back to the UE 14. The PSAP 22 forms a SIP Invite

message that includes the UE PUID inthe 'To Header' and uses the standardized or recognized

PSAP PUID formatas the indicator in the 'From Header’. In this example, the PSAP PUID uses

name@sos.domain as the standard format. The ‘sos’ in the SIP Invite originating from the

PSAP 22 indicates to the UE 14 thatthis is an emergencycall back. However, other parameters

placed in otherlocations in the SIP Invite message or in other messages mayalso be usedas the

indicator. The SIP Invite formed in this manneris then sent to the E-CSCF 20.

At event 204, the E-CSCF 20 forwards the SIP Invite to the S-CSCF 18. At event 206,

the S-CSCF 18 forwards the SIP Invite to the P-CSCF 16. At event 208, the P-CSCF 16

forwards the SIP Invite to the UE 14. The P-CSCF 16 may use the emergency call back

indicator as a trigger to inform an access network to prepare and prioritize resources for the

emergencycall back. At event 210, the UE 14 examinesthe 'From Header'in the incoming SIP

Invite and recognizes'sos' as the standardized format indicating that the SIP Invite is from the

PSAP 22 and is associated with an emergency call back. The UE 14 may then use this

indication to put the call in the highestpriority to assure a successful emergency call back. The

UE 14 maytake other actions as well, including dropping other ongoingcalls, setting proper

priority during the radio bearer setup procedure, and so on.

At event 212, the UE 14 forms a SIP 200OK messageto respond to the SIP Invite. The

UE 14 places the PSAP PUID in the 'To Header’ and its own UE PUID in the 'From Header’,

The SIP 2000K is then sent to the P-CSCF 16. As a note, according to the 3GPP2

specification, the P-CSCF 16 maynotallow an emergencycall initialization by means of a SIP

Invite that has a PSAP PUID in the 'To Header’. However, the message sent at event 212 is not

a SIP Invite initialization message, but instead may be a SIP 200OK. Therefore, as indicatedat

event 214, the P-CSCF 16 does allow the message that has the PSAP PUID in the 'To Header’.

It should be noted that the P-CSCF 16 typically needs to be aware of and ready to receive the

SIP 2000Kor else it might reject the SIP 2000K. After the P-CSCF 16 has received the SIP
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Invite from the PSAP 22, the P-CSCF 16 can be made aware that the UE 14 might send the

2000K.

At events 216, 218, and 220, the P-CSCF 16 routes the SIP 2000K,via the S-CSCF 18

and the E-CSCF 20, to the PSAP 22. At event 222, the PSAP 22 forms a SIP ACK message to

respond to the SIP 2000K. The PSAP 22 puts the UE PUID in the 'To Header’and its own

PSAP PUID in the 'From Header' and sends the SIP ACKto the E-CSCF 20. At events 224,

226, and 228, the SIP ACKis then routed via the S-CSCF 18 and the P-CSCF16 to the UE 14.

At this point, the setup of the emergencycall back is complete, as indicated at event 230. It

should be appreciated that Figure 2 is merely illustrative of one call flow for one embodiment of

the present disclosure andthat the present disclosure is not limited to only theillustrated call

flow. Othercall flows would occurfor the numerous other embodiments disclosed herein.

Figure 3 illustrates a wireless communications system including an embodimentofthe

UE 14. The UE 14 is operable for implementing aspects of the disclosure, but the disclosure

should not be limited to these implementations. Though illustrated as a mobile phone, the UE

14 may take various forms including a wireless handset, a pager, a personal digital assistant

(PDA), a portable computer, a tablet computer, or a laptop computer. Manysuitable devices

combine someorall of these functions. In some embodiments of the disclosure, the UE 14 is

not a general purpose computing devicelike a portable, laptop or tablet computer, but rather is a

special-purpose communications device such as a mobile phone, a wireless handset, a pager, a

PDA,or a telecommunications device installed in a vehicle. In another embodiment, the UE 14

may be a portable, laptop or other computing device. The UE 14 may support specialized

activities such as gaming, inventory control, job control, and/or task management functions, and

so on.

The UE 14 includes a display 402. The UE 14 also includes a touch-sensitive surface,a

keyboard or other input keys gencrally referred as 404 for input by a user. The keyboard may

be a full or reduced alphanumeric keyboard such as QWERTY, Dvorak, AZERTY, and

sequential types, or a traditional numeric keypad with alphabet letters associated with a

telephone keypad. The input keys mayincludea trackwheel, an exit or escape key, a trackball,

and other navigational or functional keys, which may be inwardly depressed to provide further
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input function. The UE 14 maypresent options for the user to select, controls for the user to

actuate, and/or cursors or other indicators for the userto direct.

The UE 14 mayfurther accept data entry from the user, including numbersto dial or

various parameter values for configuring the operation of the UE 14. The UE 14 mayfurther

execute one or more software or firmwarc applications in response to user commands. These

applications may configure the UE 14 to perform various customized functions in response to

user interaction. Additionally, the UE 14 may be programmed and/or configured over-the-air,

for example from a wireless base station, a wireless access point, or a peer UE 14.

Among the various applications executable by the UE 14 are a web browser, which

enables the display 402 to show a web page. The web page may be obtained via wireless

communications with a wireless network access node,a cell tower, a peer UE 14, or any other

wireless communication network or system 400. The network 400 is coupled to a wired

network 408, such as the Internet. Via the wireless link and the wired network, the VE 14 has

access to information on various servers, such as a server 410. The server 410 may provide

content that may be shown onthe display 402. Alternately, the UE 14 may access the network

400 through a peer UE 14 actingasan intermediary, in a relay type or hop type of connection.

Figure 4 showsa block diagram of the UE 14. While a variety of known components of

UEs 14 are depicted, in an embodiment a subset of the listed components and/or additional

components notlisted may be included in the UE 14. The UE 14 includes a digital signal

processor (DSP) 502 and a memory 504. As shown, the UE 14 mayfurther include an antenna

and front end unit 506, a radio frequency (RF) transceiver 508, an analog baseband processing

unit 510, a microphone 512, an earpiece speaker 514, a headset port 516, an input/output

interface 518, a removable memory card 520, a universal serial bus (USB) port 522, a short

range wireless communication sub-system 524, an alert 526, a keypad 528, a liquid crystal

display (LCD), which may include a touch sensitive surface 530, an LCD controller 532, a

charge-coupled device (CCD) camera 534, a camera controller 536, and a global positioning

system (GPS) sensor 538. In an embodiment, the UE 14 mayinclude another kind ofdisplay

that does not provide a touch sensitive screen. In an embodiment, the DSP 502 may

communicate directly with the memory 504 without passing through the input/output interface

518,
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The DSP 502 or someother form of controller or central processing unit operates to

control the various components of the UE 14 in accordance with embedded software or

firmware stored in memory 504 or stored in memory contained within the DSP 502 itself. In

addition to the embedded software or firmware, thc DSP 502 may execute other applications

stored in the memory 504 or madeavailable via information carrier media such as portable data

storage media like the removable memory card 520 or via wired or wireless network

communications. The application software may comprise a compiled set of machine-readable

instructions that configure the DSP 502 to provide the desired functionality, or the application

software may be high-level software instructions to be processed by an interpreter or compiler

to indirectly configure the DSP 502.

The antenna and front end unit 506 maybeprovided to convert between wireless signals

and electrical signals, enabling the UE 14 to send and receive information from a cellular

network or someother available wireless communications network or from a peer UE 14. In an

embodiment, the antenna and front end unit 506 may include multiple antennas to support beam

forming and/or multiple input multiple output (MIMO)operations. As is known to those skilled

in the art, MIMO operations may provide spatial diversity which can be used to overcome

difficult channel conditions and/or increase channel throughput. The antenna and front end unit

506 mayinclude antenna tuning and/or impedance matching components, RF power amplifiers,

and/or low noise amplifiers.

The RF transceiver 508 provides frequency shifting, converting received RF signals to

baseband and converting baseband transmit signals to RF. In some descriptions a radio

transceiver or RF transceiver may be understoodto include othersignal processing functionality

such as modulation/demodulation,—coding/decoding, _interleaving/deinterleaving,

spreading/despreading, inverse fast Fourier transforming (IFFT)/fast Fourier transforming

(FFT), cyclic prefix appending/removal, and other signal processing functions. For the

purposesofclarity, the description here separates the description of this signal processing from

the RF and/or radio stage and conceptually allocates that signal processing to the analog

baseband processing unit 510 and/or the DSP 502 or other central processing unit. In some

embodiments, the RF Transceiver 508, portions of the Antenna and Front End 506, and the
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analog basebandprocessing unit 510 may be combined in one or more processing units and/or

application specific integrated circuits (ASICs).

The analog baseband processing unit 510 may provide various analog processing of

inputs and outputs, for example analog processing of inputs from the microphone 512 and the

headset 516 and outputs to the earpiece 514 and the headset 516. To that end, the analog

baseband processing unit 510 may have ports for connecting to the built-in microphone 512 and

the earpiece speaker 514 that enable the UE 14 to be usedas a cell phone. The analog baseband

processing unit 510 may further include a port for connecting to a headset or other hands-free

microphone and speaker configuration. The analog basebandprocessing unit 510 may provide

digital-to-analog conversion in one signal direction and analog-to-digital conversion in the

opposing signal direction. In some embodiments, at least some of the functionality of the

analog baseband processing unit 510 may be provided by digital proccssing components, for

example by the DSP 502 orbyothercentral processing units.

The DSP 502 may perform modulation/demodulation, coding/decoding,

interleaving/deinterleaving, spreading/despreading, inverse fast Fourier transforming

(IFFT)/fast Fourier transforming (FFT), cyclic prefix appending/removal, and other signal

processing functions associated with wireless communications. In an embodiment, for example

in a code division multiple access (CDMA)technology application, for a transmitter function

the DSP 502 may perform modulation, coding, interleaving, and spreading, and for a receiver

function the DSP 502 may perform despreading, deinterleaving, decoding, and demodulation.

In another embodiment, for example in an orthogonal frequency division multiplex access

(OFDMA) technology application, for the transmitter function the DSP 502 may perform

modulation, coding, interleaving, inverse fast Fourier transforming, and cyclic prefix

appending, and for a receiver function the DSP 502 may perform cyclic prefix removal, fast

Fourier transforming, deinterleaving, decoding, and demodulation. In other wireless technology

applications, yet other signal processing functions and combinations of signal processing

functions may be performed by the DSP 502.

The DSP 502 may communicate with a wireless network via the analog baseband

processing unit 510. In some embodiments, the communication may provide Internet

connectivity, enabling a user to gain accessto content on the Internet and to send andreceivee-

I]
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mail or text messages. The input/output interface 518 interconnects the DSP 502 and various

memories and interfaces. The memory 504 and the removable memory card 520 may provide

software and data to configure the operation of the DSP 502. Amongthe interfaces may be the

USBinterface 522 and the short range wireless communication sub-system 524. The USB

interface 522 maybe used to charge the UE 14 and mayalso enable the UE 14 to function as a

peripheral device to exchange information with a personal computer or other computer system.

The short range wireless communication sub-system 524 may include an infrared port, a

Bluetooth interface, an IEEE 802.11 compliant wireless interface, or any other short range

wireless communication sub-system, which may enable the UE 14 to communicate wirelessly

with other nearby mobile devices and/orwireless basestations.

The input/output interface 518 may further connect the DSP 502 to the alert 526 that,

when triggered, causes the UE 14 to provide a notice to the user, for example, by ringing,

playing a melody,or vibrating. The alert 526 may serve as a mechanism for alerting the user to

any of various events such as an incoming call, a new text message, and an appointment

reminder by silently vibrating, or by playing a specific pre-assigned melody for a particular

caller.

The keypad 528 couples to the DSP 502 via the interface 518 to provide one mechanism

for the user to make selections, enter information, and otherwise provide input to the UE 14.

The keyboard 528 maybe a full or reduced alphanumeric keyboard such as QWERTY,Dvorak,

AZERTYand sequential types, or a traditional numeric keypad with alphabet letters associated

with a telephone keypad. The input keys may include a trackwheel, an exit or escape key, a

trackball, and other navigational or functional keys, which may be inwardly depressed to

provide further input function. Another input mechanism may be the LCD 530, which may

include touch screen capability and also display text and/or graphics to the user. The LCD

controller 532 couples the DSP 502 to the LCD 530.

The CCD camera 534, if equipped, enables the UE 14 to takedigital pictures. The DSP

502 communicates with the CCD camera 534 via the camera controller 536. In another

embodiment, a camera operating according to a technology other than Charge Coupled Device

cameras may be employed. The GPSsensor 538 is coupled to the DSP 502 to decade global

positioning system signals, thereby enabling the UE 14 to determineits position. Various other

12
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peripherals may also be included to provide additional functions, e.g., radio and television

reception.

Figure 5 illustrates a software environment 602 that may be implemented by the DSP

502. The DSP 502 executes operating system drivers 604 that provide a platform from which

the rest of the software operates. The operating system drivers 604 provide drivers for the

wireless device hardware with standardized interfaces that are accessible to application

software. The operating system drivers 604 include application managementservices (“AMS”)

606 that transfer control between applications running on the UE 14. Also shownin Figure 5

are a web browser application 608, a media player application 610, and Java applets 612. The

web browser application 608 configures the UE 14 to operate as a web browser,allowing a user

to enter information into forms andselect links to retrieve and view web pages. The media

player application 610 configures the UE 14 to retrieve and play audio or audiovisual media.

The Java applets 612 configure the UE 14 to provide games,utilities, and other functionality. A

component 614 might provide functionality related to emergencycalls.

The UE 14, P-CSCF 16, S-CSCF 18, E-CSCF 20, and PSAP 22, as well as other

components described herein, may be implemented in whole or part on, or may include, a

general-purpose computer with sufficient processing power, memory resources, and network

throughput capability to handle the necessary workload placed upon it. Figure 6 illustrates a

typical, general-purpose computer system 700 that may be suitable for implementing one or

more embodiments disclosed herein. The computer system 700 includes a processor 720

(which maybereferred to as a central processor unit or CPU) that is in communication with

memory devices including secondary storage 750, read only memory (ROM) 740, random

access memory (RAM) 730, input/output (I/O) devices 710, and network connectivity devices

760. The processor may be implemented as one or more CPU chips.

The secondary storage 750 is typically comprised of one or more disk drives or tape

drives and is used for non-volatile storage of data and as an over-flow data storage device if

RAM 730is not large enough to hold all working data. Secondary storage 750 may beused to

store programs which are loaded into RAM 730 whensuchprograms are selected for execution.

The ROM 740 is used to store instructions and perhaps data which are read during program

execution. ROM 740 is a non-volatile memory device which typically has a small memory
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capacity relative to the larger memory capacity of secondary storage. The RAM 730is usedto

store volatile data and perhapsto store instructions. Access to both ROM 740 and RAM 730 is

typically faster than to secondary storage 750.

I/O devices 710 may include printers, video monitors, liquid crystal displays

(LCDs), touch screen displays, keyboards, keypads, switches, dials, mice, track balls, voice

recognizers, card readers, paper tape readers, or other well-knowninputdevices.

The network connectivity devices 760 may take the form of modems, modem banks,

ethernet cards, universal serial bus (USB) interface cards, serial interfaces, token ring cards,

fiber distributed data interface (FDDI) cards, wireless local area network (WLAN) cards, radio

transceiver cards such as code division multiple access (CDMA) and/or global system for

mobile communications (GSM)radiotransceivercards, and other well-known network devices.

These network connectivity 760 devices may enable the processor 720 to communicate with an

Internet or one or more intranets. With such a network connection,it is contemplated that the

processor 720 might receive information from the network, or might output informationto the

network in the course of performing the above-described method steps. Such information,

which is often represented as a sequence of instructions to be executed using processor 720,

maybe received from and outputted to the network, for example, in the form of a computerdata

signal embodiedin a carrier wave.

Such information, which may include data or instructions to be executed using

processor 720 for example, may be received from and outputted to the network, for example, in

the form of a computer data baseband signal or signal embodied in a carrier wave. The

baseband signal or signal embodied in the carrier wave generated by the network connectivity

760 devices may propagate in or on the surface of electrical conductors, in coaxial cables, in

waveguides, in optical media, for example optical fiber, or in the air or free space. The

information contained in the baseband signal or signal embedded in the carrier wave may be

ordered according to different events, as may be desirable for either processing or generating

the information or transmitting or receiving the information. The baseband signal or signal

embedded in the carrier wave, or other types of signals currently used or hereafter developed,

referred to herein as the transmission medium, may be generated according to several methods

well knownto one skilled in the art.

14
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The processor 720 executes instructions, codes, computer programs, scripts which

it accesses from harddisk, floppy disk, optical disk (these various disk based systems mayall be

considered secondary storage 750), ROM 740, RAM 730, or the network connectivity devices

760. Although only one processor 720 is shown, multiple processors may be present.

Instructions or processing discussed as accomplished by the processor may be simultaneously,

serially, or otherwise a processed by one or more processors.

While several embodiments have been provided in the present disclosure, it should

be understood that the disclosed systems and methods may be embodied in many other specific

forms without departing from the spirit or scope of the present disclosure. The present

examples are to be considered asillustrative and not restrictive, and the intention is not to be

limited to the details given herein. For example, the various elements or components may be

combined or integrated in another system or certain features may be omitted, or not

implemented.

Also, techniques, systems, subsystems and methods described andillustrated in the

various embodiments as discrete or separate may be combinedor integrated with other systems,

modules, techniques, or methods without departing from the scope of the present disclosure.

Other items shown or discussed as coupled or directly coupled or communicating with each

other may be indirectly coupled or communicating through some interface, device, or

intermediate component, whether electrically, mechanically, or otherwise. Other examples of

changes, substitutions, and alterations are ascertainable by oneskilled in the art and could be

made without departing from the spirit and scope disclosed herein.

15
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CLAIMS

Whatis claimedis:

1. A method for indicating an IMS (Internet Protocol Multimedia Subsystem) emergencycall

back to a user equipment and an access network, comprising:

including in a message from a PSAP (Public Safety Answering Point) to the user

equipment and the access nctworkan indication that the emergency call back is

from the PSAP.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the messageis a SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) Invite

message.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the indication is included in a From Header.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the indicationis a string of characters that identifies the

PSAP as an emergency-related entity.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the indication is included in a To Header.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the indication is an emergencypublic identifier of the user

equipment.

7, The method of claim 6, wherein the emergency public identifier is created wheneverthe

user equipmentinitiates an IMS emergencycall.

8. The method ofclaim 1, further comprising the user equipmentand the access network

responding to the indication in a mannerthat promotes a successful completion of the emergency

call back.

9. The methodof claim 1, further comprising the user equipmenttriggering an autonomous

action whenthe user equipmentdoesnot receive an input in response to the emergencycall back

within a predefined length of time after the user equipmentreceivesthe indication.
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10. The methodof claim 9, wherein the autonomousactionis at least oneof:

sending an automated message to the PSAP;

sending a location of the user equipmentto the PSAP; and

sending an automated message to an emergency-related entity other than the PSAP.

11. The method of claim 2, wherein the user equipment inspects all incoming SIP Invite

messages for the indication, and wherein a Proxy Call Session Control Function inspects all

incoming SIP Invite messagesfor the indication to inform the access nctwork to prepare and

prioritize resources for the emergencycall back.

12. The method of claim 2, wherein the user equipment inspects incoming SIP Invite messages

for the indication only for a predefined length oftime after the user equipmentinitiates an IMS

emergencycall to the PSAP.

13. Auser equipment, comprising:

a processor configured to recognize an IMS(Internet Protocol Multimedia Subsystem) call

as an emergencycall back from a PSAP (Public Safety Answering Point).

14. The user equipmentof claim 13, wherein the processor recognizes the IMScall as the

emergencycall back from the PSAP bythe IMScall including an emergency call back indicator.

15. The user equipmentof claim 14, wherein the emergencycall back indicatoris a string of

characters that identifies the PSAP as an emergency-related entity and that is included in a SIP

(Session Initiation Protocol) Invite message from the PSAPto the user equipment.

16. The user equipment of claim 14, wherein the emergencycall back indicatoris included in a

From Header.

17. The user equipmentof claim 14, wherein the emergencycall backindicatoris an

emergency public identifier of the user equipment that is included in a To Header.
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18. The user equipmentof claim 17, wherein the emergencypublic identifier is created

wheneverthe user equipmentinitiates an IMS emergencycall.

19.|The user equipmentof claim 14, wherein the user equipmenttriggers an autonomous

action whenthe user equipment doesnotreceive an input in response to the emergencycall back

within a predefined length of time after the user equipmentreceives the emergencycall back

indicator.

20. The user equipmentof claim 19, wherein the autonomousaction is at least oneof:

sending an automated message to the PSAP;

sending a location of the user equipment to the PSAP; and

sending an automated message to an emergency-related entity other than the PSAP.

21. The user equipment of claim 14, wherein a Proxy Call Session Control Function inspects

all incoming SIP Invite messages for the emergencycall back indicator to inform the access

network to prepare and prioritize resources for the emergencycall back.

22. A system, comprising:

one or more processors; and

instructions that when executed by the one or more processors promote providing an

emergencycall back indicator in a message from a PSAP (Public Safety Answering

Point) to user equipment.

23. The system of claim 22, wherein the emergencycall back indicatoris onc of:

a string of charactersthat identifies the PSAP as an emergency-related entity and that is

included in a From Headerof a SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) Invite message

from the PSAP to the user equipment; and

an emergencypublic identifier of the uscr equipmentthatis included in a To Headerofthe

SIP Invite message and that is created wheneverthe user equipmentinitiates an

IMS emergencycall.
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24. The system of claim 22, wherein the user equipmenttriggers an autonomousaction when

the user equipment does not receive an input in response to the emergencycall back within a

predefined length of time after the user equipment receives the emergency call back indicator.

25. The system of claim 24, wherein the autonomousaction is at least oneof:

sending an automated message to the PSAP;

sending a location of the user equipment to the PSAP; and

sending an automated message to an emergency-related entity other than the PSAP.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS OF RTP CONTROL PROTOCOL (RTCP)
PROCESSING IN REAL-TIME TRANSPORT PROTOCOL(RTP)

INTERMEDIATE SYSTEMS

RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is a continuation of U.S. Application No. 12/082,021, filed

April 8, 2008, whichis a continuation-in-part of U.S. Application No. 11/986,983,

filed November 27, 2007. The entire teachings of the above application are

incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUNDOF THE INVENTION

Thereal-time transport protocol (RTP) provides end-to-end network

transport functionssuitable for applications transmitting real-time data, such as

audio, video or simulation data, over multicast or unicast network services. The data

transport is augmented by a real-time control protocol (RTCP) to allow monitoring
of the data delivery in a mannerscalable to large multicast networks and to provide

‘minimal control and identification functionality. RTP and RTCPare designed to be

independent ofthe underlying transport and networklayers.

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

An example embodimentofthe present invention may be implemented iin the
form of a method orcorresponding apparatus which provides end-to-end reception
quality feedback between a sending end system and a receiving end system. The.
method and corresponding apparatus according to one embodimentofthe present
invention includes: (i) tracking changesto real time transport protocol (RTP)

packets of the RTP session caused by media processing of the RTP packets to

produce tracked changes; (ii) modifying RTP packet information of the RTP packets
based onthe tracked changes;(iii) correcting RTP control protocol (RTCP) packets

correspondingto the RTP session based onthe tracked changes to produce corrected

RTCPpackets, the corrected RTCP packets being a measure of the end-to-end

reception quality of the RTP session; and (iv) reporting the end-to-end reception

quality of the RTP session by forwarding the corrected RTCPpackets.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing will be apparent from the following moreparticular

description of example embodimentsof the invention,asillustrated in the

accompanying drawingsin which like reference characters refer to the same parts

throughoutthe different views. The drawingsare notnecessarily to scale, emphasis

instead being placed upon illustrating embodimentsof the present invention.
FIG. 1 is a network diagram of an example network in which example

embodimentsof the present invention may be employed;

FIG. 2A is a network diagram of an example network in which packet

information is modified in accordance with an example embodimentof the present

invention;

FIG.2B is a packet diagram thatillustrates a typical real-time transport

protocol (RTP) header and an example modified RTP header modified in accordance

with an example embodimentofthe present invention,

FIG. 3A is a network diagram of an example network in whichreport

packets are corrected in accordance with example embodimentsof the present

invention;

FIGS. 3B-1, 3B-2, 3C-1, and 3C-2 are packet diagramsthatillustrate typical

RTP control protocol (RTCP) packets and example corrected RTCPpackets
corrected in accordance with example embodimentsof the present invention;

FIG. 4 is a flow chart of an example process used to estimate an extended

highest sequence numberreceived in accordance with an example embodiment of

the present invention;

FIG. 5 is a flow chart of an example process for measuring end-to-end

reception quality of an RTP session in accordance with an example embodiment of

the present invention;

FIG.6 is a block diagram of an example apparatus to measure end-to-end

reception quality of an RTP session, in accordance with an example embodiment of
the present invention;

FIG. 7 is a block diagram of an examplecorrecting unit to correct packets

used to measure end-to-end reception quality of an RTP session, in accordance with

an example embodimentof the present invention;
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FIGS. 8-1 and 8-2 are flow charts providing an overview of an example

process for measuring end-to-end reception quality of an RTP session, in accordance

with example embodimentsofthe present invention;

FIG. 9 is a flow chart of an example process for providing a meaning of a

sequence numberreported in an RTCPreceiver report from a receiver, in accordance

with an example embodimentof the present invention;

FIG. 10-1 and 10-2 are packet diagramsthatillustrate a typical RTP control

protocol (RTCP)receiver report and example corrected RTCP receiver report

corrected in accordance with example embodiments of the present invention;

FIG. 11 is a flow chart of an example process for measuring a reception

quality of RTP packets sent from a sender, in accordance with an example

embodimentof the present invention;

FIG. 12 is a flow chart of an example process for extracting a reception

quality of RTP packetssent to a receiver, in accordance with an example

embodimentofthe present invention; and

FIG. 13 is a block diagram of an example apparatus to measure end-to-end -

reception quality of an RTP session, in accordance with an example embodimentof

the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

A description of example embodimentsofthe invention follows.

FIG. 1 is an example network 105 that includes a media processor110 that

performs media processing on packets 115 from a sender 120. Resulting media

processed packets 125 are received by a receiver 130. Media processing causes

changesin packets such that the packets 115 sent by the sender 120 are not the same

as the media processed packets 125 received by the receiver 130, These changes
include, for example, a changein the numberofthe packets 115 sent by the sender

120 and the numberof the media processed packets 125 received by the receiver

130, and a changein the size of the packets 115 sent by the sender 120 andthe size

of the media processed packets 125 received by the receiver 130. As an example,

media processing ofreal-time protocol (RTP) packets used in Voice over Internet

Protocol (VoIP) and other time sensitive applications makesforefficient use of
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network resources, e.g., by dropping or changing the size of RTP packets carrying

echo as contrasted with voice.

One measure of quality of a networkis reception quality. Intuitively, if what

wasreceived by a receiver matches what wassent by a sender, then the reception

quality of a network is “good.” Conversely, if what was received by a receiver

differs from what was sent by a sender, for example, the receiver received fewer

packets than were sent by the sender, the reception quality of a networkis “poor.”

However, in a network, such as the network 105 of FIG. 1, in which packets are

media processed such that packets sent by a sender and packets received by a

receiver are not the same, simply comparing what was received with what was sent,

and no more, producesan invalid measure of reception quality. Differences between

what wasreceived and what wassentare not necessarily due to poor reception

quality of a network, but rather may be causedat least in part by media processing of

packets in the network.

As an example, when a media processor or other RTP intermediate systems

changes the RTP packet size of an RTP packet, such as to change an RTP packet

carrying an echo into an RTP packet carrying comfort noise, a sender’s byte count

field in an RTCPsender report does not reflect the changesin packetsize. In

another example, when an RTP intermediate system changes the number of RTP

packets transported, such as to remove an RTPpacket carrying an echo as contrasted

with carrying a voice, sequence numbers in RTP headers and a sender’s packet

count field in an RTCP senderreport do not reflect changes in packets transported.

If reception reports from a receiving end system are forwarded to a sending end

system by the RTP intermediate system with the reception report’s contentsintact,

that is unchanged,an inconsistency between the two end systems may cause the

reception quality feedback in the reception report to be invalid.

One wayto avoid the foregoing problem of reception quality feedback is for

an RTP intermediate system to discard all reception reports from a receiving end

system. This approach, however, makesno reception quality feedback available.

Another way is for an RTP intermediate system to generate reception reports

based on reception by the RTP intermediate system itself. However, this approachis

inadequate because the reception quality feedback is only available for either a link
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between a sending end system and the RTP intermediate system or a link between

the RTP intermediate system and a receiving end system, but not between the

sending end system and the receiving end system.

In yet another way, one that addresses the aforementioned inadequacies and
reflects changes caused by media processing, a reception quality feedback technique

may: (1) track changes to packets caused by media processingofthe packets; (2)

modify packet information of the packets based on the tracked changes; (3) corrects

report packets based on the tracked changes; and (4) report the end-to-end reception

quality by forwarding the corrected report packets. The corrected packetsofthis

reception quality feedback technique maybe considered a valid a measure of end-to-

end reception quality.

Oneofordinary skill in the art will readily recognize that the foregoing

reception quality feedback technique and example embodiments thereof may be

employed by an intermediate system, such as the media processor110.

Alternatively, the technique and example embodiments thereof may be employed by

another intermediate system separate and distinct from the media processor 110.

Theparticulars of the last technique and example embodiments thereof will now be

described.

In TABLE1, an embodimenttracks changes caused by media processing by

updating both a send sequence number(sn_send) 230 andatotal packet count of

packets sent (tpeps) 235 by a numberofpackets sentto a receiver after media

processing by a media processor.

In a convenient embodimentillustrated by TABLE1, for a first packet 225a

sent after media processing, the embodimentsets the send sequence number230 to a

sequence numberofthe first packet 225a, i.e., sn_send = sn_first. In some

embodiments, it may be advantageousto store the sequence numberofthefirst

packet 225a. For each packet sentthereafter, after media processing, the

embodimentincrements the send sequence number230 byone,i.e., sn_send =

sn_send + 1.

For example, for a second packet 225b, the send sequence number230is the

next sequence numberafter the send sequence number 230. A third packet 225c,
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however,is not sent after media processing, but rather is dropped. The embodiment

does not increment the send sequence number 230,i.e., sn_send = sn_send.

The above exampleillustrated in TABLE 1 highlights an important effect or

result of media processing. A sequence numberfor a packet, as is known to the

media processor 110 and the sender 120, differs from a sequence numberforthe

packet after media processing, as is known to the media processor 110 and the

receiver 130. As such, it may be said that there are two “streams” of sequence

numbers: one stream for packets between the processor 110 and the sender 120 and

another stream for packets between the media processor 110 and the receiver 130.

There being two streams of sequence numbershassignificant implications when

measuring and reporting reception quality, as will be described later. In the interim,

because media processing results in there being two streams of sequence numbers,

sequence numbersfor packets before media processing and sequence numbersfor

packets after media processing are not the same, but are rather corresponding.

In another convenient embodimentalsoillustrated by TABLE1, for the first

packet 225a, the embodimentsets a total packet count of packets (tpcps) 235 to one.

For each packet sent thereafter, after media processing, the embodiment increments

the total packet count of packets sent 235 by one,i.e., tpcps = tpcps + 1.

For example, after sending the first packet 225a, sending the second packet

225b increasesthe total packet count of packets sent 235 by one. The third packet

225c, however, is not sent after media processing, but rather is dropped. The

embodimentdoes not incrementthe total packet count of packets sent 235, i.e., tpeps

= tpeps.

Additionally, the embodiment tracks changes caused by media processing by

updating a total octet count of packets sent (tocps) 240 by a numberofoctets sent to

a receiver after media processing by a media processor. Forthefirst packet 225a,

the embodimentsetsthe total octet count of packets sent 240to the octet count of

the first packet 225a. For each packetsent thereafter, after media processing, the

embodimentincrements the total octet count of packets sent 240 by the octet count

of the respective sent packet, i.e., tocps = tocps + octet countofpacketsent.

For example, after sendingthe first packet 225a, sending the second packet

225b increasesthetotal octet count of packets sent 240 by the octet countof the
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second packet 225b. The third packet 225c, however, is not sent after media

processing, but rather is dropped. The embodiment does not incrementthetotal

octet count of packets sent 240,i.e., tocps = tocps.

Asdescribed above, the embodimentreflects changes to packets caused by

media processing, such as changes in a numberandasize of packets sent to a

receiver, by updating a send sequence number(sn_send), a total packet count of

packets sent (tpcps), and a total octet count of packets sent (tocps). Subsequently,

these updated values may be further used by the embodiment to modify packet

information and to correct packets that are a measure of reception quality. In this

way, the embodiment modifies packet information and corrects packets based on the

changes caused by media processing.

FIG.2A,is an example network 305 in which a media processor 310 media

processes packets 315 from a sender 320. Resulting media processed packets 325

are received by a receiver 330. Each of the packets 315 sent from the sender 320

has a packet information portion(i.e. overhead) 335 and a payload portion 340. An

embodiment modifies the packet information portion 335 based on changes caused

by media processing. In each ofthe resulting media processed packets 325 sent to

the receiver 330, a modified packet information portion 345 reflects the changes

caused by mediaprocessing.

Depending on the changes caused by media processing, the payload portion

340 of the packet 315 sent from the sender 320 and a payload portion 350 ofthe

media processed packet 325 sentto the receiver 330 after media processing may be

different. For example, media processing causes the size of a packet to change. In

such an example, a payload portion of a packet sent from a sender differs from the

payload portion after media processing.

FIG.2Bis a packet diagram that illustrates packet information, which may

be a real-time transport protocol (RTP) header 355. The embodiment modifies the

RTP header 355 by replacing a sequence number 360. In a modified RTP header

365, a sequence numberofa packet sent after media processing (sn_send) 370

replaces the sequence number 360. As described above in reference to TABLE 1,

the sequence numberofthe packet sent after media processing 370 reflects changes

caused by media processing, namely, a change in the numberof packets sent to a
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receiver after media processing. Consequently, an RTP packet sent to a receiver

after media processing has the modified RTP header 365 and not the RTP header

355.

While a receiver's understanding of what wasreceived reflects changes

caused by media processing, this understanding differs or is otherwise inconsistent

with a sender's understanding of what was sent. Without correcting this

inconsistency in understanding, a measure of end-to-end reception quality of a

network in which packets are media processed and changed cannotbe valid.

FIG.3A is a data flow diagram thatillustrates a sender's 420 understanding

that what was sent is embodied or otherwise described in a sender report 425.

Similarly, a receiver’s 430 understanding of what wasreceivedis described in a

receiver report 435. The sender 420 andthe receiver 430 exchange the sender report

425 and the receiver report 435, respectively, to measure reception quality of the

network. If the sender report 425 and the receiver report 435 "match,"that is, the

sender's 420 understanding of what wassent agrees with the receiver’s 430

understanding of what wasreceived (and vice versa), then the measure ofreception

quality may be deemed "good." Conversely,if the sender report 425 and the

receiver report 435 do not match,orrather the sender 420 disagrees with the receiver

430 regarding whatwassent(and viceversa), then the measure of reception quality

may be deemed "bad."

In a network in which packets are media processed and thus changed, a

sender's understanding of what wassent and a receiver’s understanding of what was

received are different. Because this difference is not due to reception quality, or

lack of, necessarily, a measure reception quality based on a senderreport, such as

the sender report 425, and a receiver report, such as the received report 435, is not

entirely valid.

The embodimentcorrects the sender's 420 understanding of what wassent by

correcting the sender report 425. A resulting corrected senderreport 440reflects

changes caused by media processing. As such, a measure ofreception quality based

on the corrected sender report 440is valid. A difference between the corrected

sender report 440 andthe receiver’s 430 understanding of what was received stems

from reception quality and not from changes caused by media processing.
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In a similar manner, the embodimentcorrects the receiver's 430

understanding of what wasreceived by correcting the receiver report 435. A

resulting corrected receiver report 445 reflects changes caused by media processing.

Assuch, a measure of reception quality based on the corrected receiver report 445 is

valid. A difference between the corrected receiver report 445 and the sender's 420

understanding of what wassent is due to reception quality and not changes caused

by media processing.

FIGS. 3B-1 and 3B-2 are packet diagramsthatillustrate a sender report,

which may be an RTP control protocol (RTCP) sender report 450. The embodiment

corrects the RTCP sender report 450 by replacing a sender's packet count 455 and a

sender's octet count 460. The sender's packet count 455 is a total numberof packets

sent by a sendersincestarting transmission up until the RTCP sender report 450 is

generated. The sender's octet count 460is a total numberofpayload octets (i.e., not

including header or padding) sent by the sendersincestarting transmission upuntil

the RTCP sender report 450 is generated.

In a corrected RTCP senderreport 465, a total packet count ofpackets sent to

a receiver (tpcps) 470 anda total octet count of packets sent to a receiver (tocps) 475

replaces the sender's packet count 455 and the sender's octet count 460, respectively.

It should be appreciated that the total number of packets sent by a sender(sender's

packet count 455) anda total numberofpackets sent to a receiver (tpcps 470) are

not necessarily the same because of media processing of packets. For the same

reason,it should also be appreciated that the total numberof octets sent by a sender

(sender's octet count 460) andatotal octet count of packets sentto a receiver (tocps)

475 are also not necessarily the same.

As described in reference to TABLE1, the total packet count of packets sent

470 reflect changes caused by mediaprocessing, namely, a change in a number of

packets sentto a receiver after media processing. Thetotal octet count of packets

sent 475 reflects a change in the size of packets sent to a receiver after media

processing. As such, the corrected RTCP sender report 465 corrects an

inconsistency caused by media processing between a sender's understanding of what

wassent from the sender and what wassent to a receiver. Having considered or

otherwise accounted for changes caused by media processing with the corrected
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RTCP senderreport 465, a difference between a sender's understanding and what

wassentto a receiveris not the result of media processing, but is rather a valid

measure of reception quality.

FIGS. 3C-1 and 3C-2 are packet diagramsthatillustrate a receiver report,

which may be an RTP control protocol (RTCP) receiver report 480. The

embodimentcorrects the RTCP receiver report 480 by replacing an extended highest

sequence numberreceived (ehsnr) 485. The extended highest sequence number

received 485 contains the highest sequence numberreceived in an RTP data packet

from a sender.

In acorrected RTCPreceiver report 490, an estimated extended highest

sequence numberreceived (est_ehsnr) 495 replaces the extended highest sequence

numberreceived 485. Because RTP packets may be discarded as a result of media

processing,resulting in packet information of packets sent to a receiver being

modified with updated sequence numbers, as described in reference to TABLE 1 and

FIG. 2, a sequence numbercarried in the extended highest sequence number

received 485 in the RTCPreceiver report 480 loses its meaning to a sender. To

provide meaning, the embodimentestimates the extended highest sequence number

received in a process, as described below.

It should be appreciated that the highest sequence numberofa packetsentto

a receiver and thus received by the receiver (ehsnr 485) and the highest sequence
numberof a packet sent from a senderare not the same necessarily because of media

processing.

As such, the corrected RTCP receiver report 490 corrects an inconsistency

caused by media processing between whatwassent from a sender andareceiver's

understanding of what wassentto the receiver. Having considered or otherwise

accounted for changes caused by media processing with the corrected RTCP

receiver report 490, a difference between what wassent from a sender and a

receiver's understandingis not the result of media processing, but is rather a valid

measure of reception quality.

While described within the context of the RTCP receiver report 480, one of

ordinary skill in the art will recognize that the foregoing embodimentalso applies to

the RTCPsenderreport illustrated in FIGS. 3B-1 and 3B-2. Because an RTP
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sessionis typically duplex,i.e., a sender is also a receiver, and vice versa, the

embodiment mayalso correct the RTCP sender report 450 by replacing an extended

highest sequence numberreceived reported in a report block (e.g., a report block 451

of FIG. 3B-1). In this case, the extended highest sequence numberreceived contains

the highest sequence numberreceived in an RTP data packet from a receiver ina

duplex RTP session.

Asalluded to in the above description, estimating an extended highest

sequence numberreceived provides meaning to a case in which RTP packets are

discarded as a result of media processing resulting in packet information of packets

sent to a receiver being modified with updated sequence numbers. However,

because of media processing, an extended highest sequence numberreceived cannot

be estimated from a sequence number. Instead, the extended highest sequence

numberreceived is estimated by calculating a time when a last RTP packet sent

from a sender wasreceived (ts_Irtp) accordingto the following:

(1) delay_rt =ts_m-—ts_sr~DLSR; and

(2) ts_Irtp = ts_rr—delay_rt - delay_mp

where,

ts_rr denotes a timestamp from an RTCPreceiver report record representing

when the RTCPreceiver report was received;

ts_sr denotes a timestamp from an RTCPsender report record representing

when the RTCPsenderreport having the same synchronization source as the RTCP

receiver report was received;

delay_mp denotes a mean delay caused by media processing; and

DLSRdenotes a delay between receiving the last RTCP sender report and

the sending an RTCPpacket, e.g., a delay between a time a receiver receiving an

RTCPsenderreport and the receiver sending an RTCPreceiver report.

It is useful to note that the tsrr and ts_sr denoting when the RTCPreceiver

report and the RTCP senderreport were received, respectively, are not the same as a

network time protocol (NTP) timestamp of an RTCP packet. The network time

protocol (NTP) timestamp represents when the RTCP packet wassent, e.g., from a

sender(i.e., an RTCP sender report) or from a receiver(i.e., an RTCPreceiver

report).
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The estimated extended highest sequence numberreceived is a sequence

number of an RTPrecord receivedat the calculated time ts_Irtp. In this way, it may

be said that the extended highest sequence numberreceived is estimated from time

measurements, namely, (i) a time when the RTCP receiver report was received

(ts_rr), (ii) a time when the RTCP sender report wasreceived (ts_sr), (iii) the mean

delay caused by media processing; and(iv) the delay between receivingthelast

RTCPsender report and the sending an RTCPpacket(e.g., the RT'CP receiver report

or the RTCP senderreport).

FIG. 4 is a flow diagram thatillustrates an example process 500 to estimate

an extended highest sequence numberreceived for correcting an RTCP packet. For

purposesofillustration, the RTCP packet being corrected is an RTCP receiver report

sent from a receiver and received by an RTP intermediate system. It should be

readily apparentthat the process 500also applies to estimating an extended highest

sequence numberreceived for correcting an RTCP sender report sent from a sender

and received by the RTP intermediate system.

The process 500 starts (501). The process 500 searches (505) RTCP sender

report records to find those RTCP sender report records with the same

synchronization source (SSRC) as a subject RTCP receiver report record whichis to

be corrected, i.e., ssrc_sr = ssrc_rr. In this way, RTCP packets of interest are limited

to those packets belonging to the same RTPsession orcall.

The process 500 searches (510) the SSRC matching RTCP senderreport

records to find a subject RTCP senderreport record with the same network time

protocol (NTP) timestamp (ntp_sr) as the subject RTCPreceiver report record

(ntp_rr), i.e., ntp_sr=ntp_rr. This further limits the RTCP packets of interest found

by the process 500 at (505)to just the subject RTCP packetsenderreport. As such,

the NTP timestampservesas a uniqueidentifier identifying the subject RTCP packet

receiver report and senderreport.

The process 500 estimates (515) a round-trip transmission delay to and from

a receiver (delay_rt) and the RTP intermediate system from the following time

measurements: (i) a time when the RTP intermediate system received the subject

RTCPreceiver report (ts_rr), (ii) a time when the RTP intermediate system received

the RTCP senderreport record (ts_sr) (as found by the process 500 at (505)), and
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(iii) a delay between the receiver receiving the last RTCP senderreport and the

receiver sending the subject RTCPreceiver report (DSLR), i.e., delay_rt = ts_rr—

ts_sr— DSLR.

Because of media processing, the highest sequence numberof RTP packets

received by a receiving end-system (e.g., the receiver) up to a time when an RTCP

packet (e.g., the RTCP receiver report) is generated, as reported in the RTCPpacket

as an extended highest sequence numberreceived, has no significance or meaning to

a transmitting end-system (e.g., the sender). Recall, however, RTP packets after

media processing correspond to RTP packets before media processing.

Accordingly, there may be an RTP packet corresponding(i.e., a corresponding RTP

packet) to the RTP packet whose sequence numberis reported as the extended

highest sequence numberin the RTCP packet. The sequence numberofthe

corresponding RTP packet, unlike the highest sequence numberreported in the

RTCP packet, does have meaningto the transmitting end-system. Accordingly,the

RTCPpacket may be corrected (to account for media processing) by finding the

sequence numberof the corresponding RTP packet.

Continuing to refer to FIG. 4, to find a corresponding RTP packet and thus

the sequence numberof the corresponding RTP packet, the process 500 estimates

(520) an approximate time (ts_Irtp) when the corresponding RTP packet was

received by the RTP intermediate system from the following time measurements:(i)

the time when the RTP intermediate system received the RTCP receiver report

(ts_rr); (ii) the round-trip transmission delay to and from a receiver (delay_rt) and

the RTP intermediate system as estimated (515) above; and(iii) an estimate of mean

delay for media processing (delay_mp),i.e., ts_Irtp = ts_rr — delay_rt — delay_mp.

The process 500 continues and searches (525) RTP recordsto find those RTP

records (ssrc_rtp) with the same SSRC as the subject RTCPreceiver report (ssrc_rr),

i.e., ssrc_rtp * ssrc_rr.

The process 500 searches (530) the SSRC matching RTP recordsto find the

last RTP record received at the time ts_Irtp. The process 500 sets an extended

highest sequence numberreceived (ehsnr) to the sequence numberof the found RTP

record (sn_rtp), i.e., ehsnr = sn_rtp.
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The process 500 ends (536) with the extended highest sequence number

estimated.

In a convenient embodiment, in an event an RTP packetis received by an

RTP intermediate system, the process 500 stores (not shown)the following

information: a synchronization source identifier identifying a source of the RTP

packet(ssrc_rtp), a sequence numberof the RTP packet (sn_rtp), and a timestamp

representing when the RTP packet wasreceived (ts_rtp). In an event an RTCP

senderreport is received, the process 500 stores (not shown)the following

information: a synchronization source identifier identifying a source of the RTCP

senderreport (ssrc_sr), an NTP timestamp of the RTCPsenderreport (ntp_sr)

representing when the RTCP senderreport was sent, and a timestamp from the

RTCPsenderreport record (ts_sr) representing when the RTCP senderreport was

received. In an event an RTCPreceiver report is received, the process 500 stores

(not shown)the following information: a synchronization source identifier

identifying a source of the RTCPreceiver report (ssrc_rr), a last sender report

timestamp (LSR) representing when the last RTCP sender report was received, and a

timestamp (ts_rr) representing when the RTCPreceiver report was received.

FIG. 5 is a flow diagram ofa process 600 that starts (601) measuring end-to-

end reception quality of an RTP session. The process 600 tracks (605) changesto

RTP packets of the RTP session to produce tracked changes. The tracked changes

are caused by media processing of the RTP packets. The process 600 modifies (610)

RTP packet information of the RTP packets based on the tracked changes. The

process 600 corrects (615) RTCP packets corresponding to the RTP session based

on the tracked changes to produce corrected RTCP packets reports. The corrected

RTCPpackets are a measure of the end-to-end reception quality of the RTP session.

The process 600 reports (620) the end-to-end reception quality of the RTP session

by forwarding the corrected RTCP packets. The process 600 ends (621) with end-

to-end reception quality of the RTP session measured.

FIG.6 is a block diagram of an example apparatus 700 to measure end-to-

end reception quality of an RTP session that has a tracking unit 705, a correcting

unit 710 in communication with the tracking unit 705, a modifying unit 715 also in

communication with the tracking unit 705, and a reporting unit 720 in
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communication with the correcting unit 710. The tracking unit 705 tracks changes

706 caused by media processing (in accordance with example embodiments

described above) to produce tracked changes 707. Oneofordinary skill in the art

will readily recognize that the apparatus 700 maybe supplied with the changes 706,

for example, from a media processor (not shown). Alternatively, the apparatus 700

mayitself determine the change 706 caused by media processing. As such, the

apparatus 700 may or may not perform media processingitself.

Based onthe tracked changes 707, the correcting unit 710 corrects (denoted

by an arc with an arrowhead) an RTCP packet 711 resulting in a corrected RTCP

packet 712, in accordance with example embodiments described. Also based on the

tracked changes 707, the modifying unit 715 modifies (denoted by an arc with an

arrowhead) an RTPpacket 716, resulting in a modified RTP packet 717, in

accordance with example embodiments described above. The reporting unit reports

the end-to-end reception quality of the RTP session by forwarding the corrected

RTCP packet 712.

In a convenient embodiment, the example apparatus 700 hasan interface (not

shown) to interface the apparatus 700 to an RTP network (not shown). The interface

is in communication with the correcting unit 710 to receive the RTCP packet 711

from the RTP network andis in communication with the reporting unit 720 to

forward the corrected RTCP packet 712 to the RTP network and thus report end-to-

end reception quality. The interface is also in communication with the modifying

unit 715 to receive the RTP packet 716 from the RTP network andto transmit the

modified RTP packet 717 to the RTP network.

FIG.7 is a block diagram of an example correcting unit 810 to correct an

RTCP packet 811 (e.g., an RTCP sender report.and RTCPreceiver report) and to

produce a corrected RTCPpacket 812. The correcting unit 810 includes a replacing

unit 825 and an estimating unit 830. The replacing unit 825 replaces, in an RTCP

senderreport (viz., the RTCP packet 811), a first total packet count and octet count

of packets sent from a sender with a secondtotal packet count and octet count of

packets sent to a receiver, which is based on the tracked changesto produce a

corrected RTCP senderreport (viz., the corrected RTCP packet 812). The corrected

RTCPsenderreport is a measure of the end-to-end reception quality of the RTP
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session. Additionally, the replacing unit 825 replaces, in an RTCPreceiver report

(viz., the RTCP packet 811), an extended highest sequence numberreceived with an

estimated extended highest sequence numberreceived (estimated by the estimating

unit 830 described below), the corrected RTCP receiver report being a measure of

the end-to-end reception quality of the RTP session.

The estimating unit 830 estimates an extended highest sequence number 835,

in accordance with example embodiments described above. The estimating unit 830

estimates the extended highest sequence number 835 from input 840. The input 840

includes: atime when an RTPintermediate system received the RTCPreceiver

report (ts_rr); (ii) a time when the RTP intermediate system received the RTCP

senderreport (ts_sr); (iii) an estimate of mean delay for media processing

(delay_mp); and (iv) a delay between a receiver receiving the last RTCP sender

report and the receiver sending the RTCP receiver report (DSLR).

In a convenient embodiment, the correcting unit 810 also includesa storing

unit (not shown)to store: (i) in an RTP record, in an event an RTP packetis

received, a synchronization identifier source identifying a source of the RTP packet

(ssrc_rtp), a sequence numberof the RTP packet (sn_rtp), and a timestamp

representing when the RTP packet was received (ts_rtp); (ii) in an RTCP sender

report record, in an event an RTCP senderreport is received, a synchronization

source identifying a source of the RTCP sender report (ssre_sr), an NTP timestamp

of the RTCP senderreport (ntp_sr) representing when the RTCP sender report was

sent, and a timestamp (ts_sr) representing when the RTCPsender report was

received; and(iii) in an RTCPreceiver report record, in an event an RTCPreceiver

report is received, a synchronization source identifying a source of the RTCP

receiver report (ssrc_rr), a last sender report timestamp (LSR) representing when the

last RTCP sender report was received, and a timestamp(ts_rr) representing when the

RTCP receiver report was received.

The foregoing embodiments describe correcting an RTCPreceiver report by

replacing an extended highest sequence numberreceived with an estimated extended

highest sequence numberreceived. The estimated extended highest sequence

numberreceived is estimated based on a time a last RTP packet sent from a sender
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as received. As such,it may be said that an RTP packetis the basis for correcting an

RTCPreceiverreport.

In another correcting technique,the basis for correcting an RTCP receiver

report is an RTCP sender report. An RTCP sender report from a sender, reporting

what wassent(e.g., the sender’s packet count 455 and the sender’s octet count 460

of FIG. 3B-1), causes a receiver to respond and report in an RTCPreceiverreport

what wasreceived. As such,it may be said that the RTCP sender report corresponds

to the RTCPreceiver report (hereinafter, referred to as a corresponding sender

report).

FIGS.8-1 and 8-2 are flowcharts which together providean illustrated

overview of an example process 900 for measuring end-to-end reception quality of a

real-time transport protocol (RTP) session. As an overview the process 900 begins

(901) and waits (905) for a packet. The process 900 determines (910) whetherthe

packet received is an RTP packet. If the process 900 determines (910) the packet

received is an RTP packet, the process 900 updates (915) an extended highest

sequence numberreceived from a sender to produce a current extended sequence

number(current_esn).

However, if the process 900 determines (910) the packet received is not an

RTPpacket, the process 900 then determines (920) whether the packet received is an

RTCPsenderreport (SR).

If the process 900 determines (920) the received packet is an RTCP sender

report, referred to as a corresponding senderreport, the process 900 attaches (925)

the current_esn to the corresponding senderreport to produce an attached extended

highest sequence numberreceived (attached_ehsnr).

However, if the process 900 determines (920) the packet receivedis not an

RTCPsenderreport, the process 900 then determines (930) whether the packet

received is an RTCPreceiver report (RR).

If the process 900 determines (930) the packet received is not an RTCP

receiver report, the process 900 returns and waits (905) for another packet.

However,if the process 900 determines (930) the packet received is an

RTCPreceiverreport, the process 900 then replaces (935) an extended highest

sequence numberreceived reported in the RTCPreceiver report with the
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attached_ehsnr from the corresponding senderreport (as attached above at 925) to

produce a corrected RTCPreceiver report. The corrected RTCPreceiverreport is a

measure of the end-to-end reception quality of the RTP session.

Additionally, if the process 900 determines (930) the packet received is an

RTCPreceiver report, the process 900 calculates (945) a packet Joss from the sender

for a current sender report period or duration. The process 900 further calculates

(950) a packetloss to the receiver for the current sender report period or duration.

The process 900 then calculates (955) an end-to-end packetloss for the current

senderreport period or duration from the packet loss to the sender and the packet

loss to the receiver (as calculated above at 945 and 950, respectively).

The process 900 also calculates (960) an end-to-end fraction lost for the

current senderreport period or duration. The process 900 further calculates (965) an

end-to-end cumulative numberof packets lost.

The process 900 replaces (970) a fraction lost and a cumulative numberof

packets lost reported in the RTCPreceiver report with the end-to-end fractionlost

and the end-to-end cumulative numberofpacketslost (as calculated above at 960

and 965, respectively) to produce a corrected RTCPreceiver report. The corrected

RTCPreceiverreport is a measure of the end-to-end reception quality of the RTP

session.

The process 900 then returns (971) and waits (905) for another packet.

Typically, an extended highest sequence numberreceived reported in an

RTCPreceiver report (e.g., the extended highest sequence numberreceived 485 of

FIG. 3C-1) is a time reference point providing a context in which to measure

reception quality of RTP packets sent from the sender to the receiver. As such,it

maybesaid that the extended highest sequence numberreceived reportedin the

RTCPreceiver report is a component making up a measure reception quality of RTP

packets sent from the senderto the receiver.

However, because of media processing or other such processesresulting in

two streams of sequence numbers(one stream of sequence summers for RTP

packets sent from the senderprior to processing and another stream of sequence

summers for RTP packets sent to the receiver after processing), the highest sequence
numberof an RTP packetsentto a receiver (and thus received by the receiver) and
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the highest sequence numberof an RTP packet sent from the senderare not

necessarily the same. As such, it may be said that a sequence numberreported in an

RTCPreceiver report from a receiver as the extended highest sequence number

received loses its meaning to a sender.

FIG. 9 is a flow chart that illustrates an example process 1000 to provide a

meaning of a sequence numberreported in an RTCP receiver report from a receiver.

The process 1000 starts (1001). The process 1000 tracks (1005) sequence numbers

of RTP packets sent from a sender to produce a current extended sequence number.

It should be appreciated that the sequence numbers may be extendedor otherwise

calculated with a corresponding count of sequence numbercycles to account for

recycling of the sequence numbers. The process 1000, in an event an RTCP sender

report is received (1010), attaches (1015) the current extended sequence numberto

the RTCP sender report received to produce an attached extended highest sequence

numberreceived. In this way, the attached extended highest sequence number

received represents an RTP packet sent from the sender prior to the sender sending

the RTCP sender report. The process 1000 ends (1016) with the meaning of the

sequence numberreported in the RTCPreceiver report from the receiver provided.

Having provided a meaning, an attached extended highest sequence number

received attached to an RTCP sender report which corresponds to an RTCPreceiver

report, corrects the RTCPreceiver report and produces a corrected RTCPreceiver

report. The corrected RTCP receiver report corrects an inconsistency caused by

media processing between what wassent from a sender and a receiver's

understanding of what wassent to the receiver. By considering or otherwise

accounting for changes caused by media processing with the corrected RTCP

receiver report, a difference between what was sent from a senderand a receiver's

understandingis not the result of media processing, but is rather a valid measure of

end-to-end reception quality of an RTP session.

FIGS. 10-1 and 10-2 are packet diagramsthat illustrate a receiver report,

which may be an RTP control protocol (RTCP) receiver report 1105. In an

illustrated example, an embodimentcorrects the RTCP receiver report 1105 by

replacing an extended highest sequence number received 1110. In acorrected RTCP
receiver report 1125, an attached extended highest sequence numberreceived 1130
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replaces the extended highest sequence numberreceived 1110. Assuch, in this

embodiment,it may be said that an attached extended highest sequence number

received corrects an RTCPreceiver report directly.

Other embodiments, on the other hand, correct an RTCPreceiver report by

replacing a measure of reception quality reported with a measureofreception

quality calculated or otherwise determined from an extended highest sequence

numberreceived. As such, in these embodiments,it may besaid that an attached

extended highest sequence numberreceived corrects an RTCPreceiverreport

indirectly.

Continuing with FIGS. 10-1 and 10-2, in the illustrated example, another

embodimentreplacesa fraction lost 1115 and a cumulative numberof packetslost

1120. The fraction lost 1115 is the fraction of RTP data packets from a senderlost

since a previous receiver report packet. The cumulative numberof packets lost 1120

is the total number of RTP data packets from a senderlost since the beginning of an

RTPsession.

In the corrected RTCP receiver report 1125, a combined measure of

reception quality of RTP packets sent from the senderto the receiver replaces the

measure of reception quality of RTP packets sent from the sender. In theillustrated

example, a combinedfraction lost 1135 (labeled in FIG. 10-2 as c_ fraction lost) and

a combined cumulative numberof packets lost 1140 (labeled in FIG. 10-2 as c_

cumulative number of packets lost) replace the fraction lost 1115 and the cumulative

numberofpackets lost 1120, respectively.

The embodiment combinesa first measure of reception quality of packets

sent from a sender with a second measure of reception quality of packets sent to a

receiver to produce a combined third measure of reception quality of packets sent

from the senderto the receiver.

The combined third measure of reception quality, such as the combined

fraction lost 1135 (combined_fraction_lost), may be produced by combining as

follows:

(3) combined_fraction_lost = (packet_lost,sender + packet_lost_receiver) /
packet_expected

where,
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packet_lost_sender is a number of RTP packets sent from the senderlost

during a duration defined bya first time and a second time;

packet_lost_receiver is a number of RTP packets sent to the receiverlost

during the duration; and

packet_expected is a number of RTP packets expected from the sender

during the duration.

In another example, the combined third measure of reception quality, such as

the combined cumulative numberof packets lost 1140 (combined_cnpl), may be

produced by combiningasfollows:

(4) combined_cnpl = count_enpl + cnpl_current

where,

count_cnplis a total number of RTP packets sent from the senderlost during

an RTPsession(i.e., packet_lost_sender for a duration defined by the RTP session);

and

cnpl_currentis the total number of RTP packets sent to the receiverlost since

the beginning of the RTPsession.

FIG. 11 is a flow chart that illustrates an example process 1200 to measure a

reception quality of RTP packets sent from a sender. The process 1200 starts

(1201). The process 1200 determines (1205) a number of RTP packets expected

from a sender during a duration defined bya first time and a second time

(packets_expected). The duration may be a senderreport interval which begins with

receiving a first sender report and ends with receiving a second senderreport.

Continuing with FIG. 11, the process 1200 determines (1205) the packets_expected

from a first extended highest sequence numberreceived attached to a first RTCP

senderreport receivedatthe first time (attached_ehsnrat time 1), and (ii) a second

extended highest sequence numberreceived attached to a second RTCPsender

report received at the second time (attached_ehsnrattime 2), i.e., packets_expected =

attached_ehsnfat time 2 — attached_ehsnrat time 1-

It is important to note that an RTCP senderreport from a senderlacks an

appropriate field to report an attached extended highest sequence numberreceived

(attached_ehsnr). Asnoted earlier, an RTP sessionis typically duplex in which a

senderis also a receiver, and vice versa. As such, the RTCP sender report may
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include one or morereport blocks(e.g., the report block 451 of FIG. 3B-1) reporting

whatwasreceived by the sender. The extended highest sequence numberreceived

(ehsnr) reported in the report block in the RTCP sender report, however,is the

extended highest sequence numberofa packet received by the senderand notthe

extended highest sequence numberofa packet sent by the sender(i.e., the

attached_ehsnr). Accordingly, an attached_ehsnr is not reported in an RTCP sender

report from a sender, but is rather attached to the RTCP senderreport in the process

described above. .
The process 1200 determines (1210) a number of RTP packets sent from the

senderlost during the duration (packet_lost_sender) from the packets_expected, as

determined (1205) above, and a numberof RTP packets sent from the sender

received prior to media processing during the duration (packets_received),i.e.,

packet_lost_sender = packet_expected — packet_received.

The process 1200 ends (1211) with the reception quality of the RTP packets

sent from the sender measured.

In a convenient embodiment(not shown), in an event an RTCPsender report

is received by an RTP immediate system, the embodimentstores (not shown)in an

RTCPsenderreport record the following information: synchronization source

(SSRC)of a sender sending the sender report (SSRC_sr), Network Time Protocol

(NTP) timestamp of the sender report (NTP_sr), timestamp representing the time

when the sender report was received by the RTP immediate system (TS_sr), number

of packets expected from the sender during a duration or senderreport interval (e.g.,

the packet_expected determined (1205) above), number of RTP packets sent from

the senderlost during the duration (e.g., the packet_lost_sender determined (1210)

above).

In another convenient embodiment(not shown), in an event a subject RTCP

receiver report is received by an RTP intermediate system to be corrected, the

embodimentretrieves a stored numberofpackets expected from the sender during a

duration or senderreport interval (e.g., the packet_expected determined (1205)

above) and stored numberofRTP packets sent from the senderlost during the

duration (e.g., the packet_lost_sender determined (1210) above).
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To retrieve the foregoing, the embodiment searches RTCP senderreport

records to find those RTCP senderreport records with the same synchronization

source (SSRC)as the subject RTCP receiverreport, i.e., ssrc_sr = ssrc_rr. In this

way, RTCPpacketsofinterest are limited to those packets belonging to the same

RTPsessionorcall.

Using the last sender report timestamp in the subject RTCPreceiver report

(LSR_rr) the embodiment searches the SSRC matching RTCP senderreport records

to find a subject RTCP senderreport record with the same networktime protocol

(NTP) timestamp (ntp_sr),i.e., ntp_sr = LSR_rr. In this way, the RTCPpackets of

interest found by the embodimentare further limited to just the subject RTCP packet

senderreport.

FIG. 12 is a flow chart that illustrates an example process 1300 to extract a

reception quality of RTP packets sent to a receiver. The process 1300starts (1301).

The process 1300 determines (1305) a number of RTP packets sent to the receiver

lost during a duration defined byafirst time and a second time

(packets_lost_receiver) from a first cumulative numberofpackets lost reported in a

first RTCP receiver report (such as the RTCPreceiver report 1105 of FIG. 10-1) at

the first time (cnplat time 1), and a second cumulative numberof packets lost reported

in a second RTCPreceiverreport at the second time cnplattime 1, i-€., packet_lost_

receiver = cnplat time 2 - CNPlat time 1-

The process 1300 ends (1306) with the reception quality of the RTP packets

sent to the receiver extracted.

FIG. 13 is a block diagram of an example apparatus 1400 to measure end-to-

end reception quality of an RTP session that has a tracking unit 1405, an attaching

unit 1410 in communication with the tracking unit 1405, and a correcting unit 1415

in communication with the attaching unit 1410. The tracking unit 1405 tracks

sequence numbers of RTP packets sent from a sender 1406 to produce a current

extended sequence number 1407. In an event the apparatus 1400 receives an RTCP

sender report 1401 (or an indication thereof), the attaching unit 1410 attaches the

current extended sequence number1407 to the received RTCP senderreport 1401 to

producean attached extended highest sequence numberreceived 1411. With the

attached extended highest sequence numberreceived 1411, the correcting unit 1415
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corrects (denoted by an arc with an arrowhead) an RTCPreceiver report 1416

resulting in a corrected RTCPreceiver report 1417, in accordance with example

embodimentsdescribed.

While this invention has been particularly shown and described with

references to example embodimentsthereof, it will be understood by those skilled in

the art that various changesin form and details may be madetherein without

departing from the scope of the invention encompassed by the appendedclaims.

It should be understood that the network, flow, and block diagrams may

include more or fewer elements, be arranged differently, or be represented

differently. It should be understood that implementation may dictate the network,

flow, and block diagrams and the numberof network, flow, and block diagrams

illustrating the execution of embodimentsof the invention.

It should be understood that elements of the network, flow, and block

diagrams described above may be implemented in software, hardware, or firmware.

In addition, the elements of the network, flow, and block diagrams described above

may be combined or divided in any mannerin software, hardware, or firmware. If

implemented in software, the software may be written in any languagethat can

support the embodiments disclosed herein. The software may bestored on any form

of computer readable medium, such as random access memory (RAM), read only

memory (ROM), compact disk read only memory (CD-ROM), andso forth. In

operation, a general purposeor application specific processor loads and executes the

software in a manner well! understoodin theart.
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CLAIMS

Whatis claimedis:

A method for measuring end-to-end reception quality of a real-time transport

protocol (RTP) session, the method comprising:

tracking changes to RTP packets of the RTP session caused by media

processing of the RTP packets to produce tracked changes;

modifying RTP packet information of the RTP packets based on the

tracked changes;

correcting RTP control protocol (RTCP) packets correspondingto the

RTPsession based on the tracked changes to produce corrected RTCP

packets, the corrected RTCP packets being a measure of the end-to-end

reception quality of the RTP session; and

reporting the end-to-end reception quality of the RTP session by

forwarding the corrected RTCP packets.

The method of claim | wherein tracking changesincludes:

updating a send sequence numberby a number of RTP packets sent

to the receiver after media processing;

updating a total packet count of packets sent to the receiver after

media processing; and

updating a total octet count of packets sent to the receiver after media

processing.

The method of claim 2 wherein updating the send sequence numberincludes:

storing a sequence numberof a first RTP packet in the RTP session

to be sent after media processing;

setting the send sequence numberto the stored sequence number, and

incrementing the send sequence numberby one for each RTP packet

sent thereafter after media processing.
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The method of claim 2 wherein updating the total packet count of packets

sent includes:

resetting the total packet count of packets sent to one in an event the

RTPsession is a new RTPsession;

incrementing the total packet count of packets by one for each RTP

packet sent thereafter after media processing; and

incrementingthe total octet count of packets by the octet count of

each RTP packetsent thereafter after media processing.

The method of claim 1 wherein modifying includes replacing a first sequence

numberin the RTP packet information of an RTP packet sent from a sender

with a second sequence numberwhichis based on the tracked changes.

The method of claim 1 wherein correcting includes in an RTCP senderreport

replacinga first total packet count and octet count of packets sent from a

sender with a second total packet count and octet count of packets sent to a

receiver whichis based on the tracked changesto produce a corrected RTCP

sender report, the corrected RTCP sender report being a measure ofthe end-

to-end reception quality of the RTP session.

The method of claim 1 wherein correcting includes in an RTCPreceiver

report, replacing an extended highest sequence numberreceived with an

estimated extended highest sequence numberreceived to produce a corrected

RTCPreceiver report, the corrected RTCPreceiver report being a measure of

the end-to-end reception quality of the RTP session.

The method of claim 7 further comprising estimating an extended highest

sequence numberreceived from: (i) a timestamp from an RTCPreceiver

report record (ts_rr) representing when the RTCPreceiver report was

received;(ii) a timestamp from a subject RTCP senderreport record (ts_sr)

with a same synchronization source as the RTCP receiver report representing

when the RTCP senderreport was received;(iii) a mean delay caused by
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media processing; and (iv) a delay since last sender report (DLSR)from the

subject RTCP sender report representing a delay betweenreceiving a last

RTCPsenderreport and the subject RTCP sender report.

The method of claim 8 wherein estimating includes:

in an event an RTP packetis received, storing in an RTP record a

synchronization source identifying a source of the RTP packet(ssrc_rtp), a

sequence numberof the RTP packet (sn_rtp), and a timestamprepresenting

when the RTP packet wasreceived (ts_rtp);

in an event an RTCPsenderreport is received, storing in an RTCP

sender report record a synchronization source identifying a source ofthe

RTCPsenderreport (ssrc_sr), an NTP timestamp of the RTCP senderreport

(ntp_sr) representing when the RTCP sender report was sent, and a

timestamp(ts_sr) representing when the RTCP senderreport wasreceived;

and

in an event an RTCPreceiver report is received, storing in an RTCP

receiver report record a synchronization source identifying a source of the

RTCPreceiver report (ssrc_rr), a last sender report timestamp (LSR)

representing when the last RTCP sender report was received, and a

timestamp (ts_rr) representing when the RTCPreceiver report was received.

The method of claim 1 further comprising:

tracking sequence numbers of RTP packets sent from a sender to

produce a current extended sequence number; and

in an event an RTCPsenderreport is received, attaching the current

extended sequence numberto the RTCP senderreport to produce an attached

extended highest sequence numberreceivedat a time of the RTCP sender:

report received.

The methodof claim 10 wherein correcting includes in an RTCPreceiver

report, replacing an extended highest sequence numberreceived with an

attached extended highest sequence numberreceived attached to.an RTCP
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sender report which corresponds to the RTCPreceiver report to produce a

corrected RTCPreceiver report, the corrected RTCP receiver report being a

measure of the end-to-end reception quality of the RTP session.

The method of claim 11 further comprising:

in an event an RTCPsenderreport is received, storing in an RTCP

sender report record: (i) a synchronization source identifying a source of the

RTCPsenderreport (ssrc_sr), (ii) an NTP timestamp of the RTCP sender

report (ntp_sr) representing when the RTCP sender report wassent, and(ili)

the attached extended highest sequence numberreceived attached to the

RTCPsenderreport received; and

in an event an RTCPreceiverreport is received, retrieving from a

corresponding RTCPsenderreport record, a stored attached extended highest

sequence numberreceived attached to a corresponding RTCPsenderreport

which corresponds to the RTCPreceiver report received, the corresponding

RTCPsender report record having: (i) a stored synchronization source the

sameas a reported synchronization source reported in the RTCP receiver

report received (ssrc_rr); and(ii) a stored NTP timestamp the same as a

reported last SR timestamp reported in the RTCP receiver report received
(Isr_rr) representing when the last RTCP sender report was received.

The method of claim 10 wherein correcting includes:

measuring a reception quality of RTP packets sent from the sender to

produce a measured first measure of reception quality of RTP packets sent ~

from the sender;

extracting from an RTCPreceiverreport a reception quality of RTP

packetssent to a receiver to produce an extracted second measure of

reception quality of RTP packets sentto the receiver;

combining the measuredfirst measure of reception quality with the

extracted second measureof reception quality to produce a combinedthird

measure of reception quality of RTP packets sent from the sender to the

receiver;
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replacing in the RTCP receiver report, a measure of reception quality

of RTP packets sent to the receiver with the combined third measure of

reception quality of RTP packets sent from the senderto the receiver to

produce a corrected RTCPreceiverreport, the corrected RTCP receiver

report being a measure ofthe end-to-end reception quality of the RTP

session.

The method of claim 13 wherein measuring includes determining: (a) a

number of RTP packets expected from the sender during a duration defined

byafirst time and a second time and (b) a number of RTP packets sent from

the senderlost during the duration from: (i) a first attached extended highest

sequence numberattachedto a first RTCP sender report receivedat the first

time, (ii) a second attached extended highest sequence numberattached to a

second RTCPsenderreport received at the second time, and(iii) a numberof

RTPpackets sent from the sender received prior to media processing during

the duration, to produce the measuredfirst measure of reception quality.

The method of claim 14 further comprising:

in an event an RTCPsenderreport is received, storing in an RTCP

senderreport record: (i) a synchronization source identifying a source of the

RTCPsenderreport (ssrc_sr), (ii) an NTP timestamp of the RTCP sender

report (ntp_sr) representing when the RTCP sender report wassent, (iii) the

number of RTP packets expected during the duration, and (iv) a numberof

RTP packets sent from the sender lost during the duration; and

in an event an RTCPreceiverreport is received, retrieving from a

corresponding RTCPsenderreport record: (a) a stored number of RTP

packets expected during a duration, and (b) a stored number of RTP packets

sent from the sender lost during the duration, the corresponding RTCP

sender report record having: (i) a stored synchronization source the same as

a reported synchronization source reported in the RTCPreceiver report

received (ssrc_rr); and (ii) a stored NTP timestamp the sameas a reported
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last SR timestampreported in the RTCPreceiver report received (Isr_rr)

representing when the last RTCP sender report wasreceived.

The methodof claim 13 wherein extracting includes determining a number

of RTP packets sent to the receiver lost during a duration defined byafirst

time and a secondtime from: (i) a first cumulative numberof packets lost

reported in a first RTCP receiver report at the first time and (11) a second

cumulative numberof packets lost reported in a second RTCPreceiver report

at the second time, to produce the extracted second measure of reception

quality.

Anapparatus to measure end-to-end reception quality of a real-time transport

protocol (RTP) session, comprising:

a tracking unit to track changes to RTP packets of the RTP session

caused by media processing of the RTP packets to produce tracked changes;

a modifying unit in communication with the tracking unit to modify

RTP packet information of the RTP packets based on the tracked changes;

a correcting unit in communication with the tracking unit to correct

RTPcontrol protocol (RTCP) packets corresponding to the RTP session

based on the tracked changesto produce corrected RTCP packets, the

corrected RTCP packets being a measure of the end-to-end reception quality

of the RTP session; and

a reporting unit to report the end-to-end reception quality of the RTP

session by forwarding the corrected RTCP packets.

The apparatus of claim 17 wherein the tracking unit includes:

a first updating unit to update a send sequence number by a number

of RTP packets sent to the receiver after media processing;

a second updating unit to update a total packet count of packets sent

to the receiver after media processing; and

a third updating unit to update a total octet count of packets sent to

the receiver after media processing:
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The apparatus of claim 18 wherein the first updating unit includes:

a storing unit to store a sequence numberofa first RTP packetin the

RTPsession to be sent after media processing;

a setting unit to set the send sequence numberto the stored sequence

number; and

a incrementing unit to increment the send sequence numberby one

for each RTP packetsent thereafter after media processing.

The apparatus of claim 18 wherein the second updating unit includes:

a resetting unit to reset the total packet count of packets sent to one in

an event the RTP session is a new RTPsession;

a first incrementing unit to incrementthe total packet count of

packets by one for each RTP packet sent thereafter after media processing;

and

a second incrementing unit to incrementthe total octet count of

packets by the octet count of each RTP packetsentthereafter after media

processing.

The apparatus of claim 17 wherein modifying unit includes a replacing unit

to replace a first sequence numberin the RTP packet information of an RTP

packet sent from a sender with a second sequence number whichis based on

the tracked changes.

The apparatus of claim 17 wherein the correcting unit includes a replacing

unit to replace, in an RTCP senderreport, a first total packet count and octet

count of packets sent from a sender with a second total packet count and

octet count of packets sent to a receiver which is based on the tracked

changesto produce a corrected RTCPsenderreport, the corrected RTCP

sender report being a measure of the end-to-end reception quality of the RTP

session.
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The apparatus of claim 17 wherein correcting unit includes a replacing unit

to replace, in an RTCPreceiver report, an extended highest sequence number

received with an estimated extended highest sequence numberreceived to
produce a corrected RTCPreceiver report, the corrected RTCPreceiver

report being a measure of the end-to-end reception quality of the RTP

session.

The apparatus of claim 23 wherein the correcting unit further includes an

estimating unit to estimate an extended highest sequence numberreceived

from: (i) a timestamp from the RTCPreceiver report record (ts_rr)

representing when the RTCPreceiver report was received;(ii) a timestamp

from a subject RTCP senderreport (ts_sr) with a same synchronization

source as the RTCPreceiver report representing when the RTCP sender

report wasreceived; (iii) a mean delay caused by media processing; and (iv)

a delay since last sender report (DLSR) from the subject RTCP senderreport

representing a delay between receiving a last RTCP senderreport and the

subject RTCP senderreport.

The apparatus of claim 18 wherein the correcting unit further includes an

storing unit to: (i) in an event an RTPpacketis received, store a

synchronization source identifying a source of the RTP packet(ssrc_rtp), a

sequence numberof the RTP packet (sn_rtp), and a timestamprepresenting

whenthe RTP packet was received (ts_rtp); (ii) in an event an RTCP sender

report is received, store a synchronization source identifying a source of the

RTCPsenderreport (ssrc_sr), an NTP timestampofthe RTCP senderreport
(ntp_sr) representing when the RTCP senderreport wassent, and a

timestamp(ts_sr) representing when the RTCP senderreport wasreceived;

and(iii) in an event an RTCPreceiver report is received, store a

synchronization source identifying a source of the RTCPreceiver repart

(ssrce_rr), a last sender report timestamp (LSR) representing whenthe last

RTCPsender report wasreceived, and a timestamp(ts_rr) representing when

the RTCPreceiver report was received.
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The apparatus of claim 17 further comprising:

a tracking unit to track sequence numbers of RTP packets sent from a

sender to produce a current extended sequence number; and

an attaching unit in communication with the tracking unit and the

correcting unit to attach, in an event an RTCPsenderreport is received, the

current extended sequence numberto the RTCPsenderreport to produce an

attached extended highest sequence numberreceivedat a time of the RTCP

senderreport received.

The apparatus of claim 26 wherein the correcting unit includesa replacing

unit to replace, in an RTCPreceiver report, an extended highest sequence

numberreceived with an attached extended highest sequence number

received attached to an RTCPsenderreport which corresponds to an RTCP

receiver report to produce a corrected RTCPreceiverreport, the corrected

RTCPreceiver report being a measure of the end-to-end reception quality of

the RTPsession.

The apparatus of claim 27 further comprising:

a Storing unit to store, in an event an RTCP senderreport is received,

in an RTCPsender report record: (i) a synchronization source identifying a

source of the RTCP senderreport (ssrc_sr), (ii) an NTP timestampofthe

RTCP sender report (ntp_sr) representing when the RTCP sender report was

sent, and(iii) the attached extended highest sequence numberreceived

attached to the RTCP senderreport received; and

a retrieving unit to retrieve, in an event an RTCPreceiverreport is

received, from a corresponding RTCP senderreport record a stored attached

extended highest sequence numberreceived attached to a corresponding

RTCPsender report which corresponds to the RTCPreceiver report received,

the corresponding RTCPsender report record having: (i) a stored

synchronization source the same as a reported synchronization source

reported in the RTCPreceiverreport received (ssrc_rr); and(ii) a stored NTP

timestamp the sameas a reported last SR timestamp reported in the RTCP
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receiver report received (lsr_rr) representing when the last RTCP sender

report wasreceived.

The apparatus of claim 26 wherein the correcting unit includes:

a measuring unit to measure a reception quality of RTP packets sent

from the sender to produce a measuredfirst measure of reception quality of

RTPpackets sent from the sender;

an extracting unit to extract from an RTCPreceiverreport a reception

quality of RTP packets sent to a receiver to produce an extracted second

measure of reception quality of RTP packetssentto the receiver;

a combining unit to combine the measuredfirst measure of reception

quality with the extracted second measure of reception quality to produce a

combinedthird measure of reception quality of RTP packets sent from the

senderto the receiver;

a replacing unit to replace, in the RTCP receiver report, a measure of

reception quality of RTP packets sent to the receiver with the combinedthird

measure of reception quality of RTP packets sent from the senderto the

receiver to produce a corrected RTCPreceiver report, the corrected RTCP

receiver report being a measure of the end-to-end reception quality of the

RTPsession.

The apparatus of claim 29 wherein the measuring unit includes a determining

unit to determine: (a) a number of RTP packets expected from the sender

during a duration defined bya first time and a second time and (b) a number

of RTP packets sent from the senderlost during the duration from: (i)afirst

attached extended highest sequence numberattached to a first RTCP sender

report receivedat the first time,(ii) a second attached extended highest

sequence numberattached to a second RTCPsenderreport received at the

second time, and (iii) a number of RTP packets sent from the sender received

prior to media processing during the duration, to produce the measuredfirst

measure of reception quality.
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The apparatus of claim 30 further comprising:

a Storing unit to store, in an event an RTCP senderreport is received,

in an RTCPsenderreport record: (i) a synchronization source identifying a

source of the RTCP senderreport (ssrc_sr), (ii) an NTP timestampofthe

RTCPsenderreport (ntp_sr) representing when the RTCP senderreport was

sent, (iii) the number of RTP packets expected during the duration, and (iv) a

number of RTP packets sent from the sender lost during the duration; and

a retrieving unit to retrieve, in an event an RTCPreceiverreport is

received, from a corresponding RTCPsenderreport record: (a) a stored

number of RTP packets expected during a duration, and (b) a stored number

of RTP packets sent from the sender lost during the duration, the

corresponding RTCP senderreport record having: (i) a stored

synchronization source the same as a reported synchronization source

reported in the RTCPreceiver report received (ssrc_rr); and (ii) a stored NTP

timestamp the sameasa reported last SR timestamp reported inthe RTCP

receiver report received (|sr_rr) representing when the last RTCP sender

report wasreceived.

The apparatus of claim 29 wherein the extracting unit includes a determining

unit to determine a numberof RTP packets sent to the receiver lost during a

duration defined byafirst time and a second time from: (i) a first cumulative

numberofpackets lost reported in a first RTCP receiver report at thefirst

time and (ii) a second cumulative numberof packets lost reported in a

second RTCPreceiver report at the second time, to produce the extracted

second measure of reception quality.

A computer program productincluding a computer readable medium having

a computer readable program, the computer readable program, when

executed by a computer causes the computerto:

track changesto real-time transport protocol (RTP) packets of an

RTPsession caused by media processing of the RTP packets to produce

tracked changes;
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modify RTP packet information of the RTP packets based on the

tracked changes;

correct RTP control protocol (RTCP) packets correspondingto the

RTPsession based on the tracked changes to produce corrected RTCP

5 packets, the corrected RTCP packets being a measure of the end-to-end

reception quality of the RTP session; and

report the end-to-end reception quality of the RTP session by

forwarding the corrected RTCP packets.
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919 intermediate system to receiver.
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packet wasreceived, the corresponding RTP packet

' corresponds to an RTP packet whose sequence number
is being reported as the extended highest sequence

numberreceived in an RTCP receiverreport.

(tsIrtp=ts_rr- delay_rt- delay_mp)
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505 Search RTPrecordsto find record with same SSRC.
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~Search SSRC matching RTPrecordsto find last RTP  
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 536 _ Extended highest sequence
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FIG. 4
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Current_esn
  

 

 

 
 

 Attach current_esn to
corresponding SRto

produce attached_ehsnr

 

Replace extended highest
sequence numberreceived .

reported in RR with the A}
attached_ehsnr from

corresponding SR 

FIG. 8-1
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  Calculate packetlost from senderfor current SR period

Packet_lost_s=Packet_expected_s - Packet_received_s

ee 77990
Calculate packetlost to receiver for current SR period —_|

Packet_lost_r=current CNPL - previous CNPL

955

Calculate end-to-end packet lost for current SR period
Packet_lost=Packet_lost_s + Packet_lost_r

~~ 960
t

Calculate end-to-endfraction lost for current SR period
Fractionlost=Packet_lost / Packet_expecteded_s

77965

Calculate end-to-end cumulative numberof packetslost
Cumulative_packet_lost=previous Cumulative_packet_lost

+ Packet_lost

: _ fo
Replacefraction lost and cumulative numberof packets lost
reported in RR with end-to-end fraction lost and end-to-end

cumulative numberof packets lost
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FIG. 8-2
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Determine number of RTP packets sent from senderlost
during duration.

(packet_lost_sender=packet_expected-
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1211

( Reception quality of packets sent
from sender measured

FIG. 11
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IP-Based Call Content Intercept Using Repeaters

Background

(0001) Lawful intercept of call content on the public switched telephone network

(PSTN) is mandated functionality by the Communications Assistance for Law

Enforcement Act (CALEA)in the United States and by similar legislation in many other

countries. Phonecalls carried over Internet protocol(IP) networks must comply with the
same lawful interceptrules as calls carried over the traditional PSTN. Lawful intercept

of call content over IP networksis difficult due to the wide range ofprotocols and codecs

that are deployed. While the PSTN networktypically carries audio data using G.711 over

a dedicated time-division multiplexing (TDM)channel, voice over IP (VoIP) networks

can be encoded using manycodecs(e.g., G.711, G.729, iLBC) and transmitted using

different protocols (e.g, real-time transport protocol (RTP), secure teal-time transport

protocol (SRTP)).

{0002] There are four known methodsfor intercepting IP-based call content. IP-based

call content may be intercepted at a network gateway whenthecall content is between a
communications device on a VoIP network and a communications device ona traditional

wiredor wireless telephone network. This method allow forthe interception ofaudio,

but not video,data, or encrypted content. [P-basedcall content may also be interceptedat

the session bordercontrollers of the VoIP network. Thesession border controller may

only beable to see the signaling from oneparty to a call. If lawful intercept applies to the

second partyto a call, the session border controllers may not knowthis and maynot

intercept the call. A third methodallowsfor the interception of IP-based call contentat

routers and switches on an IP-network. This method requires that every packet of data

passing through a router or switch be scanned to determine whetheror not the packet

needs to be intercepted. The VoIP provider generally has no control over this method of

interception, as the routers and switches on the an IP-network outside of the VoIP

provider’s network belongto parties other than the VoIP provider. A fourth method

allowsfor the interception of IP-based call content at the packet-based media processor

through use of conferencing bridge. This methodis limited to audio call contentonly, as

video,data, and encrypted content maynot intercepted. Further, the conferencing bridge
l
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must understand the audio codec being used by the communications devices on the call.

This may require the conferencing bridge to force the communications devices on the call

to changethe codec they use, which may allow the parties using the communications

devices to discover that the call is being intercepted.

{0003} Asa first way, a PSTN gateway maybeusedto redirect a copy ofcall content to a

surveilling agency. PSTN gateways may only accepta standard RTP stream containing

audio, making it impossible for the gatewaysto providethe original user datagram

protocol (UDP)/IP/RTP packet header, an abstract syntax notation number one (ASN. 1)

envelope as defined in T1.678, or other packet or envelope types required by country-

specific rules and regulations. Further, the PSTN gateway maynotaccept video, T.38

signaling, or any other IP-based mediaprotocols.

(0004} As a second way, IP-based call content mayalso be intercepted by session border
controllers (SBCs). A session border control mayredirect a copy of call content to a
surveilling agency in the same manner as a PSTN gateway. surveilling agencyThe SBC

mayonly see signaling for one of the twoparties to a call, because the other party is

hidden byan application server. If lawful intercept applies to the second party, the SBC

maynot knowthis becauseit can only see the signaling from thefirst party. The SBC

may therefore notinitiate the intercept of a call when the presence of the second party
would makeinterception appropriate.

[0005] Asa third way, IP-based call content mayalso beintercepted at an Ethernet

switch or router on an IP-networkin the path ofthe call content. As the IP packets, such

as, for example, RTP, UDP, TCP/IP, and T.38 packets, containing the call content pass

through a switch or routerthat is part of the network over whichthecall is routed, the

switch or router may sendcopies ofthe IP packets to a surveilling agency. However,this

maybe processorintensive, since the switch or router must examine every single IP
packet passing through to determine if the packet containscall contentthat is to be

intercepted.

[0006] As a fourth way, IP-based call content maybeintercepted at a packet-based media

processorusing a conferencing bridge. A call between two communications devices may

be connected through a packet-based media processor on the VoIP provider’s network.

The packet-based media processor maysetup a conferencing bridge. Each of the parties
2
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to the call may be connectedto the conferencing bridge via a two way connection,so that

each party canbothtalk andlisten to the otherparties on the call. A surveilling agency

maybe connected to the conferencing bridge via a one way connection,so that

surveilling agency maylisten to the otherparties on the call, but maynottalk, concealing

the presenceof the surveilling agency from the other parties. However, this may only

work for audio content, the surveilling agency will receive only one audio stream

containing audio from all parties to the call, and the conferencing bridge may be required

to change the audio codec used by the communications devise onthe call, which may

increase therisk ofthe call interception being detected.

[0007] FIGs. 1A, 1B, 1C, and 1D depict four prior art systemsfor interceptingcall
content.

{0008} First communications device 101 may be any device suitable for communication,

including making and/orreceiving calls, over a VoIP network. For example,first

communications device 101 may be a computer,set-top console, fax machine, VoIP

handset, cellular handsets with VoIP capability, or any other handheld orstationary

device with VoIP capability.

[0009] Second communications device 102 may be any device suitable for

telecommunications over any communications network. For example, second

communications device 102 may be any computer, phone, fax machine,set-top console,

or handheld device connected to any communications network capableofreceiving calls

from a communications device connected to a VoIP network.

[0010] Communication between the first communications device 101 and the second

communications device 102 may always travel over a VoIP networkforat least a portion

of the tip between the first communications device 101 and the second communications

device 102. The first communications device 101 may be connected directly to a VoIP

network,for example, through a VoIPservice provider, or may be connected to another

communications network which routes communicationstraffic over a VoIP network. The

second communications device 102 may also be connected directly to a VoIP network, or

may be connected to any other communications network which may receive

communicationstraffic from a VoIP network. For example,the first communications

device 101 may be a VoIP handset, and the second communications device 102 may be a

3
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landline connected to a traditional phone service. The communications from thefirst

communications device 101 maytravel of the VoIP network to whichthe first

communications device 101] is connected, and then over the non-VolIP network to which

the second communications device 102 is connected.

[0011] VoIP provider’s network 103 may be an IP-network,or portion thereof, controlled

by provider of VoIP services. The VoIP provider’s network 103 may contain hardware

used for the creation of 1P-networks, such as, for example, routers, switches, hubs,

servers, firewalls, and may have incoming and outgoing connectionsto other [P-

networks. For example, the VoIP provider’s network 103 maybethe Internet, a section

of the Internet controlled by the VoIP provider, or may be a proprietary IP networks,

managed IP networks, or service provider’s IP networks.

[0012] Router/switch 104 maybe anyrouter or switch used for handling routing and/or

switching oftraffic on an IP network, such as, for example, the Internet. For example,

the router/switch 104 maybea router belongingto an internet service provider(ISP),

handling the routing oftraffic originating from the ISP’s customers, and from otherusers

of an IP network when thetraffic passes through the network belongingto the ISP.

(0013) Session Border Controller (SBC) 105 and SBC 107 maybe any computer,

computing device,or the like on the border of the VoIP provider’s network 103. For

example, the SBC 105 and the SBC 107 maybe hardware firewalls on the border of the

VoIP provider’s network 103 and maybe responsible for monitoring all traffic entering

and leaving the VoIP provider’s network 103.

[0014] Application server 106 may be any computer, computing device, or the like

suitable to function as a serveron the VoIP provider’s network 103. For example, the

application server 106 may be a dedicated server. The application server 106 may

control the routing ofcall content traveling over the VoIP network and the allocation of

packet-based media processor resources for variouscalling features. For example,

application server 106 mayallocate proper packet-based media processor resourcesfor

videoconferencing and teleconferencing.

[0015] Packet-based media processor 110 may be any computer, computing device,or

the like suitable to function as a server on the VoIP provider’ network. For example, the

packet-based media processor 110 may bea dedicated server. The packet-based media

4
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processor 110 may provide resources, such as, for example, processing cycles, required

for various calling features, including, for example, videoconferencing, teleconferencing,

speech recognition,and any other calling features provided by the VoIP network

provider.

[0016] Network Gateway 111 may be any computer, computing device, or the like that

may function as a gateway on a PSTN network. For example, the network gateway 111

may be a PSTN gateway. The network gateway 111 may function as a gateway between

an IP-network, and VoIP networkson the IP-network, and wired and wireless telephone

networks, allowing communication to take place between a communications device on a

VoIP network and a communications devices on the wired and wireless networks.

[0017] Surveilling agency computer system 112 may be any computer, computing

device,or the like, belongingto a surveilling agency or anyotherentity, such as, for

example, a contractor or subcontractor, acting on behalf of a surveilling agency.

Surveilling agencies mayinclude, for example, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the

CentralIntelligence Agency, the National Security Agency, the Department of Homeland

Security, other federal and state law enforcement agencies and agencies supporting law

enforcementin both the United States andforeign nations, and international organization

such as, for example, Interpol. For example, surveilling agency computer system | 12

maybe a serverlocatedin the surveilling agency headquarters, a laptop or handheld

computing device belongingto a field agent ofthe surveilling agency, a personal

computer commandeered by the surveilling agency, etc. The surveilling agency

computer system 112 may be controlled by the surveilling agency that has placed one or

both ofthe first communications device 101 and the second communications device 102

under surveillance, as determined by the application server 106.

[0018] Collection function 113 may be any combination of software or hardware on the

surveilling agency computer system 112 suitable for handling incomingcall content. For

example,collection function 113 may be a software program that records incomingcall

content to a computer readable medium accessible to the surveilling agency computer

system 112. The recordedcall content may be accessed on the surveilling agency

computersystem | 12 after recording. As another example, collection function 113 may

play back the incomingcall contentin real time.

5
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[0019] Conferencing bridge 114 may be any combination of software and hardware on

the packet-based media processor 110 suitable for handling a conferencecall. For

example, conferencing bridge 114 may be software on the packet-based media processor

110 activated by the packet-based media processor 110 to set up a conferencecall

betweenthe first communications device 101 and the second communications device

102. A conferencecall may besimilar to a normalcall, except that more than twoparties
are allowed to be connectedto the call at the same time.

[0020} FIG. 1A depicts the first previously used methodfor intercepting IP-basedcall

content. Asillustrated in FIG. 1A,the first previously used methodforintercepting call

content is described in, for example, U.S. Patent No. 7,006,508 “Communication network

with a collection gateway and methodfor providing surveillance services” to Bondyet.

al. (Bondy), U.S. Patent No. 6,870,905 “Wiretap implemented by media gateway

multicasting” to Pelaezet. al. (Pelaez), and U.S. Patent No. 7,092,493 “Methods and

systems for providing lawful intercept of a media stream in a media gateway”to Houet.

al. (Hou). In this previous method,call contentis intercepted at the network gateway

111. The first communications device 101 on the VoIP network maybe usedtoinitiate a

call to the second communications device 102 on a telecommunications network which

maybe wired, wireless, or a combination of wired and wireless.

[0021] Thefirst communications device 101 mayinitiate the call by sendingcall

initiation data to the application server 106. Call initiation data maybe Session Initiation

Protocol (SIP) packets, Media Gateway Control Protocol (MGCP)packets, H.323

packets, or any other suitable data or packet type, and may contain data conforming to

Session Description Protocol (SDP). The application server 106 may determine from the

call initiation data that the call content needs to be routed through the network gateway
111, in order for the call content to reach the second communications device 102 on the

traditional telephone networks. Call initiation data maybesent to the network gateway

111, and call contentin the form of RTP packets maybesentfrom thefirst

communications device 101 to the network gateway 111.

[0022] At the network gateway 111, the RTP packets may be convertedinto, for

example, a TDM signal and transmitted over the telecommunications networkto the

second communications device 102. Call content from the second communications

&
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device 102,in the form of a TDM signal, maybe transmitted overthe

telecommunications network to the network gateway 111, where the call content may be

packetized into RTP packets. These RTP packets may be transmitted overthe IP-

networkto the first communications device 101.

(9023] Call content maybeinterceptedat the network gateway 111. If either the first

communications device 101 or the second communications device 102 is under

surveillance, the network gateway maybe instructed to copy the RTP packets incoming

from the first communications device 101 and created from the call content incoming

from the second communications device 102 and to transmit the copies to the surveilling

agency computer system 112. The collection function 113 may handle the incomingcall

content according to the setup of the collection function 113. Because the network

gateway 111 only understands RTP packets, only RTP packets containing an audio

stream may besentto the surveilling agency computer system 112. This may prevent the

interception of any non-audiocall data, such as, for example, video data or desktop

collaboration data. Additionally, the network gateway 111 cannot copy and transmit

Secure RTP (SRTP)packets, which may use 128-bit encryption, to the surveilling agency

computer system 112. This may preventthe interception of anycall data, audio or
otherwise, that is encrypted.

[0024] FIG. 1B depicts the second previously used method for intercepting IP-based call

content. Asillustrated in FIG. 1B, the second previously used methodfor intercepting

[P-based call contentis described, for example, in Bondy. Call contentis intercepted at
the session border controllers 105 and/or 107. The first communications device 101 on

the VoIP network maybeusedto initiate a call to the second communications device 102

on any VoIPortraditional wired or wireless telephone network.

[0025] The first communications device 101 mayinitiate a call to the second

communications device 102, as described above. Call content in the form of RTP packets

from the first communications device 101 may be transmitted over {P-networks, such as,

for example, the Internet, to the VoIP provider’s network 103. The RTP packets may

reach the session border controller 105 on the edge of the VoIP provider’s network 103.

The session border controller 105 may help route the RTP packets through the VoIP
provider’s network 103, where the RTP packets will be directed to their destination. The
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RTP packets maypass throughsession border controller 107 upon leaving the VoIP

provider’s network 103. The RTP packets may then traverse other IP-networks, suchas,

for example, the Internet or managed IP networks, or service provider’s IP networks, to

reach the second communications device 102. Call content may be transmitted from the

second communications device 102 to the first communications device 101 in the same

manner, reaching session border controller 107 at the edge of the VoIP provider’s

network 103, and then session border controller 105 upon leaving the VoIP provider’s
network 103.

[0026] If either of the first communications device 101 or the second communications

device 102 is under surveillance, the session border controllers 105 and 107 may be

instructed to copy the incoming RTP packets from the first communications device 101

and the second communications device 102 and transmit the copiesto surveilling agency

computer system 112. The collection function 113 may handle the incoming call content

accordingto the setup ofthe collection function 113. Each of the session border

controllers 105 and 107 surveilling agency may only see signaling for one of the two

parties to a call, because the other party is hidden by an AS. If lawful intercept applies to

the second communications device 102, the session border controllers 105 may not know

this because it can only see the signaling from the first communications device 101. The

session border controller 105 maytherefore notinitiate the intercept of a call when the

presence of the second communications device 102 would makeinterception appropriate.

The session bordercontroller 107 may face the samelimitations with respect to thefirst
communications device 101.

[0027] FIG, 1C depicts the third previously used method for intercepting IP-based call

content. Asillustrated in FIG. 1C, the third previously used methodforintercepting call

contentis described in, for example, Bondy. Call contentis intercepted at the

router/switch 104. The first communications device 101 on the VoIP network maybe

used to initiate a call to the second communications device 102 on any VoIP or

traditional wired or wireless telephone network.

[0028] Whenthe first communications device 101 transmits call content to the second

communications device 102, and vice versa, the call content, in the form of IP packets,

such as, for example, RTP, UDP, TCP/IP and T.38 packets, must traverse an [P-network.

8
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In traversing the IP-network, the IP packets may be routed and switched through the

router/switch 104, which maybeoneofthe routers and switches responsible for routing

IP packets on the IP-network. If either the first communications device 101 orthe

secondcommunications device 102 is under surveillance, call content may beintercepted

as it passes through the router/switch 104 onits way to or from the VoIP provider’s
network 103.

{0029} In order for call content to be intercepted by the router/switch 104, the

router/switch 104 maybeinstructed to check every incomingIP packet to determine

whetherthe incoming IP packetis part of the call content betweenthefirst

communications device 101 and the second communications device 102. When an IP

packetthatis part of the call content betweenthe first communications device 101 and

the second communications device 102 is detected by the router/switch 104, the

router/switch 104 may copythe IP packet and transmit the copy to the surveilling agency

computer system 112. The collection function 113 may handle the incomingcall content

according to the setup ofthe collection function 113. The computational resources

required to check every incoming IP packet passing through the router/switch 104 are
immense, Theresult of attempting to check every incoming IP packet using currently
available routing and switching hardware would be a slowdownintraffic passing through

the router/switch 104, as each packet was checked to determine if the packet belonged to

an interceptedcall.

[0030] FIG. 1D depicts the fourth previously used methodfor intercepting IP-based call

content. Call contentis intercepted at the packet-based media processor | 10 through the

use of the conferencing bridge 114. The first communications device 101 on the VoIP

network maybeusedtoinitiate a call to the second communications device 102 on any

VoIPortraditional wired or wireless telephone network. This may requirethefirst

communications device 101 to transmit call initiation data to the application server 106.

The application server 106 may examinethecall initiation data to determineif either the

first communications device 101 or the second communications device 102 is under

surveillance.

[0031] If either the first communications device 101 or the second communications

device 102 is undersurveillance, the application server 106 may instruct the packet-based

5
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media processor | !0 to setup conferencing bridge 114. The application server 106 may

then modify the cail initiation data so that the first communications device 101 and the

second communications device 102 send call content to the conferencing bridge 114 on

the packet-based media processor 110, setting up a conference call. The conferencing

bridge 114 may then connectthe surveilling agency computer system 112 to the

conferencecall between the first communications device 101 and the second
communications device 102 via a one way, listening only, connection. As part of the

conference call, the surveilling agency 112 maylisten to the audio content transmitted

between the first communications device 101 and the second communications device

102, intercepting the call content.

[0032} The conferencing bridge 114 mayonly beable to handle unencrypted audio

content, and maynotbeableto set up a conference call with video, data, or encrypted

content. The conferencing bridge 114 mayalso be requiredto forcethefirst

communications device 101 and the second communications device 102 to use an audio

codec with which the conferencing bridge 1 14 is compatible. The forced change of audio

codec may be detected by the usersofthe first communications device 101 and the

second communications device 102, allowing the user to discoverthat thecall is being

intercepted.

[0033] Eachof the four prior art methodsof intercepting IP based call content may be

used when more than two communications devicesparticipate in the call, such as, for

example, during a conferencecall.

[0034] Also in the prior art, VoIP providers currently use packet-based media processors

to provide additional calling features on their networks. Thesecalling features may

include, for example, voice mail, speech recognition, teleconferencing, video

conferencing, and desktop collaboration. Calls requiring the use ofthese features are

routed through the VoIP provider’s network 103 to the VoIP provider’s packet-based

media processor, where the computing resources in the form of software and/or hardware

needed to implement the features may be provided.

[0035] FIG. 2 depicts an exemplary embodimentofthe use of a packet-based media

processor in a VoIP network accordingto the prior art. The first communications device

101 mayinitiate, for example, a video conference with the second communications
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device 102. The call initiation data transmitted from the first communications device 101

to the application server 106 mayindicate that the call is to be a video conference. The

application server 106 may then transmit information to the packet-based media

processor 110, instructing the packet-based media processor 110 to set up a video

conferencing module 201, to be used by the first communications device 101 and the

second communications device 102. Video conferencing module 201 may be any

combination of hardware and software on the packet-based media processor 110 suitable

for providing the necessary resourcesfor the routing of video and audio data between the

participants in a video conferencecall.

[0036] Call content transmitted from the first communications device 101, in the form of

a stream of RTP packets containing audio and a stream of RTP packets containing video,

is then routed to the packet-based media processor 110 upon reaching the VoIP

provider’s network 103, for example, at session border controller 105. The video

conferencing module 201 may handle any necessary processingofthe call content,

including the audio and video,to ensure the video conference functions properly. The

call contentis transmitted from the packet-based media processor 110 to the second

communication device 102. Call content transmitted by the second communications

device 102 is handledin a likewise manner,being routed to the packet-based media

processor 110 upon reaching the VoIP provider’s network 103, for example, at session

bordercontroller 107. If the video conferencecall has more than twoparticipants, the

video conferencing module 201 may handle any necessary copying of the audio and

video and managethe transmission of the copied audio andvideoto all other

communication devices participating in the video conferencecall.

Summary

One embodimentincludes a computer-readable medium comprisinginstructions,

which when executed by a computer system causes the computer system to perform

operations for IP-based call content intercept, the computer-readable medium including:

instructions for receiving at least one call initiation data, instructions for receivingafirst

IP packetfrom a first communications device, instructions for receiving a second IP

packet from a second communications device, instructions for generating a plurality of

1}
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first IP packets comprising eitherthe first IP packet and at least one copyofthefirst IP

packet, or at least two copiesofthefirst IP packet, instructions for generating a plurality

of second IP packets comprising either the second IP packetandat least one copyof the

second IP packet, or at least two copies of the second IP packet, instructions for

transmitting one of the plurality of first IP packets to the second communications device

according to oneor moreofthecall initiation data, instructions for transmitting another

of the plurality offirst IP packets to a surveilling agency computer system without

encoding or decoding the anotherofthe plurality of first IP packets, instructions for

transmitting one of the plurality of second IP packets to the first communications device

accordingto one or moreofthe call initiation data, and instructions for transmitting

anotherofthe plurality of second IP packetsto the surveilling agency computer system

without encoding or decodingthe another ofthe plurality of secondIP packets.

[0037] One embodimentincludes a computer-implemented method for IP-basedcall

contentintercept, comprising: receivingatleast onecall initiation data, receivinga first

IP packet from the first communications device, receiving a secondIP packet from a

second communications device, generating a plurality offirst IP packets comprising

either the first IP packet andatleast one copyofthe first IP packet, or at least two copies

ofthe first IP packet, generating a plurality of second IP packets comprising either the

secondIP packetandat least one copyofthe second IP packet, or at least two copies of

the second IP packet, transmitting oneofthe plurality offirst IP packets to the second

communications device accordingto one or more ofthe call initiation data, transmitting

anotherofthe plurality offirst IP packets to a surveilling agency computer system

without encoding or decoding the anotherofthe plurality offirst IP packets, transmitting

one ofthe plurality of second IP packets to the first communications device according to

one or moreofthecall initiation data, and transmitting anotherofthe plurality of second

IP packets to the surveilling agency computer system without encoding or decodingthe

anotherof the plurality of second IP packets.

[0038] One embodimentincludesan apparatus for IP-based call contentintercept,

including meansforreceiving atleast onecall initiation data, means for receivinga first

IP packetfrom the first communications device, means for receiving a secondIP packet

from a second communications device, meansfor generatingaplurality of first IP packets
1?*
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comprising citherthe first IP packet and at least one copyofthe first IP packet, or at least

two copies of the first IP packet, means for generating a plurality of second IP packets

comprising either the second IP packet and at least one copy ofthe second IP packet, or

at least two copies of the second IP packet, meansfor transmitting oneof the plurality of

first IP packets to the second communications device according to one or moreofthecall

initiation data, meansfor transmitting another of the plurality of first IP packets to a

surveilling agency computer system without encoding or decoding the anotherofthe

plurality offirst IP packets, means for transmitting oneofthe plurality of second IP

packetsto the first communications device according to one or more ofthe call initiation

data, and means for transmitting anotherof the plurality of second IP packetsto the

surveilling agency computer system without encoding or decoding the anotherofthe

plurality of second IP packets.

One embodimentincludes a system for IP-based call content intercept, including a

packet-based media processor adapted to receive a first IP packet fromafirst

communications device and a second IP packet from a second communications device,

generate with at least one repeatera plurality offirst IP packets comprising eitherthefirst

IP packet and at least one copy of thefirst IP packet, or at least two copiesofthefirst IP

packet, generate with at least one repeatera plurality of second IP packets comprising

either the second IP packetandat least one copyof the second IP packet, or at least two

copies of the second IP packet, transmit oneofthe plurality offirst IP packets to the

second communications device, transmit anotherofthe plurality offirst IP packets to a

surveilling agency computer system, transmit one of the plurality of second IP packets to

the first communications device, and transmit another of the plurality of second IP

packets to the surveilling agency computer system.

(0039) Further features of the invention, as well as the structure and operation of various

embodiments of the invention, are described in detail below with reference to the

accompanying drawings.

BriefDescription ofthe Drawings
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[0040] Embodiments will now be described in connection with the associated drawings,
in which:

[0041] FIG. 1A, 1B, and IC, and ID depict fourprior art systemsfor intercepting call
content.

[0042] FIG. 2 depicts an exemplary embodimentofthe use of a packet-based media

processor in a VoIP network accordingto the priorart.

[0043] FIG. 3A depicts an exemplary system for IP-based call contentintercept using

repeaters.

[0044] FIG. 3B depicts an alternative exemplary system for [P-based call content

intercept using repeaters without session bordercontrollers.

[0045] FIG. 3C depicts another alternative exemplary system for [P-based call content

intercept using repeaters and a network gateway.

[0046] FIG. 4 depicts an exemplary time-flow chart for IP-basedcall content intercept

using repeaters and a network gateway.

[0047] FIG. 5 depicts an exemplary flowchart for IP-basedcall content intercept using

repeaters,

[0048] FIG. 6 depicts an exemplary embodimentofthe repeaters 301 and 302.

[0049] FIG. 7 depicts an exemplary architecture for implementing a computer.

Definitions

[0050] In describing the invention, the following definitions are applicable throughout

(including above).

{0051] A “computer” mayrefer to one or more apparatus and/or one or more systemsthat

are capable of accepting a structured input, processing the structured input according to
prescribedrules, and producing results of the processing as output. Examplesof a

computer mayinclude: a computer; a stationary and/or portable computer; a computer

havinga single processor, multiple processors, or multi-core processors, which may

operate in parallel and/or not in parallel; a general purpose computer; a supercomputer;a

mainframe; a super mini-computer; a mini-computer; a workstation; a micro-computer; a

server; a client; an interactive television; a web appliance; a telecommunications device
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with internet access; a hybrid combination of a computerand aninteractive television; a

portable computer; a tablet personal computer (PC); a personaldigital assistant (PDA); a

portable telephone; application-specific hardware to emulate a computer and/orsoftware,

suchas,for example,a digital signal processor (DSP), a field-programmable gate array

(FPGA), an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), an application specific

instruction-set processor (ASIP), a chip, chips, or a chip set; a system-on-chip (SoC)or a

multiprocessor system-on-chip (MPSoC); and an apparatus that may acceptdata, may
process data in accordance with one or more stored software programs, may generate

results, and typically may include input, output, storage, arithmetic, logic, and control
units.

[0052] “Software” mayrefer to prescribed rules to operate a computerora portion of a

computer. Examplesof software may include: code segments; instructions; applets; pre-

compiled code; compiled code; interpreted code; computer programs; and programmed

logic.

[0053] A “computer-readable medium” mayrefer to any storage device used for storing

data accessible by a computer. Examples of a computer-readable medium mayinclude: a

magnetic hard disk; a floppy disk; an optical disk, such as a CD-ROM and a DVD;a

magnetic tape; a memorychip; and/or other types of media that can store data, software,
and other machine-readable instructions thereon.

{0054} A “computer system” may refer to a system having one or more computers, where

each computer may include a computer-readable medium embodying softwareto operate

the computer. Examples of a computer system mayinclude:a distributed computer

system for processing information via computer systemslinked by a network; two or

more computer systems connected together via a network for transmitting and/or

receiving information between the computer systems; and one or more apparatuses and/or

one or more systemsthat may accept data, may process data in accordance with one or

more stored software programs, may generate results, and typically may include input,

output, storage, arithmetic, logic, and control units.

[0055] A “network” mayrefer to a number of computers and associated devices that may

be connected by communicationfacilities. A network may involve permanent

connections suchas cables or temporary connections such as those that may be made
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through telephone or other communication links. A network may further include hard-

wired connections(e.g., coaxial cable, twisted pair, optical fiber, waveguides, etc.) and/or

wireless connections(e.g., radio frequency waveforms,free-space optical waveforms,

acoustic waveforms, etc.). Examples of a network mayinclude:an internet, such as the

Internet; an intranet; a local area network (LAN); a wide area network (WAN); and a

combination of networks,such as an internet and an intranet. Exemplary networks may

operate with any of a numberofprotocols, such as Internet protocol(IP), asynchronous

transfer mode (ATM), and/or synchronousoptical network (SONET), user datagram

protocol (UDP), IEEE 802.x,etc.

Detailed Description ofthe Embodiments

[0056] Exemplary embodimentsare discussed in detail below. While specific exemplary
embodiments are discussed, it should be understoodthat this is done for illustration

purposes only. In describing andillustrating the exemplary embodiments,specific

terminology is employed for the sake of clarity. However, the embodiments are not

intendedto be limited to the specific terminology so selected. A personskilled in the

relevantart will recognize that other components and configurations may be used without
parting from the spirit and scope of the embodiments. It is to be understood that each

specific elementincludesall technical equivalents that operate in a similar manner to

accomplish a similar purpose. The examples and embodiments described herein are non-

limiting examples.

{0057} In contrastto the priorart, the present embodiments uses repeaters in the packet-

based media processor 110 to intercept call content and forward copiesofthe intercepted

call content to the surveilling agency computer system 1 12.

[0058] FIG. 3A depicts an exemplary system IP-based call content intercept using

repeaters. The first communications device 101 mayinitiate a call to the second

communications device 102 over a VoIP network. An application server 106 may

receive call initiation data from the first communications device 101, and determine

whethereither of the first or second communications devices 101 and 102 is under

surveillance. If at least one ofthe first or second communications devices 101 and 102 is

undersurveillance, the application server 106 may make changesto thecall initiation
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data sent from the first communications device 101 to the second communications device

102 and from the second communications device 102 to the first communications device

101. The changesto the call initiation data may result in the call content between the first

and second communications devices 101 and 102 being routed through the packet-based

media processor 110 on the VoIP providers network. The routing may be accomplished

by, for example, the session border controllers 105 and 107.

[0059] Thecall content may be transmitted to the session border controllers 105 and 107

from the first and second communication devices 101 and 102 in the form of RTP

packets. The session border controllers 105 and 107 maytransmit the call content to the

packet-based media processor 110 in the form of IP packets, such as, for example, RTP

packets, UDP packets, TCP/IP packets, and T.38 packets. The packet-based media

processor 110 may makecopiesof the IP packets incoming from the session border

controllers 105 and 107. IP packet copies may be madebyrepeaters 301 and 302 on the

packet-based media processor 110. The repeaters 301 and 302 may be any combination

of hardware and software on packet-based media processor 110 suitable for receiving,

copying,and transmitting IP packets. For example, the repeaters 301 and 302 may be

software constructs using the hardware of packet-based media processor 110, or the

repeaters 301 and 302 may be hardwaredevices, such as, for example, specialized

processors, integrated into, or otherwise accessible to, the packet-based media processor

110. The repeaters 301 and 302 mayreceive incoming IP packets, and make one or more

copies of the packets. The repeaters 301 and 302 mayapplyprofiles to when copying

incoming IP packets. A profile applied to a packet being copied mayresult in a copied

packetthat is packageddifferently from the incoming packet, although the packetwill

still contain the same data, i.e., the same call content. The repeaters 301 and 302 are

discussed further below with reference to FIGs. 4-6. The packet-based media processor

110 may transmit copies of the IP packets made by the repeaters 301 and 302 to a

surveilling agency computer system 112, and sendtheoriginal, or copies, of the IP

packets to the session border controllers 105 and 107 to besentto the first and second

communications devices 101 and 102.

[0060] FIG. 3B depicts an alternative exemplary system for IP-based call content

intercept using repeaters withoutsession border controllers. The exemplary system
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depicted in FIG. 3B is functionally the same as the exemplary system of FIG. 3A, except

for the absenceofthe session bordercontrollers 105 and 107. The session border

controllers 105 and 107 are not a mandatory part of a VoIP provider’s network 103, and

call content may be routed to and from the VoIP’s provider’s network 103 without them.

The session border controllers 105 and 107 maybeusedto control the flow of IP packets
on the borderof the VoIP provider’s network. However, the embodiments do not require

this functionality.

{0061| FIG. 3C depicts another alternative exemplary system for [P-based call content

intercept using repeaters and a network gateway. The exemplary system depicted in FIG.

3C is functionally the same as the exemplary system of FIG. 3B, except for the presence

of the network gateway 111. In somecases, the surveilling agency computer system 112

maynot becapable of accepting an incoming IP-based connection, and maybelimited to

receiving phonecalls as incoming communication. In these cases,to intercepta call

using the repeaters 301 and 302, the packet-based media processor 110 may needto

establish a telephony connection with the surveilling agency computer system 112,

through the network gateway 111. The packet-based media processor 110 mayplace a

call to the surveilling agency computer system 112, and the surveilling agency computer

system | 12 maypick upthecall, establishing the connection. Copied call content may

then be transmitted to the surveilling agency computer system 112 through the network

gateway 111. The surveilling agency computer system 112 may belimited to receiving

only audio content through the network gateway, for example, in the form of TDM

signals.

[0062] FIG. 4 depicts an exemplary time-flow chart for IP-basedcall content intercept

using repeaters and a network gateway,and FIG. 5 depicts an exemplary flowchart for

IP-based call content intercept using repeaters. FIGs. 4 and 5 will be discussed with

reference to FIG. 3C. The exemplary time-flow depicted in FIG.4 differs from

exemplarytime-flows for FIGs. 3A and 3B dueto the presence of the network gateway
110. The exemplary time-flows for FIGs. 3A and 3B would contain IP networks

connectionsto the surveilling agency computer system 112 instead ofa calls placedto the

surveilling agency computer system 112 in time-slices 403 and 404. Theoperations of

the blocks of the exemplary flowchart depicted in FIG. 5 may be performed by any
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suitable combination of hardware and software. For example, the operationsof the

blocks may be performed in wholeorin part by one or more stand-alone software

packageinstalled on one or more computers.

(0063) In block 501, the first communications device 101, on a VoIP network, may

initiate a call to the second communications device 102. To initiate the call, the first

communications device 101 maytransmit call initiation data to the application server 106

on the VoIP provider’s network 103.

(0064) In block 502, the application server 106 mayreceivethe call initiation data from

the first communications device 101. ‘The Application server 106 mayusethecall

initiation data to set up the call betweenthe first communications device 101 and the

second communications device 102. Time-slice 401 may be an exemplary time-flow

representation of messages exchanged betweenthe first communications device 101 and

the application server 106 during blocks 501 and 502. Asindicated by the solid line, the

first communications device 101 may send an Invite message, conformingto session

initiation protocol (SIP), to the application server 106, indicating the intended recipient of

the call. Upon receiving the Invite message, the application server 106 may return the

SIP message Trying (status code 100), indicating that the application server 106 is

attempting to complete the call as requested.

[0065] In block 503 the application server 106 may determine whethereitherofthefirst

communications device 101 or the second communications device 102 are under

surveillance, based onthe call initiation data. Information the application server 106 may

use from thecallinitiation data mayinclude, for example, data identifying the first

communications device 101 and second communications device 102, such as, for

example, an IP address, Media Access Control (MAC) Address, assigned phone number,

userid, etc. Information from thecall initiation data may be, for example, compared to

lists which maybe storedon,or otherwise accessible to, the application server 106. The

lists may contain information that may beusedto identify communication devices under
surveillance based oncall initiation data. Individual surveilling agencies may maintain

their ownlists including data on communications device placed undersurveillance by the

individual surveilling agencies. Any other suitable method foridentifying whether or not
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a given communications device is under surveillance by a surveilling agency mayalso be

used by the application server 106.

[0066] In block 504, if neither the first communications device 101 nor the second

communications device 102 has been placed undersurveillance, flow proceeds to block *

505. If at least one of the first communications device 10] and second communications

device 102 is undersurveillance, flow proceedsto block 506.

{0067| In block 505, the call initiated by the first communications device 101 may be

completed normally. For example, if the call is a voice-onlycall, the first

communications device 101 and second communications device 102 may be connected

over the [P-network without passing data through the VoIP provider’s network 103. If

the call is, for example, a video-conference call, the call may be routed through the

packet-based media processor 110 on the VoIP provider’s network 103.

[0068] In block 506, at least one of the first communications device 101 and the second

communications device 102 is under surveillance byatleast one surveilling agency. The

application server 106 maytransmitinstructions to the packet-based media processor 110

to set up the repeaters 301 and 302. One repeater maybeset up on packet-based media

processor 110 for each data stream originating from each party to a call. For example,if

the call contentis a video conference, each party to the call may generate an audio stream

and a video stream. With twoparties to the call, four repeaters maybeset up on packet-

based media processor 110. If three or more communications devices participate in the

video conference, two repeaters will be set up on packet-based media processor 110 for

each communications device participating in the video conference. If more than one

surveilling agency has requested surveillanceofthe call, each surveilling agency may be

addedasa listener to the repeaters set up on packet-based media processor 1 10,or,

alternatively, additional repeaters may be set up to support the additional surveilling

agencies. Each surveilling agency may haveits own surveilling agency computer system

similar to surveilling agency computer system 112, and the packet-based media processor
110 mayestablish a connection with each of the surveilling agency computer systems.

Alternatively, an individual repeater maybeset up to support connections with multiple

surveilling agency computer systems. When more than onesurveilling agency computer

system is connected to the packet-based media processor 110 to receive copied packets,
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the presence of each surveilling agency computer system connected may be hidden from

all other connected surveilling agency computer systems. The application server 106

may transmit information to the packet-based media processor 110 indicating which

surveilling agencies have placed oneor bothofthe first communications device 101 and

the second communications device 102 undersurveillance. This information may

include, or may be used by the packet-based media processor 110 to determine, the

surveilling agency computersystem 112 to which the repeaters 301 and 302 should

transmit the copied call content. The packet-based media processor 110 mayestablish a

connection betweenthe repeaters 301 and 302 and the surveilling agency computer

system 112.

(0069) The time-slice 402 may be an exemplary time-flow representation of messages

exchanged between the application server 106 and the packet-based media processor 110

in setting up the repeaters 301 and 302 in block 506. As indicated by the dashed box,

during this timeslice the application server 106 may attemptto terminate,i.e., connect,

the call betweenthe first communications device 101 and the second communications

device 102. The application server 106 may also communicate with the packet-based

media processor110,as indicated by the dashedlines. The application server 106 may

instruct the packet-based media processor 110 to allocate the repeaters 301 and 302 for

the call. The packet-based media processor 110 maysetup the repeaters 301 and 302

and signal this to the application server 106, which may then send an AddListener request

to the packet-based media processor110, instructing the packet-based media processor

110 to add the first communications device 101 to the call. The time-slice 403 may be an

exemplary time-flow representation of messages exchanged betweenthe application

server 106 and the surveilling agency computer system 112 in establishing a connection

to the surveilling agency computer system 112. The application server 106 mayfirst

send the Invite from the first communications device 101 to the second communications

device 102 in a termination attempt. The application server 106 may then generateits

ownInvite messages, one for each ofthe repeaters 301 and 302, to besentto the

surveilling agency computer system 112. In this exemplary time-flow,the surveilling

agency computer system 112 mayonly accept connections through the network gateway
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111, thus the application server 106 maycall the surveilling agency computer system
112.

[0070| In block 507, the application server 106 may modify the call initiation data to

cause the call content from the first communications device 101 and the second

communications device 102 to be routed through the repeaters 301 and 302. The

application server 106 may modify the SDP carried in the SIP INVITE,transmitted in

time-slice 403, and SIP 200 OK transmitted in time-slice 405, to the IP address and port

of the packet-based media processor 110. The routing of call content through the

repeaters 301 and 302 maybeinvisible to the first communication device 101 and second

communication device 102, because of, for example, the presence of session border

controllers 105 and 107 betweenthe first and second communication devices 101 and

102 and the internal structure of the VoIP provider’s network 103, including the packet-

based media processor 110. Other network devices in-between the VoIP provider’s

networkandthefirst and second and second communications devices 101 and 102 may

also result in the routing ofthe call content being invisible to the first and second

communication devices 101 and 102.

[0071] The time-slices 404 and 405 may be exemplary time-flow representations of

messages exchanged betweenthefirst communications device 101, the application server

106, the packet-based media processor 110, the second communications device 102 and

the surveilling agency 112 during block 507. In time-slice 404, the surveilling agency

112 is addedto the call. First, the second communications device 102, upon receiving the

Invite sent in time-slice 403, may respond with the SIP message Ringing. The Ringing

message may be transmitted from the application server 106 back tothe first

communications device 101, indicating to the first communications device 101 that the

second communications device 102 has been contacted. Thesurveilling agency computer

system 112 mayalso respond with Ringing messagesto each ofthe Invites from the

applications server 106, and then with OK messagesoncethesurveilling agency

computer system 112 answers the incomingcalls from the application server 106. The
application server 106 maythen instruct the packet-based media processor 110 to add the

surveilling agency computer system 112 asa listener to both ends of thecall, i.e., as a

recipient of copied call content from both ofthe repeaters 301 and 302. In time-slice 405,
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the second communications device 102 has a connection established with first

communications device 101. The second communications device 102 may transmit an

OK messageback to the application server 106 upon picking up the call. The application

server 106 may relay the OK messagebackto thefirst communications device 101,

indicating to the first communications device 101 that the call has been connected.

[0072] In block 508,call content from thefirst communications device 101 and the

second communications device 102 may be copied by the repeaters 301 and 302. Call

content, in the form of RTP packets, may be transmitted from the first communications

device 101. The RTP packets may enter the VoIP provider’s network 103 at, for

example, the session border controller 105, where they maybe routed to the packet-based

media processor | 10, and the repeaters 301 and 302 on the packet-based media processor,

as IP packets. The IP packets may not need to befiltered by the packet-based media

processor 110, as the modifications to the call initiation data may ensure that the IP

packets routed to the packet-based media processor and the repeaters 301 and 302 are

part of the call under surveillance. The packet-based media processor 110 may route the

IP packets to the repeater 301 on the packet-based media processor 110. The repeater

301 may copythe IP packets. Before the copied IP packets are transmitted to the

surveilling agency computer system 112, they may be packaged accordingto a profile

provided to repeater 301. For example, the IP packets may be packaged in an ASN.1

envelope. If more than one surveilling agency has placed one orboth offirst

communications device 101 and second communications device 102 undersurveillance,

the repeater 301 may makeadditional copies of the IP packet as necessary. Each

surveilling agency computer system may have a separate connection to the repeaters 301
and 302.

[0073] Call content in the form of RTP packets transmitted from the second

communications device 102 maybe treated in the same manner as the RTP packets

transmitted from the first communications device 101, except the RTP packets mayenter

the VoIP provider’s network 103 at session border controller 107, and may beroutedto

the repeater 302. The repeater 302 performs the same functionsasthe repeater 301, only

with the IP packets containingcall contentoriginating from the second communications

device 102.
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[0074] In block 509,the copiedcall content may be transmitted to the surveilling agency

computer system 112. The repeaters 301 and 302 maytransmit the copied IP packets to

the surveilling agency computer system 112. The collection function 113 on the

surveilling agency computer system 112 may handle the incomingcall content according

to the setup of the collection function 113.

[0075] The repeaters 301 and 302 maytransfer any type of IP-based call content to the

surveilling agency computer system 112, if no network gateway 111 is present between

the packet-based media processor 110 and the surveilling agency computer system 1 12.

This mayinclude, for example, call content that is audio, video, fax, desktop

collaboration, or encrypted data. Thetransfer of the call content mayalso be codec

independent. Audio or video encoded with any codec maybetransferredto the

surveilling agency computer system 112, even if the codec used to encode the audio or

video is unknownto the VoIP provider and/or the surveilling agency computer system

112. Encrypted call content for which the key is not known mayalso be transferred. In

these cases, the collection function 113 may record the call content with the unknown

encodingor encryption on a computer readable medium accessible to surveilling agency

computer system 112, from whichthe call content mayberetrieved ata later time for

decoding or decryption. If a network gateway 111 is present in betweenthe packet-based

media processor 110 and the surveilling agency computer system 112,as in FIG. 4, then

only audio content maybe transferred by the repeaters 301 and 302.

[0076 In block 510, the original IP packets may be packaged asthe IP packets would

have been ona normalcall, and routed bythe repeaters 301 and 302 backto the packet-

based media processor 110. The packet-based media processor 110 may proceed with

delivering the packetsto the first communications device 101 and the second

communications device 102, as would happenin a normalcall routed through the packet-

based media processor 110.

[0077] For the purposesof this exemplary embodiment, the IP packet transmitted to the

second communications device 102 from media sever 110 has beenreferred to as the

original IP packet, and the IP packettransmitted to the surveilling agency computer

system 112 has beenreferred to as a copy of the IP packet. Oneofordinary skill in the

art would understandthat the original IP packet andall copiesofthe original IP packet
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are interchangeable. For example, the copyof the original IP packet may be transmitted

to the surveilling agency computer system 112 and theoriginal IP packet may be

transmitted to the second communications device 102. Further, in some circumstances

the orginal IP packet will be destroyed, and only copiesof the original IP packet will be
transmitted. For example, the original IP packet may be copied twice,into a first copy of

the IP packet and a second copyof the IP packet. Thefirst and second copyof the IP

packet may be transmitted in the same mannerastheoriginal IP packet and the first copy

of the IP packet described above.

[0078] Blocks 508 through 510 operate continuously until the call is ended by thefirst

communications device 101 or the second communications device 102. The call may end
during the operation any of blocks 508 through 510.

[0079] In block 511, the call may be ended. Either of the first communications device

101 or second communications device 102 may endthe call. The call may be ended by,
for example, hanging upthe first communications device 101. Whenthe call is ended,

the repeaters 301 and 302 on the packet-based media processor 110 maybe released or

terminated, depending on what combination of hardware and software has been used to

implement the repeaters 301 and 302. For example,if the repeaters 301 and 302 are

software based processes running onthe packet-based media processor 110, the processes

maybe terminated.

[0080] The time slice 406 may be an exemplarytime-flow representation of messages

exchanged betweenthe first communications device 101, the application server 106, the

packet-based media processor 110, the second communications device 102 and the

surveilling agency 112 during block 511. The second communications device 102 may

end the call by transmitting the SIP message Bye to the application server 106. The

application server 106 maytheninstruct the packet-based media processor 110 to release

the repeaters 301 and 302,close the connection between the packet-based media processor

110 andthe surveilling agency computer system 112 by transmitting the Bye message to

the surveilling agency computer system 112, and then close the connection between the

first communications device 101 and the second communications device 102 by
transmitting the Bye messageto the first communications device 101.
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(0081 | FIG. 6 depicts an exemplary embodimentof the repeater 301. The repeater 302

may have a similar configuration. The repeater 301 may receive incoming IP packet 601

from the IP stream, which may bepart ofa call. IP packet 601 may be copied a number

of times by the repeater 301. The number of copies made ofIP packet 601 may be

dependenton, for example, the numberof recipients the IP packet wasoriginally

intended for, for example, the receiver of the call or participants in a conferencecall, and

the numberof surveilling agencies that have requested surveillanceofat least one of the

communications devices involved in thecall.

[0082] Each copyof the IP packet 601 maybe created accordingto a profile. Profiles

602, 603, and 604 maybe used by the repeater 301 to make copies of IP packet 601 that

are packaged in accordancewith the standards required by the variousrecipients ofthe

copied IP packets. The profile 602 may beusedto create IP packet copy 605,intended to

be received by communications device 608, which maybe therecipientofthe call, for

example, second communications device 102. The profile 602 may package the IP

packet as it would be packaged in a normal VoIPcall, equivalent to what would have

happenedto the IP packet 601 if the IP packet 601 had not beenroutedto the repeater

301. The profile 603 may be used to create IP packet copy 606, intendedto be received

by surveilling agency ! computer system 609. The profile 603 may packagethe IP

packet as a standard UDP packet withoutan envelope,so that surveilling agency1

computer system 609 mayreceive the raw data ofthe call content. The profile 604 may

be usedto create IP packet copy 607, intendedto be received by surveilling agency 2

computer system 610. The profile 603 may package the IP packet in an ASN.1 envelope,

which maybe required for compatibility with surveilling agency 2 computer system 610.

Otherprofiles may be used to package IP packets accordingto any suitable packaging

format.

[0083] FIG. 7 illustrates an exemplary architecture for implementing a computing device

701, which may be used to implementanyofthe first communications device 101, the

second communications device 102, the router/switch 104, the session border controllers

105 and 107, the applicationsserver 106, the packet-based media processor 110, the

network gateway 111, and the surveilling agency computer system 112. It will be

appreciatedthat other devices that can be used with the computing device 701, such as a
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client or a server, maybe similarly configured. Asillustrated in FIG. 7, computing

device 701 may include a bus 710, a processor 720, a memory 730, a read only memory
(ROM)740, a storage device 750, an input device 760, an output device 770, and a

communication interface 780.

[0084] Bus 710 mayinclude one or moreinterconnects that permit communication

among the components of computing device 701. Processor 720 may include anytype of

processor, microprocessor, or processing logic that may interpret and execute instructions

(e.g., a field programmable gate array (FPGA)). Processor 720 mayincludea single

device (e.g., a single core) and/or a groupofdevices (e.g., multi-core). Memory 730 may

include a random access memory (RAM)oranothertype of dynamic storage device that

may store information and instructions for execution by processor 720. Memory 730

mayalso be used to store temporary variablesor other intermediate information during

execution of instructions by processor 720.

[0085] ROM 740 may include a ROM device and/oranothertypeofstatic storage device

that may store static information andinstructions for processor 720. Storage device 750

mayinclude a magnetic disk and/oroptical disk and its corresponding drive for storing

information and/orinstructions. Storage device 750 may include a single storage device

or multiple storage devices, such as multiple storage devices operating in parallel.

Moreover, storage device 750 mayreside locally on the computing device 701 and/or

may be remote with respect to a server and connected thereto via network and/or another

type of connection, such as a dedicated link or channel.

[0086] Input device 760 may include any mechanism or combination of mechanismsthat

permit an operatorto input information to computing device 701, such as a keyboard, a

mouse, a touch sensitive display device, a microphone, a pen-based pointing device,

and/or a biometric input device, such as a voice recognition device and/ora fingerprint

scanning device. Output device 770 mayinclude any mechanism or combination of

mechanisms that outputs information to the operator, includinga display,a printer, a
speaker,etc.

[0087] Communication interface 780 may include any transceiver-like mechanism that

enables computing device 701 to communicate with other devices and/or systems, such

as a client, a server, a license manager, a vendor, etc. For example, communication

2)
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interface 780 may include oneor moreinterfaces, such asa first interface coupled to a

network and/or a second interface coupled to a license manager. Alternatively,

communication interface 780 may include other mechanisms(e.g., a wireless interface)

for communicating via a network, such as a wireless network. In one implementation,

communication interface 780 mayinclude logic to send codeto a destination device, such

as a target device that can include general purpose hardware (e.g., a personal computer

form factor), dedicated hardware(e.g., a digital signal processing (DSP) device adapted

to execute a compiled version of a modelor a part of a model),etc.

[0088] Computing device 701 may perform certain functions in responseto processor

720 executing software instructions contained in a computer-readable medium, such as

memory 730. In alternative embodiments, hardwired circuitry maybe usedin placeofor

in combination with software instructions to implement features consistent with

principles of the invention. Thus, implementations consistent with principles of the

invention are notlimited to any specific combination of hardwarecircuitry and software.

[0089] Exemplary embodiments may be embodied in many different ways as a software

component. For example, it may be a stand-alone software package, a combination of

software packages,or it may be a software package incorporated as a "tool" in a larger

software product. It may be downloadable from a network, for example, a website, as a

stand-alone productor as an add-in package for installation in an existing software

application. It may also be available as a client-server software application, or as a web-

enabled software application. It may also be embodied as a software package installed on
a hardware device.

[0090] Exemplary embodiments maybe usedto intercept IP based call content when

more than two communications devices participate in the call, such as, for example,

during a conferencecall.

[0091] While various exemplary embodiments have been described above,it should be

understoodthat they have been presented by way of example only, and notlimitation.

Thus,the breadth and scopeofthe presentinvention should notbe limited by any of the

above-described exemplary embodiments, but should instead be defined only in

accordancewith the following claims and their equivalents.
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Claims

Whatts claimedis:

1. A computer-readable medium comprising instructions, which when executed by a

computer system causes the computer system to perform operations for IP-based call

contentintercept, the computer-readable medium comprising:

instructions for receiving at least onecall initiation data;

instructions for receiving a first IP packet from a first communications device;

instructions for receiving a second IP packet from a second communications

device;

instructions for generating a plurality offirst IP packets comprisingeitherthefirst

IP packet and at least one copyofthefirst IP packet, or at least two copiesofthe first IP

packet;

instructions for generating a plurality of second IP packets comprising either the

second IP packetandatleast one copy of the second IP packet, or at least two copies of

the second IP packet;

instructions for transmitting one of the plurality offirst IP packets to the second

communications device according to one or moreofthe call initiation data;

instructions for transmitting anotherofthe plurality of first IP packets to a

surveilling agency computer system without encoding or decodingthe anotherofthe

plurality offirst IP packets;

instructions for transmitting one ofthe plurality of second IP packets to thefirst

communications device according one or moreofthe call initiation data; and

instructions for transmitting another of the plurality of second IP packets to the

surveilling agency computer system without encoding or decoding the another ofthe

plurality of second IP packets.

2. The computer-readable medium ofclaim 1, further comprising:
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instructions for determiningif the first communications device or the second

communicationsdevice is under surveillance based on theatleast onecall initiation data

before generating the plurality of first IP packets; and

instructions for not generating the plurality of first IP packets and not generating

the plurality of second IP packets if neither the first communications device nor the

second communications deviceis under surveillance.

3. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further comprising:

instructionsfor transmitting another oneof the plurality of first IP packets to a

second surveilling agency computer system without encoding or decoding the another

one ofthe plurality of first IP packets; and

instructions for transmitting another oneofthe plurality of second IP packets to a

second surveilling agency computer system without encoding or decoding the another

one of the plurality of second IP packets.

4. The computer-readable medium methodof claim 3, wherein the surveilling

agency computer system doesnotdetect the second surveilling agency computer system

and the second surveilling agency computer system does notdetect the surveilling agency

computer system.

5. The computer-readable medium ofclaim 3:

wherein the surveilling agency computer system receives the another ofthe

plurality of first IP packets and the another ofthe plurality of second IP packets over a

first connection;

wherein the second surveilling agency computer system receives the another one

of the plurality of first IP packets and the another oneofthe plurality of second IP

packets over a second connection; and

wherein the first connection and the second connection are separate.
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6. The computer-readable medium ofclaim |, wherein the first IP packet is selected

from a group consisting of an RTP packet, a UDP packet, a SRTP packet, a TCP/IP

packet, and a T.38 packet; and

the secondIP packetis selected from a group consisting of one of RTP packet, a

UDP packet, a SRTP packet, a TCP/IP packet, and a T.38 packet.

7. The computer-readable medium ofclaim 1, wherein thefirst IP packetis the IP

packetof a stream selected from a group consisting of an audio packet stream comprising

at least one of audio, modem,andfax signals, a video packet stream,a text messaging

packet stream, and desktop collaboration data packet stream; and

the second IP packetis the IP packet of a stream selected from a group consisting

of an audio packet stream comprising at least one of audio, modem, and fax signals, a

video packet stream, a text messaging packet stream, and desktop collaboration data

packet stream.

8. The computer-readable medium of claim 1, wherein generating the plurality of

first IP packets or second IP packets comprises applying a repeaterprofile to the first IP

packet or the second IP packet.

9. The computer-readable medium of claim 1, wherein the first IP packet and the

second IP packet are not checked for originating IP address and destination IP address

before being copied.

10. The computer-readable medium ofclaim 1, wherein generatingthe plurality of

first IP packets and generating the plurality of second IP packets are performed byatleast

one repeater.

11. The computer-readable medium of claim I, wherein the first IP packet and the

second IP packet are received and routed by a plurality of session border controllers
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12. The computer-readable medium of claim |, wherein transmitting the another of

the plurality of first IP packets and the anotherofthe plurality of second IP packets to the

surveilling agency computer system further comprises forwarding the another of the
plurality offirst IP packets and the another ofthe plurality of second IP packets to a

network gateway.

13. The computer-readable medium of claim 1, further comprising:

instructions for receiving a third IP packet from a third communications device;

instructions for generatinga plurality of third IP packets comprisingeither the

third IP packet and at least one copy ofthe third IP packet, or at least two copies of the

third IP packet;

instructions for transmitting one of the plurality of third IP packets to the

surveilling agency computer system without encoding or decodingthe oneofthe plurality
of third IP packets;

instructions for transmitting another ofthe plurality of third IP packets to thefirst

communications device according to one or moreofthe call initiation data; and

instructions for transmitting another one of the plurality of third IP packets to the

second communications device according to one of the one or morecallinitiation data.

14. A computer-implemented method for Internet Protocol (IP)-based call content

intercept, comprising:

receivingat least onecall initiation data;

receivingafirst IP packet from a first communications device;

receiving a secondIP packet from a second communications device;

generating a plurality offirst IP packets comprising eitherthe first IP packet and

at least one copyofthe first IP packet, or at least two copiesofthe first IP packet;

generating a plurality of second IP packets comprising either the second IP packet

andat least one copy of the second IP packet, or at least two copiesof the second IP

packet;

transmitting oneof the plurality offirst IP packets to the second communications

device according to one or moreofthe call initiation data;
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transmitting anotherofthe plurality of first IP packets to a surveilling agency

computer system without encoding or decoding the anotherof the plurality of first IP

packets;

transmitting one of the plurality of second IP packets to the first communications

device according to one or moreof thecall initiation data; and

transmitting anotherof the plurality of second IP packets to the surveilling agency

computer system without encoding or decoding the anotherof the plurality of second IP

packets.

15.|The computer-implemented method of claim 14, further comprising, after

receiving the at least onecall initiation data:

determiningif the first communications device or the second communications

deviceis under surveillance based on the one or more ofthe call initiation data before

generating the plurality of the first IP packets; and

if neitherthe first communications device nor the second communications device

is under surveillance, not generating the plurality of first IP packets and not generating

the plurality of second IP packets.

16.|The computer-implemented methodofclaim 14, wherein generating the plurality

of first IP packets and generating the plurality of second IP packets are performed byat
least one repeater.

17. The computer-implemented method ofclaim 14, wherein. the first IP packet and

the second IP packet are received and routedbya plurality of session border controllers

18. The computer-implemented method ofclaim 14, wherein transmitting the another

of the plurality offirst IP packets and the anotherofthe plurality of second IP packets to

the surveilling agency computer system further comprises forwarding the another ofthe

plurality of first IP packets and the anotherofthe plurality of second IP packets to a

network gateway.
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19. An apparatus for IP-based call content intercept, comprising:

meansfor receiving at least one call initiation data;

meansforreceivinga first IP packet fromafirst communications device;

meansfor receiving a second IP packet from a second communications device:

‘meansfor generating a plurality of first [P packets comprisingeither the first IP

packet andatleast one copyof thefirst IP packet, or at least two copies of the first IP

packet;

meansfor generating a plurality of second IP packets comprisingeither the

second IP packetandat least one copy of the second IP packet, or at least two copies of

the second IP packet;

meansfor transmitting one of the plurality offirst IP packets to the second

communications device accordingto one or moreofthe call initiation data;

means for transmitting anotherofthe plurality offirst IP packets to a surveilling

agency computer system without encoding or decoding the anotherofthe plurality offirst

IP packets;

meansfor transmitting oneofthe plurality of second IP packetsto the first

communications device according to one or moreofthe call initiation data; and

meansfor transmitting another of the plurality of second IP packets to the

surveilling agency computer system without encoding or decoding the another ofthe
plurality of second IP packets.

20. The apparatus of claim 19, further comprising:

meansfor determiningif the first communications device or the second

communications device is under surveillance based on the at least onecall initiation data

before generating the plurality offirst IP packets; and

meansfor not generatingthe plurality offirst IP packets and notgenerating the

plurality of second IP packetsifneither the first communications device nor the second

communications device is under surveillance.

21. The apparatus of claim 19, wherein generating the plurality offirst IP packets and

generating the plurality of second IP packets are performedbyatleast one repeater.
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22. The apparatus of claim 19, whereinthe first IP packet and the

second IP packet are received and routed bya plurality of session border controllers

23. The apparatus of claim 19, wherein transmitting the anotherof the plurality of

first IP packets and the anotherofthe plurality of second IP packets to the surveilling

agency computer system further comprises forwarding the anotherofthe plurality offirst

{P packets andthe anotherofthe plurality of second IP packets to a network gateway.

24. A system for IP-based call content intercept comprising:

a packet-based media processoradapted to receivea first IP packet fromafirst

communications device and a second IP packet from a second communications device,

generate with at least one repeatera plurality offirst IP packets comprising eitherthefirst

IP packetand at least one copy of thefirst IP packet, or at least two copiesofthe first IP

packet, generate with at least one repeater a plurality of second IP packets comprising

either the second IP packet and at least one copy of the second IP packet, or at least two

copiesofthe secondIP packet, transmit one ofthe plurality offirst IP packets to the

second communicationsdevice, transmit anotherofthe plurality offirst IP packets to a

surveilling agency computer system,transmit one of the plurality of second IP packets to

the first communications device, and transmit another of the plurality of second IP

packets to the surveilling agency computer system.

25. The system of claim 24, further comprising:

an application server adapted to receivecall initiation data, transmit a message to

the packet-based media processorinstructing the packet-based media processorto setup

at least one repeater, and modify the call initiation data to causethe first IP packet from
the first communications device and the second IP packet from the second
communications device to be transmitted to the packet-based media processor.
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(57) Abstract: Apparatus for relaying packets betweenafirst host and a second host. The apparatus comprises a memory for reg-
istering for said first host; an addressof the first host, a relayed address of thefirst host, an address of the second host, and an out-
bound Higher Layer Identifier and/or an inbound Higher Layer Identifier. The apparatus further comprises and one or both of : an
outbound packet inspector for inspecting packets reccived from said first host and addressed to an address of the apparatus to de-
termine whetheror not they contain a registered outbound Higher LayerIdentifier and, if so, for forwarding the packets to said ad-
dress of the second host; and an inbound packet inspector for inspecting packets received from said second host and addressed to
said relayed address to determine whether or not they contain a registered inbound Higher Layer Identifier and, if so, for forward-
ing the packets to said address ofthe first host.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR RELAYING PACKETS

Technical Field

The present invention relates to a method and apparatus for relaying packets. It is

applicable to achieving traversal of a Network Address Translation (NAT) server and in

particular to such a method and apparatus that makes use of the Traversal Using

Relays around NAT (TURN) protocol.

Backdround

Network Address Translation (NAT) is the process of modifying network address

information in datagram packet headers while in transit acrossatraffic routing device

for the purpose of remapping a given address space into another. NAT is used in

conjunction with network masquerading (or IP masquerading) which is a technique that

hides an entire address space, usually consisting of private network addresses, behind

a single IP address in another, often public address space. This mechanism is

implemented in a routing device that uses stateful translation tables to map the

"hidden" addresses into a single address and then rewrites the outgoing Internet

Protocol (IP) packets on exit so that they appear to originate from the router. In the

reverse communications path, responses are mapped back to the originating IP

address using the rules ("state") stored in the translation tables. The translation table

rules established in this fashion are flushed after a short period without new traffic

refreshingtheir state.

Of course, the use of Network Address Translation means that many hosts in the

Internet cannot be contacted directly by other hosts because they are behind a

Network Address Translator (NAT) that prevents inbound connections. Different NAT

traversal techniques, e.g., Interactive Connectivity Establishment (ICE) [see J.

Rosenberg. Interactive Connectivity Establishment (ICE): A Protocol for Network

Address Translator (NAT) Traversal for Offer/Answer Protocols. draft-ietf-mmusicice-19

(work in progress). October 2007] have been developed to overcomethis problem, but

with certain kinds of NATs the only way to create a peer-to-peer connection between

two hosts is to relay all the traffic through a node that both of the peers can contact

(including the peer or peers behind a NAT).
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Traversal Using Relays around NAT (TURN)[see Traversal Using Relays around NAT

(TURN): Relay Extensions to Session Traversal Utilities for NAT (STUN). draft-ietf-

behave-turn-15 (work in progress). February, 2009] allows a host (that is a TURN

client) to register a “relayed address” (a combination of IP address and port number) at

the TURN server such that a session is established “through” the NAT between the

TURN server and the TURNclient (nb. a connection initiated by the host behind the

NATwill generally result in a session being established through the NAT and via which

the node to which the connection is initiated can send packets to the host). A

connection initiated by a remote peerto the relayed address is relayed by the TURN

server to the TURNclient, such that it passes through the punched hole in the NAT.

The TURNclient can send data to the peer via the TURN server such that, from the

point of view of the peer, the data appearsto originate from the relayed address. Using

a TURN server, even with the mostrestrictive type of NATs, a communication path can

be established between two peers.

After obtaining a relayed address from the TURN server, a TURNclient needs to

maintain its state in the NAT by sending periodic keep-alive messages to the TURN

server via the NAT. To minimize the volume of keep-alive messages, TURN allows

multiple connections with different peers to re-use the same relayed address. Thus,

regardless of the numberof peers, only one set of keep-alive messagesis required. In

addition to reducing the volumeof keep-alive traffic, this method also conserves public

ports at the TURN server and at the NAT allowing them to serve a larger numberof

simultaneous users.

In the case where multiple peer connections are multiplexed onto one connection

between the TURN client and the TURNserver, it is necessary to provide a mechanism

which allows the TURN server and the TURNclient to identify peers within the data

packets that they exchange. For this purpose, data sent between the server and client

is encapsulated within TURN messages.

TURN encapsulation increases the per-packet overhead and decreases the Maximum

Transmission Unit (MTU) on the link between the TURN server and client. The

overhead problem is especially severe in restricted bandwidth environments (é.g.,

when using a cellular data connection), and for data that is sent in multiple small
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packets (e.g., real time audio). More significantly perhaps, encapsulation prevents the

use of unmodified operating system kernel protocol stacks for receiving and sending

the data. This gives rise at least to performance problems, as data needs to be sent

back and forth betweenthe kernel and user space process. In the case ofrestricted

operating systems (such as those commonly used in mobile devices) it may of course

be impossible to feed the packets back to the kernel protocol stack or capture the

packets after the stack processing. TURN encapsulation is not a viable option in such
cases.

The Internet (IETF) draft — “Traversal Using Relays around NAT: Relay Extensions to

Session Traversal Utilities for NAT (July 8, 2007)” provides a mechanism for avoiding

encapsulation. This mechanism makes use of the “Set Active Destination” request.

However, the mechanism does not allow multiple sessions to be multiplexed onto the

TURN serverto clientlink.

Summary

It is an object of the present invention to allow packets to be sent between a client and

a relay server without using encapsulation, and which mitigates the problems of known

solutions.

According to a first aspect of the present invention there is provided apparatus for

relaying packets betweena first host and a second host. The apparatus comprises a

memoryfor registering for said first host; an address ofthe first host, a relayed address

of the first host, an address of the second host, and an outbound Higher Layer

Identifier and/or an inbound Higher Layer Identifier. The apparatus further comprises

and oneor bothof:

an outbound packet inspector for inspecting packets received from said first

host and addressed to an addressof the apparatus to determine whetheror not

they contain a registered outbound Higher Layer Identifier and, if so, for

forwarding the packets to said address of the second host; and

an inbound packet inspector for inspecting packets received from said second

host and addressed to said relayed address to determine whether or not they

contain a registered inbound Higher Layer Identifier and, if so, for forwarding the

packets to said addressofthefirst host.
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Embodiments of the invention allow packets to be sent between the first host and the

apparatus, acting as relay server, without encapsulation in one or both of the inbound

and outbounddirections. The bandwidth occupied on the link betweenthefirst host

and the apparatus can be reduced, whilst at the sametime allowing multiple sessions

to be multiplexed onto thatlink.

The outbound packetinspector, if present, may be configured to replace the addressof

the first host in a source addressfield of packets to be forwarded to said second host,

with said relayed address.

The inbound packet inspector, if present, may be configured to replace said relayed

address in a destination addressfield of packets to be forwarded to said first host, with

said address of the first host, and to replace said address of the second hostin a

source addressfield of those packets with an address of the apparatus. The inbound

packet inspector may be configured to deliver packets which contain said inbound

Higher LayerIdentifier, to said first host, without additional relay encapsulation.

The memory may be configured to additionally register for said first host an offset

position for the or each of said inbound and outbound Higher Layer Identifiers, the

offset position identifying a position of the associated Higher Layer Identifier within a

packet, and the outbound and inbound packet inspectors being configured to use the

respective offset position to determine the presence of a Higher LayerIdentifier.

The memory and the or each of said inbound packet inspector and said outbound

packet inspector may be configured to additionally handle the relaying of packets

between said first host and one or more further hosts using one or both of the inbound

and outbound Higher LayerIdentifiers.

The invention is applicable to the case where said first host is located behind a

Network Address Translator, and said address of thefirst host is a NATed addressof

the first host. In this case, any additional relay encapsulation is encapsulation

according to the Traversal Using Relays around NAT protocol. The apparatus acting

as relay server may comprise a client terminal registration unit for registering said first

host and any further hosts, the registration unit being configured to use the Traversal
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Using Relays around NAT, TURN, protocol.

According to a second aspect of the present invention there is provided a client

terminal configured to exchange packets with a peer terminal via a relay server. The

client terminal comprises a relay unit for registering with the relay server so as to be

allocated a relayed address by the relay server, and an identification determining unit

for determining an inbound Higher Layer Identifier to be used in packets exchanged

with said peer terminal. The terminal further comprises an identifier registration unit for

registering the inbound Higher LayerIdentifier with said relay server, together with said

relayed address, an addressof the client terminal, and an address of the peer terminal,

and a packet handler for associating packets received from said relay server with said

peer terminal using said inbound Higher Layer Identifier.

The identification determining unit of the terminal may be configured to determine an

outbound Higher Layer Identifier to be used in packets exchanged with said peer

terminal, with said identifier registration unit being configured to register the outbound

Higher Layer Identifier with said relay server together with the inbound Higher Layer

Identifier.

The identification determining unit may be configured to determine inbound and/or

outbound Higher Layer Identifiers by identifying and using one ofthe following protocol

parameters: a Host Identity Tag, HIT; a synchronisation source (SSRC)identifier; a

Security Parameter Index (SPI); TCP port numbers.

The relay unit may be configured to implement NATtraversal and said addressof the

client terminal being a NATed address. In this case, the relay unit and said identifier

registration unit may be configured to use the Traversal Using Relays around NAT,

TURN, protocol. A further packet handler may be provided for using Traversal Using

Relays around NAT, TURN, encapsulation to send and/or receive packets to a peer

terminal in the event that said identification determining unit is unable to determine an

inbound and, optionally, an outbound Higher Layer Identifier, or a TURN encapsulated

packetis received from said relay server.

The relay unit may be configured to determine whetheror not a relay server supports a

Higher Layer Identifier based relaying method and, if not, to initiate packet routing with
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said peer terminal using relaying encapsulation.

According to a third aspect of the present invention there is provided a method of

sending packets between a first host and a second host. The method comprises

registering at a relay server, on behalf of the first host an address ofthefirst host, a

relayed address of the first host, an address of the second host, and an outbound

Higher Layer Identifier and/or an inbound Higher Layer Identifier. The method further

comprises one or both of the steps of:

at the relay server, inspecting packets received from said first host and

addressed to an addressof the relay server to determine whether or not they

contain said outbound Higher Layer Identifier and, if so, forwarding the packets

to said address of the second host; and

inspecting packets received from said second host and addressed to said

relayed address to determine whether or not they contain said inbound Higher

Layer Identifier and, if so, forwarding the packets to said address of thefirst

host.

The first host may be located behind a Network Address Translator., in which case said

step of registering may be carried out using the Traversal Using Relays around NAT,

TURN, protocol. Packets sent from the relay serverto the first host may be forwarded

using TURN encapsulation if packets received from the second host do not contain

said inbound Higher LayerIdentifier.

Brief Descrisstion of the Drawings

Figure 1 illustrates schematically a network communication scenario involving NAT

traversal using TURN;

Figure 2 illustrates registration signalling in the network scenario of Figure 1 and

associated with the modified TURN protocol;

Figure 3 illustrates schematically an ESP packet format;

Figure4illustrates packet relaying in the network scenario of Figure 1;

Figure 5 illustrates schematically a TURN client and TURN server of the network

scenario of Figure 1;

Figure 6 is a flow diagram illustrating TURN server registration and packet relay

processes;
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Figure7illustrates schematically an RTP packet format; and

Figure8illustrates schematically a HIP packet format.

Detailed Descrigtion

The problem of NAT traversal has been considered above in the context of TURN

encapsulation. An enhancement to TURN and other NATtraversal solutions using

data relaying will now be described.

Data that may otherwise be the subject of TURN encapsulation between the TURN

client and the TURNserverwill often include a persistent Higher Layer Identifier (HLI)

at a consistent location within packets. It is proposed here to make use of such a HLI

on top of the transport layer protocol, to multiplex/demultiplex packets in place of TURN

encapsulation. When a TURNclient wants to communicate with a peer without using

TURNencapsulation, it first checks with the TURN server to determine whetheror not

the TURN server supports the HLI mechanism described here. If so, then the TURN

client registers a pair of HLIs (one inbound and one outbound) at the TURN server. A

TURN server HLI registration contains two byte arrays (one for each HLI), as well as an

array length, offset and peer address. For inboundtraffic, when the TURN server

receives a packet directed to the relayed address, it checks to see if the packet data

matches a registered inbound HLI and, if it does, it sends the packet without any

encapsulation to the TURN client as the inbound HLI will uniquely identify the peer

address to the TURNclient. When the TURN serverreceives a packet from the TURN

client, it checks to see if the packet data matches a registered outbound HLI and, if it

does, the packet is sent to the peer address that was registered for that outbound HLI

(the public address allocated to the TURNclient by the NAT, i.e. the “NATed” address

of the client, which is included as the source address of the packet received at the

TURN server, is switched for the relayed address according to normal TURN

behaviour).

The HLI can be any byte array whose value and location is known before data is sent

or received. The length of the arrays and their offsets (i.e. how many bytes after the

transport layer header the HLI starts) can be defined at registration of the HLIs (by

TURN client) with the TURN server. For example, in the case of UDP encapsulated

ESP [RFC3948], the SPI value could be used as the HLI.. Another example of a
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potential HLI would be a TCP port number if TCP is tunneled over UDP and relayed

through a TURN server. A Real-time Transport Protocol’s (RTP) synchronization

source identifier is another example of an HLI.

Packets sent to the relayed address (from a peer) that do not match to a registered HLI

are forwarded by the TURN serverto the TURNclient with TURN encapsulation. Any

packets arriving at the TURN serverfrom the TURN client that do not contain a match

to any registered HLI are assumed to be TURN encapsulated. This behaviour allows a

TURN server including the new functionality to be compatible with legacy TURN

clients, and to be useablewith traffic which does not include useable HLIs.

If data associated with a certain protocol needs to be exchanged between the TURN

client and a single peer only, any constant field in the protocel headerthatis different

from other concurrently relayed protocols is sufficient. For example, a protocol version

number or a magic cookie value could besufficient for this purpose. A “magic cookie”

value (in this context) is a constant value in a protocol header that is used for

differentiating certain protocol messages from messages associated with other

protocols in the same stream. For example, STUN [RFC5389], the protocol used by

TURNandICE,carries this kind of identifier in all messages.

If, on the other hand, messages using the same protocol are exchanged by the TURN

client with multiple peers, an identifier that is different for each peer is needed. Many

protocols have some identifier in each packet for the source and/or destination of the

data (e.g., HIP sender and receiver HITs or RTP synchronization source). For other

protocols, it may be necessary to generate a HLI by combining information in multiple

protocol fields.

Usually the TURN client knowsimplicitly the value for the outbound HLI sinceit is the

entity originating the packets and generating the higher layer messages. If an external

protocol stack (such as IPsec provided by the operating system) is used and the stack

generates the value used as the HLI, the client may need to query the value from the

stack or look it up from sent packets.

If the TURN client knows a2 priori the HLI value for the peer (e.g., it is a constant

protocol field or certain peers always use the same value), no additional signaling is
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needed before registering HLls at the TURN server. For example, in the case of HIP

signaling traffic, hosts know the Host Identity Tags (HITs) that will be used in the HIP

header even prior to contacting each other since a HIT is calculated from a host

identity. Hence, HITs can be used as HLIs without any extra signaling. If however the

HLI is not known a priori by the TURN client, the TURN client needs to learn the HLI

value either from protocol signaling or automatically from the first received packet. Of

course, that signalling (assuming that it goes through the TURN server and notvia

some other relay, e.g. a SIP server or HIP relay server) or first data packet must be

TURN encapsulated. By way of example, consider an IPsec security association set

up using IKE [RFC4306] or HIP. The hosts negotiate the SPI value that will be inserted

into the beginning of every encrypted ESP packet. Thus, before any data is sent, the

TURNclient learns the peer’s SPI value that it can utilize as HLI. The methods

described do not require any support for HLI, or even for regular TURN, in the peer.

An alternative approach that does require HLI support in the peer involves the TURN

client explicitly asking the peer (using e.g., new STUN/TURN messages) for an HLI

value.

To illustrate the proposed approach to implementing TURN without necessarily

requiring TURN encapsulation, consider the case of UDP encapsulated ESP. Figure 1

illustrates schematically a TURN client (Host A) 1 that is behind a NAT 2. A peer, Host

B, 3 is also behind a NAT 4, and wishes to communicate with Host A using UDP

encapsulated ESP. This is achieved using a TURN server (or relay) 5. Figure 1

shows exemplary source (src) and destination (dst) IP addresses and port numbers

included in packets at various points in the network. Figure 2 illustrates signalling

associated with this scenario. A TURN client that supports the HLI extensionfirst

registers at the TURN server using a standard TURN allocation request (step 1). The

client includes HLI-SUPPORTED parameter in the request to test whether the TURN

server supports this extension. lf the server supports HLI relaying, it responds with an

Allocation OK message (step 2). If however the TURN server does not support HLI

relaying, it rejects the request and the client can either register to the server without the

extension or try some other TURN server. The HLI-SSUPPORTED parameter has

“comprehension-required” [RFC5389] type so that if a (legacy) TURN server does not

recognizeit, it rejects the request. One or both of the hosts in Figure 1 may be located

behind multiple NATs. This does not changethe principle of the relaying process.
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Next, the hosts negotiate |Psec Security Associations. They can use for example HIP

or IKE for this purpose. The negotiation can be doneeither through the TURN server

or using some other relaying service such as HIP relay server[id-hip-nat-traversal: see

Basic HIP Extensions for Traversal of Network Address Translators. draft-ietf-hip-nat-

traversal-06 (work in progress). March 2009] or a peer-to-peer overlay network. If a

TURN serveris involved in the IPsec signalling, the signaling messages are TURN

encapsulated between the TURN serverand client unless HLIs have been set for the

signaling protocol.

The TURNclient then requests “permissions” for the peer and includes the inbound

and outbound HLIs that should be checked against all relayed data (step 3). The

TURNserver responds with a Permission OK (step 4). Permissions are part of the

normal TURN behavior and increase security by allowing only peers with registered

permission to use the relayed address. The HLI registration is piggybacked on the

standard permission registration procedure. As the client will use UDP encapsulated

ESP, it registers the SPI values for the peer (at address 198.76.28.5:6789) as the HLIs.

In the example of Figure 1, the inbound SPI is “OxA1B2C3D4”and the outbound SPI is

“OxB2G3D4E5”. Both parameters are four bytes long and start immediately after the

UDP header (HLI offset is zero) since the SPI is always in the first four bytes of the

ESP packet. At the TURNclient, the peers address in the IPsec SAsis set to the

TURNserver's address so that the IPsec stack sends ESP packets, destined for the

peer, to the TURNserver. Figure3illustrates the packet format of ESP.

Figure4illustrates an exchange of ESP packets between the TURN client and the peer

(the lower message sequence in the Figure) and which does not require TURN

encapsulation. When the peer sends a packet that does not match to the registered

HLI (in this example, something other than ESP, e.g., a NAT traversal connectivity

check message or a signaling protocol message), the data is forwarded to the client

with TURN encapsulation (the upper sequence in Figure 4). The client can reply to the

message by encapsulating the response and signaling the peer’s address in the

encapsulation meta data. When the TURNserverrelays the response, it removes the

TURN encapsulation. After receiving the response, the peer sends UDP encapsulated

ESP packets with an SPI that matches the registered HL]. The TURN server detects

the match and forwards the packets without any encapsulation. The TURNclient’s

IPsec stack receives the data and processesit accordingly. When the program using
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IPsec sends data backto the peer, the IPsec stack automatically sends the data (with

only UDP encapsulation) to the TURN server. The TURNserver detects that the data

matches to a registered HLI and forwards the data to the peer whose address was

registered for the HLI. It will be readily apparent that the great majority of the packets

exchanged do not require TURN encapsulation when utilising the approach described

here.

While the method above uses simple byte arrays for matching data to permissions,

more complicated forwarding rules could be implemented. For example, one could

augment the byte arrays with bit-masks and allow bit-level checks for multiplexing the

connections. Also, instead of just a single forwarding rule, a TURN client could add

multiple rules that all match to a certain peer address. Even logical operations taking

into accsunt multiple byte/bit positions in the data could be used for selecting a rule.

This would make it possible, for example, to forward all packets to the TURNclient

without encapsulation, except for packets relating to NAT traversal connectivity checks

(and for which the real sender addressinformation is necessary).

Figure 5 illustrates schematically a client terminal 1 (or UE) and a TURNserver 5

configured to implement the approach described above (with a NAT interposed

between these two entities). Within the UE 1, a NATtraversal unit 6 is provided, the

role of which is to register the UE with TURN serverin orderto allocate to the UE a

relayed address. An HLI determining unit 7 is provided to determine appropriate HLIs

for both inbound and outbound flows towards a given peer. Once determined, these

HLIs are passed to an HLI registration unit 8 which registers the HLIs with the TURN

server, in association with the address of the peer. The registration details are also

passed to a packet handler 9 which uses the HLIs and the peer’s address to determine

whether or not TURN encapsulation is required for outgoing packets, and to correctly

route incoming packets to higherlayers.

Figure 5 further illustrates the TURN server 5. This comprises a client terminal

registration unit 10 and associated memory 11 for registering HLI associations for the

UE 1. An inbound packetinspector 12 is configured to examine packets addressedto

the relayed addressto identify the registered inbound HLI, and to forward such packets

to the UE without TURN encapsulation. An outbound packet inspector 13 is configured

to identify the registered outbound HLI in packets received from the UE, and to route
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packets to the destination address of the peer accordingly. It will be appreciated of

course that the TURN server will handle multiple HLI registrations in parallel for

different UEs (and also, potentially, for the same UE).

Figure 6 is a flow diagram illustrating the main steps in the HLI based packet handling

process. The processbegins at step 100, and at step 200 the UE registers itself with

the TURNserver to obtain a relayed address. This registration may occur before the

user decidesto initiate a session. Assuming that this is the case, at step 300 the user

initiates a session with a peer, via the UE. This step maybein responseto receipt of a

session initiation message from the peer (e.g. received via the TURN server using

TURN encapsulation or via some other relay server). At step 400 the UE then

determines inbound and outbound HLIs for the session, and registers these with the

TURN server, in association with an address of the peer, at step 500. Following

completion of this registration step, at steps 600 and 700, the UE and TURNserver

handle packets as described, to avoid TURN encapsulation between the UE and the

TURNserver. Steps 600 and 700 are performedin parallel.

The following subsections illustrate how HLI relaying can be used with some example

protocols, other than ESP. The list is not exhaustive however, and the skilled person

will appreciate that the approach described is applicable to a large numberof different

protocols.

Real-time.TransportProtocol.{RTP}

RTP [RFC3550: RTP: A_ Transport Protocol for Real-Time Applications.

RFC 3550. July 2003] packets start with a fixed header, asillustrated in Figure 7. The

SSRCfield, used to label streams from different sources, contains a random number

that is required to be globally unique within an RTP session. When using RTP with HLI

relaying, the TURN client sets its outbound HLI to match to its own SSRC used with a

certain peer, and its inbound HLI to match the SSRCofthe peer.

Host Identity Protocol (HIP}

A HIP [RFC5201: Host Identity Protocol. RFC 5201. April 2008] packet headeris

logically an IPv6 extension header andits format is shown in Figure 8. The sender and

receiver Host Identity Tags (HITs) identify the communicating endpoints and are

therefore suitable for HLIs. The TURN client using HLI relaying sets the outbound HLI
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to match the “receiver’s HIT” with the peer’s HIT and the inbound HLI to match the

“sender's HIT” with the peer’s HIT.

TCP port numbers may also be used as HLIs in the case where TCP packets are

encapsulated in UDP.

It will be apparent from the above discussion that HLI-based relaying removes or

reduces the bandwidth overhead created by TURN encapsulation between the TURN

client and server. Also, the processing overhead is reduced since there is no need to

add and remove the encapsulation headers at TURN client and server. Furthermore,

native operating system stacks can be used for handling the relayed data due to the

absence of a requirementfor encapsulation. The solution is backward compatible with

existing TURNclients and does not require HLI support from peers.

The extended TURN server described here is not protocol dependent and the HLI-

based relaying can be achieved for any protocol that is carried over UDP and contains

sufficient markers that can be used for multiplexing connections. Even where a

protocol does not provide for such markers,if there is no requirement for multiplexing

multiple connections (e.g., only a single connection through the TURNserveris used),

HLIs with zero length can be used to make TURNencapsulation unnecessary.

HLIs registered with the TURN server may be considered more generally as a rule set.

For example, where no single, unique, identifier is present in packets a rule set such

as, “If HLI_1 is at position 1 and HLI_2 in position 2 but there is no HLI_3 in position 3,

a packet matchesto a relaying rule/permission” may be specified and registered with

the TURN server.

It will be appreciated by the person of skill in the art that various modifications may be

made to the above described embodiments without departing from the scope of the

present invention. For example, the approach may be applied to relaying protocols

other than TURN (and which use encapsulation of the relayed packets), e.g. SOCKS 5

(IETF RFC 1928), and indeed to further enhancementsof the currently specified TURN

protocol, for example. CGertain embodiments may allow the TURN server, or some

other network based node, to determine the HLIs to be used for a session. In this

case, that determining node may signal the HLI(s) to the TURNclient, and also to the
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TURNserverif the nodeis not itself the TURN server. The skilled person will also

appreciate that the relaying mechanism described here is not only applicable to NAT

traversal. It could for example be applied to a scenario where a client makes use of a

relay serverin order to maintain anonymity. The skilled person will also appreciate that

a benefit may be achieved by applying this HLI-based approach in only one of the

inbound and outbounddirections, and not both.
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CLAIMS:

1. Apparatus for relaying packets between a first host and a second host, the

apparatus comprising:

a memoryfor registering for said first host

an addressof thefirst host,

a relayed addressofthefirst host,

an address of the second host, and

an outbound Higher Layer Identifier and/or an inbound Higher Layer

Identifier;

and oneor both of

an outbound packet inspector for inspecting packets received from said

first host and addressed to an address of the apparatus to determine

whether or not they contain a registered outbound Higher Layer

Identifier and, if so, for forwarding the packets to said address of the

second host;

an inbound packetinspector for inspecting packets received from said

second host and addressed to said relayed address to determine

whetheror not they contain a registered inbound Higher Layer Identifier

and, if so, for forwarding the packets to said addressofthefirst host.

2. Apparatus according to claim 1, said outbound packet inspector being

configured to replace the addressofthe first host in a source addressfield of packets

to be forwarded to said second host, with said relayed address.

3. Apparatus according to claim 1 or 2, said inbound packet inspector being

configured to replace said relayed address in a destination addressfield of packets to

be forwarded to said first host, with said addressof the first host, and to replace said

address of the second host in a source addressfield of those packets with an address

of the apparatus.

4. Apparatus according to any one of the preceding claims, said inbound packet

inspector being configured to deliver packets which contain said inbound Higher Layer

Identifier, to said first host, without additional relay encapsulation.
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5. Apparatus according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein said memory

is configured to additionally register for said first host an offset position for the or each

of said inbound and outbound Higher Layer Identifiers, the offset position identifying a

position of the associated Higher Layer Identifier within a packet, and the outbound and

inbound packet inspectors being configured to use the respective offset position to

determine the presence of a Higher LayerIdentifier.

6. Apparatus according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein said memory

and the or each of said inbound packet inspector and said outbound packet inspector

being configured to additionally handle the relaying of packets between said first host

and one or more further hosts using one or both of the inbound and outbound Higher

Layer Identifiers.

7. Apparatus according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein said first host

is located behind a Network Address Translator, and said addressof thefirst host is a

NATed address ofthefirst host.

8. Apparatus according to claim 7 when appended to claim 4, wherein said

additional relay encapsulation is encapsulation according to the Traversal Using Relays

around NATprotocsl.

9. Apparatus according to claim 7 or 8 and comprising a client terminal registration

unit for registering said first host and any further hosts, the registration unit being

configured to use the Traversal Using Relays around NAT, TURN, protocol.

10. A client terminal configured to exchange packets with a peer terminal via a relay

server, the client terminal comprising:

a relay unit for registering with the relay server so as to be allocated a relayed

addressbythe relay server;

an identification determining unit for determining an inbound Higher Layer

Identifier to be used in packets exchangedwith said peer terminal;

an identifier registration unit for registering the inbound Higher Layer Identifier

with said relay server, together with said relayed address, an address of the

client terminal, and an address of the peer terminal;

a packet handler for associating packets received from said relay server with
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said peer terminal using said inbound Higher LayerIdentifier.

11. A client terminal according to claim 10, said identification determining unit being

configured to determine an outbound Higher Layer Identifier to be used in packets

exchanged with said peer terminal, and said identifier registration unit being configured

to register the outbound Higher Layer Identifier with said relay server together with the

inbound Higher Layer Identifier.

12. A client terminal according to claim 9 or 10, said identification determining unit

being configured to determine inbound and/or outbound Higher Layer Identifiers by

identifying and using oneofthe following protocol parameters:

a HostIdentity Tag, HIT;

a synchronisation source (SSRC)identifier;

a Security Parameter Index (SPI);

TCP port numbers.

13. Aclient terminal according to any one of claims 10 to 12, said relay unit being

configured to implement NATtraversal and said address of the client terminal being a

NATed address.

14. A client terminal according to claim 13, said relay unit and said identifier

registration unit being configured to use the Traversal Using Relays around NAT,

TURN, protocol.

15. A client terminal according to claim 13 or 14 and comprising a further packet

handler for using Traversal Using Relays around NAT, TURN, encapsulation to send

and/or receive packets to a peer terminal in the event that said identification

determining unit is unable to determine an inbound and, optionally, an outbound Higher

Layer Identifier, or a TURN encapsulated packetis received from said relay server.

16. Aclient terminal according to any oneof claims 13 to 15, said relay unit being

configured to determine whether or not a relay server supports a Higher LayerIdentifier

based relaying method and, if not, to initiate packet routing with said peer terminal

using relaying encapsulation.
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17. A method of sending packets betweenafirst host and a second host, the

method comprising:

registering at a relay server, on behalf ofthe first host

an addressof thefirst host,

a relayed addressofthefirst host,

an addressof the second host, and

an outbound Higher Layer Identifier and/or an inbound Higher Layer

Identifier;

and oneorboth of the steps of

at the relay server, inspecting packets received from said first host and

addressed to an address of the relay server to determine whether or not they

contain said outbound Higher LayerIdentifier and, if so, forwarding the packets

to said address of the second host;

inspecting packets received from said second host and addressed to said

relayed address to determine whether or not they contain said inbound Higher

Layer Identifier and, if so, forwarding the packets to said addressof thefirst

host.

18. A method according to claim 17, wherein said first host is located behind a

Network Address Translator.

19.|A method according to claim 18, said step of registering being carried out using

the Traversal Using Relays around NAT, TURN, protocol.

20. A method according to claim 19 and comprising forwarding the packets from the

relay server to the first host using TURN encapsulation if packets received from the

second host do not contain said inbound Higher LayerIdentifier.
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NETWORK:BASED-SYSTEM FOR REROUTING PHONE CALLS FROM
PHONE NETWORKSTOVOIP CLIENTS FOR ROAMERS AND

SUBSCRIBERS WHO DO NOT ANSWER

Related Applications

[0001]This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application
No. 60/733,439,filed Nov 3, 2005,entitled “Integrating Cellular VoIP Client
with Cellular or Fixed Line Phone Services for Automatic Call Rerouting to
Roamers or Subscribers Away From Phones.” This application is also related
to United States Patent Application No. 11/064,200, filed on February 23,
2005entitled, “Integrated Cellular VOIP for Call Rerouting” (hereinafter “VoIP
Call Rerouting Patent Application”), which claimspriority from U.S. Provisional
Patent Application No. 60/547,389filed February 23, 2004; and is related to
United States Patent Application No. 10/778,970 filed February 13, 2004

entitled, “Integrating GSM and WiFi Services in Mobile Communications
Devices,” which claims priority from U.S. Provisional Patent Application No.
60/448,000 filed February 18, 2003; and is related to United States Patent
Application No. 11/503,301, filed August 14, 2006, entitled, “Method and
System for Wireless Voice Channel/Data Channel Integration,” which claims
priority from United States Patent Application No. 09/932,439filed August 15,
2001, now U.S. Patent No. 7,092,370 ("the '370 Patent"), bearing the same
title, issued August 15, 2006, the '370 Patent also claiming priority to U.S.
Provisional Patent Application No. 60/226,255 filed August 17, 2000. The
entirety of each of the foregoing is incorporated by reference herein.

BACKGROUND OFTHE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[00@2]The present invention generally relates to roaming users in mobile
networks. More specifically, the invention relates to steering the traffic of the
roaming users in VoIP clients.

[0003]VoIP (Voice Over Internet Protoco!) services use Internet Protocol to
carry voice and related content, and, beside other advantages,offer better
rates than traditional switched-circuit voice services (so-called “Plain Old
Telephone Service”or POTS), and can also provide better and more efficient
TECH/464187.1 1
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‘integratiot! Of other" data’ Services as well, such as multimedia, context and
video.

[0004]The advent and widespread use of the VoIP client Skype on personal
computers has increased the Popularity of VoIP services. In addition to built-in

presence managementand instant messaging, Skype also provides "Skype-
out” for calling out to, and "Skype-in” for receiving calls from, fixed or mobile

phonelines. Other providers, such as MSN@®, Yahoo®, and Google®, have
also added VoIP service to their instant messagingclients.

[0005}Cellular IP phones, such as a window-enabled mobile GSM WiFi phone,
configured with a Skype client, allow the IP phoneuserto enjoy the same free
VoIP service as a personal computer Skype user. This, however, requires a
special WiFi phone,or a dual-system phone with a Skypeclientinstalled.

[0006]Skype has also enhancedits VoIP client and service, to enable a user

to receivecalls to his Skype ID or Skype-IN number on an ordinary mobile, or
on a fixedline phonevia call forwarding. Additionally, ISkoot™ — a Skype add-
on service, allows a user to make outbound Skype calls to either a phone
number or another Skype ID with ordinary mobile phones, by using SMS to
send call out information to the ISkoot™ service. Thus, a two-way call out
bridge, connecting the caller's mobile phone and his called party, is
established. The bridge may use Skype Outto call both the called party and
the caller’s mobile number. Skype also provides a plug-in API, (Applications
ProgrammingInterface), used to develop presenceinformation applications at
network servers in a scalable manner, as well as server side APIs to support
simultaneous VoIP calls.

[0007]However, whether a GSM/WiFi (or WiMax or VoIP) mobile phone is
used or an ordinary phoneis used, these services fail to address the casein

which a mobile user is roaming when called on his ordinary mobile phone
number. For example, in the case of GSM WiFi phone, even though the
phone can make an inexpensive outbound Skype call when it is on a WiFi

connection, it cannot seamlessly receive a call over VoIP whencalled on the

WiFi phone’s mobile number. Another unaddressed case is when an ordinary
cell phoneis called on its mobile number while roaming — the call cannot be
received via Skype onthe user's laptop, even if the user is connected online

to an IP connection and the mobile is out ofits coverage area. Normally, a

9ae
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“mobilé“suibsttibérTamiig' jternationally might prefer to receive calls over

Skype or his VoIP account either to save money on roaming charges, for
improved quality, or in order to benefit from the additional presence or other
services associated with their chosen VoIP method.

[0008]Yet another missing case is an enhanced Skype call-in service to

forward a call to an SMSalert, or for a mobile phone to use SMStoset up a
bridged VoIP call via a VoIP-to-POTS service such as Skype Out. That type
of call setup would assist an international roamer to carry on the desired
phone call without needing to pay his home mobile carrier lofty international
roaming charges.

[0009]The co-pending VoIP Call Rerouting Patent Application describes a
service that allows automatic rerouting of a call to a mobile or fixed line

subscriber over an IP network to the subscriber's phone. That VoIP Call

Rerouting Patent Application teaches a way for a special cellular VoIP
integrated handset to detect a broadband IP connection, enabling the client to
automatically set call forwarding to the VoiP numberthat corresponds to the
current IP address. A similar concept also applies to any ordinary mobile
phone,so that as soon as a mobile goes on roaming, a user may receive calls
on a VoIP phone numbercorrespondingto the user’s locationvia IP.

[0010]That co-pending VoIP Call Rerouting Patent Application also describes
a service that allows a mobile or fixed line subscriber to receive a call

automatically rerouted over an IP network at the subscriber’ mobile. This

application also teaches howan ordinary phone can accomplish this rerouting
to a VoIP mobile phone, and how VPMN, HPMNorIP service providers can
enable this service based on various business models.

[0011]In accordance with the foregoing, there is a need in the art for a system,
method, computer product and service which, will automatically route a call to
the subscriber's non-VoIP wireless or fixed line number over IP to the

subscriber’s VoIP client when a subscriber's VoIP client is online. The

subscriber's wireless orfixed line carrier or home wireless network operator
may perform the routing operation, and can condition the routing to depend on
whether the non-Vo!P numberis roaming or not answering.
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“BRIEFDESCRIPTION OFDRAWINGS

[0012]in the drawings, the sameorsimilar reference numbers identify similar
elements oracts.

[0013]FIG. 1 represents an Integrated Cellular VoIP (ICV) System, in
accordance with an embodimentof the invention;

[0014]FIG. 2 represents the ICV system implemented using a Skype service,
in accordance with an embodimentof the invention;

[0015]FIG. 3 represents a flow diagram of unconditional call forwarding
implementation of the ICV system using the Skype service, in accordance
with an embodimentofthe invention;

[0016]FIGS. 4A and 4B represent a flow diagram of conditional late call
forwarding implementation of the ICV system using the Skype service, in
accordancewith a first embodiment of the invention;

[0017]FIGS. 5A and 5B represent a flow diagram of conditional late call

forwarding implementation’ of the ICV system using the Skype service, in
accordance with a second embodimentof the invention;

[0018]FIG. 6 represents a flow diagram for switching oftraffic from a second
communication networktoafirst communication network, in accordance with
one embodimentof the invention;

[0019]FIG. 7 represents a flow diagram for switching of traffic from the first
communication network to the second communication network, in accordance
with another embodimentofthe invention;

[0020]FIG. 8 represents a system for implementing the ICV system using an
IM-VoIP like service, in accordance with an embodiment of the invention;
[0021]FiIG. 9 represents a flow diagram of unconditional call forwarding
implementation of the ICV system using the IM-VoIP like service, in
accordance with an embodimentofthe invention:

[0022]FIGS. 10A and 10B represent a flow diagram of conditional late call
forwarding implementation of the ICV system using the IM-VoIP like service,
in accordancewith a first embodiment of the invention;
[0023]FIGS. 11A and 11B represent a flow diagram of conditional late call
forwarding implementation of the ICV system using the IM-VoIP like service,
in accordance with a second embodimentof the invention;
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“fod24]F1G? 12"feprasénts |gystem for implementing the ICV system using a
Vonagelike service, in accordance with an embodimentof the invention;
[0025]FIG. 13 represents a flow diagram of unconditional call forwarding
implementation of the ICV system using the Vonage like service, in
accordance with an embodimentofthe invention;

[0026]FIGS. 14A and 14B represent a flow diagram of conditional late call

forwarding implementation of the ICV system using the Vonagelike service,in
accordancewith a first embodimentofthe invention;

[0027]FIGS. 15A and 15B represent a flow diagram of conditional late call

forwarding implementation of the ICV system using the Vonagelike service, in
accordance with a second embodimentof the invention;

[0028]F IG. 16 represents a system for implementing the ICV system using a
Skype-IN like service for a fixed line subscriber, in accordance with an
embodimentofthe invention;

[0029]FIG. 17 represents a flow diagram representing unconditional call
forwarding implementation of the ICV system using the Skype-IN like service
for the fixed line subscriber, in accordance with an embodiment of the
invention;

[0030]FIG. 18 represents a flow diagram of conditional call forwarding
implementation of the ICV system using the Skype-IN like service for the fixed
line subscriber, in accordance with an embodiment ofthe invention;
[0031]FIG. 19 represents a system for implementing the ICV system using the
IM-VoIP like service for a fixed line subscriber, in accordance with an
embodimentofthe invention:

[0032]FIG. 20 represents a flow diagram of unconditional call forwarding
implementation of the ICV system using the IM-VoIP like service for the fixed
line subscriber, in accordance with an embodimentof the invention;
[0033]FIG. 21 represents a flow diagram of conditional call forwarding
implementation of the ICV system using the IM-VoIP like service for the fixed
line subscriber, in accordance with an embodiment of the invention;
[0034]FIG. 22 represents a system for implementing the ICV system using the
Vonage like service for a fixed line subscriber, in accordance with an
embodimentof the invention;
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‘{0d35]FIG" '33""represenis4"flow diagram of unconditional call forwarding
implementation of the ICV system using the Vonagelike service for the fixed
line subscriber, in accordance with an embodimentof the invention;

[0036]FIG. 24 represents a flow diagram of conditional late call forwarding
implementation of the ICV system using the Vonagelike service for the fixed
line subscriber, in accordance with a first embodimentof the invention;
[0037]FIG 25 represents a generic SIP based system diagram for
implementing the ICV system for both wireless and fixed line subscribers, in
accordance with an embodimentofthe invention:

[0038]FIG. 26 represents a flow chart for SMS forwarding via a second
communication network, in accordance with an embodimentof the invention;
[0039]FIG. 27 represents a flow chart for SMS forwarding via a second
communication network, in accordance with another embodiment of the
invention; and

[0040]FIG. 28 represents a flow chart for implementing the ICV system, in
accordancewith an embodimentof the invention.

SUMMARY

[0041]The present invention is directed to a service that will’ automatically
route a call to the subscriber’s non-VolP wireless orfixed line numberover|P
to the subscriber's VoIP client, when a subscriber’s VoIP client is online. The
subscriber's wireless orfixed line home operator may perform the routing, and
system can route to different destinations based on conditions such as

whetherthe the non-VoIP numberis roaming or whetherit is not answering.

[0042]An aspect of the present invention comprises a system for routing a
subscriber's calls associated with a first communication networkincluding a
home network or a visited network, by means of a gateway coupled to that
first communications network. That gateway monitors roaminglinksofthefirst
communication network and detects the subscriber registering with the visited
network, and which receives location information corresponding to the
location of the subscriber and selects a routing identifier, associated with at
least one client coupled to the gateway via a second communication network.
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"The’“rouitiFig'idénitifidr'isAssociated with the client, and the gateway transfers
the traffic of the subscriber to the client at the associated routing identifier,
using the first or second communication network. The gateway further
includes a mechanism to determinestatus ofthe client or the subscriber.

[0043}Another aspect of the present invention provides a system including a
gateway coupled to a first communication system and a client application
coupled to a client, which detects a coupling with a second communication

system and transfers at least one message to the gatewayvia the coupling.
The message may include identification information of the client or
instructions and status information. The gateway establishes an association
between a subscriber anda routing identifier associated with the client on the

second communication system, and determines routing to the client via the
second communication system that corresponds to the routing identifier of the
client. The gateway transfers the traffic, received at the first communication

system to the client as a VoIP call via the second communication system,
using the routing and the status information.

[0044]Yet another aspect of the present invention presents a method for
routing subscribertraffic that includes detecting the status or presence ofthe
subscriber in a visited network. The method includes detecting a subscriber
registration to a visited network, the subscriber beinginitially registered to a
home network, the home network and the visited network being a part of a
first communication network, receiving location information corresponding to a
location of the subscriber, detecting at a gateway, status of at least one client

associated with the subscriber, the client being coupled to the gateway via a
second communication network, the gateway coupled to the first
communication network, selecting a routing identifier associated with the

client, the routing identifier corresponding to the location of the subscriber,
and transferring traffic of the subscriber to the client at the associated routing
identifier using at least one ofthe first communication network and the second
communication network, wherein the transfer oftraffic is performed based on
the detected status ofthe client.

[0045}Another aspect of the present invention provides a computer program
productincluding computer usable program codefor routing subscribertraffic,
detecting.a subscriber registration to a visited network, in which the subscriber
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8 a liofne network and the home andvisited networks
being a part of a first communication network, receiving subscriber location
information, detecting client status at a gateway, the client being coupled to
the gateway via a second communication network, and the gateway being
coupled to the first communication network, selecting a routing identifier
corresponding to the location of the subscriber associated with the client, and
transferring traffic of the subscriber to the client at the associated routing
identifier using at least one ofthe first communication network and the second
communication network, in which the transferoftraffic is performed based on
the detected status ofthe client.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0046]In the following description, for purposes of explanation, specific
numbers, materials and configurations are set forth in order to provide a
thorough understanding of the invention. It will be apparent, however, to one
having ordinary skill in the art, that the invention may be practised without
these specific details. In some instances, well-known features may be omitted
or simplified, so as not to obscure the present invention. Furthermore,
reference in the specification to "one embodiment’or "an embodiment” means
that a particular feature, structure or characteristic, described in connection
with the embodiment,is included in at least one embodiment of the invention.
The appearance of the phrase “in an embodiment,” in various places in the
specification, does not necessarily refer to the same embodiment.
[0047] The first communications network or second communications network
under the present invention can be WiMax. Many embodiments of the

presentinvention areillustrated in this patent application using examples of
subsribers using the present invention to integrate phone calls with VoIP and

the Internet. In the current state of the art, phone calls are often made using
POTS or GSM or CDMAcellular networks. VoIP calls are often received over

the Internet, connected via Ethemet, WiFi, DSL, cable modem connected by
DOCSYSorother physical layers or even by dialup connections. Integrating
presence and routing phone calls from one such network to any other such
network are possible under the present invention. In addition, in the state of
the art, so-called WiMax networks are being established worldwide, using
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“Bublic “treeSBectrdntt “Gp épectrum specially allocated and licensed by
governments. WiMax is a very high bandwidth protocol for transmitting data
by radio frequency carrier wave. It is ammenable to use for phone calls and
video calls such as those knownin todays POTS,cellular and so-called "3G"

networks. WiMax is also ammenable to use by personal computers, laptops
or smart devices for data or Internet connectivity in the same manner as WiFi

connections are commonly used today. In the present invention, phonecalls
to be rerouted may be placed in WiMax networks using WiMax enabled phone
devices, oralternatively phonecalls from any source can be rerouted to VoIP

clients or other second communications networks to which a subscriber
connects by meansof a WiMaxtransciever,

ICV System

[0048]FIG. 1 represents an Integrated Cellular VoIP (ICV) System 100 for
routing traffic of a subscriber 102 associated with a first communication

network 104 via a second communication network 106. First communication

network 104 includes an HPMN (Home Public Mobile Network) 108, and a
VPMN (Visited Public Mobile Network) 110, which are cellular networks. In
another embodimentofthe invention, the first communication network 104 is
POTS, and the subscriberis a fixed line subscriber. Second communication
network 106 is an IP based network, such as, but not limited to, a VoIP
network,the Internet, a WiFi network, or a WiMax network. Subscriber 102 is
a homesubscriber of the HPMN 108, and may be roaming in VPMN 110, thus
making it an outbound roamerfrom the perspective of HPMN 108.

[0049]In accordance with an embodiment of the invention, subscriber 102

uses a communication device, such as, but not limited to, a mobile station, a
fixed line phone, a Wi-Fi enabled mobile phone, a WiMax enabled mobile
phone, a personal computer connected to a widely accessible network such
as the Internet, a portable computing device connected to a widely accessible
network such as the Internet, a portable telephone,a portable communication
device, a phone adaptor, or a personal digital assistant connected to a
communications network.

[8@50]H1PMN 108 includes a GMSC (Gateway Mobile Switching Center) 112
and an HLR (HomeLocation Register) 114, which receives subscriber 102’s
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(Visited Location Register/Visited Mobile Switching Center) 116 connected to
the HLR 114, such as by a SS7 link 118. There may be a case when
subscriber 102 is not in the coverageof either HPMN 108 or VPMN 110. For

example, the subscriber may have his mobile phone switched off or may not
be picking up the calls. In such cases, a gateway 120 is able to route any
calls intended to subscriber 102 originally intended for mobile termination,
instead to a client 122 associated with subscriber 102 via second

communication network 106. Client 122 preferably couples to gateway 120 via
second communication network 106. In accordance with an embodiment of

the invention, the gateway can be any sort of gateway for person to person
communications, including but not limited to, a VoIP gateway, a Skype
gateway, a Vonage like gateway, a SIP/IMS gateway, or an IM-VoIP gateway
or any othertype of VoIP, SIP or instant-messaging type type gateway. Client
122 is a VoIP client such as, but notlimited to, Skype™, Yahoo®, Google®,
GizmoProject, MSN®, Vonage or any SIP, VoIP or messaging client. Client
122 may be a VoIP based application installed on a PC, a laptop or a smart
device associated with subscriber 102. Theclient installed on any oneof the
deviceslisted above hereinafter interchangeably refers to as client 122.

[0051]In one embodiment of the invention, gateway 120 couples to both,
HPMN 108 and VPMN 110. Alternatively, HPMN 108 may deploy gateway
120 or a third network that has access to HPMN 108 may host gateway 120. If
the third network hosts the gateway, the gateway can support multiple home
operators, thereby making the implementation scalable. In another

embodimentof the invention, the visited network operator 106 deploys ICV
system 100 and gateway 120 couples to VPMN 110. Usually, gateway 120
has an SS7interface to HLR 114 of HPMN 108 and hence is always online
from HLR’s perspective. When subscriber 102 subscribes to the services
provided by ICV system 100,the client 122, installed at subscriber's device, is
able mutually to accept VoIP client interface of gateway 120 at HPMN 108, as
buddies. In other words, this embodiment enables each client to indicate the
presence of other VoIP clients as being available for communications, to the
extent that each VoIP client has designated the other as a “buddy”or as being
permitted to indicate presence. Subscriber 102 can turn on or turn. off
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‘Incomitig"calis"on His*mobilé numbervia IP when connected by configuring
client's 122 presence indication to the home operator's VoIP client (at
gateway 120). (for example “visible/invisible (or block/unblock)’, or “visible but
not available” or “visible but do not disturb” or “invisible but available’ — a

designation meaning theclient will be able to see which buddies are present,
but will not display its own presence to them_) This client control of visibility
to gateway 120 is referred to herein as presence managementof the client.
The presence managementof a VoIP client can be controlled via an API (a
client application built on the application programming interface of the VoIP
client), which may also provide a user interface to the VoIP client. For

example, the AP! of the VoIP client can switch the Visibility status of its client
towards the VoIP gateway.

[0052]In accordance with an embodiment of the invention, the client
application(i.e. the AP!) coupled to client 122 detects a coupling of client 122
with the second communication system, and transfers one or more messages
to the gateway via the coupling. The messages mayinclude identification
information of client 122 and one or more instructions and status information

pertaining to client 122. The message may contain in its header, routing
information from client 122 to gateway 120. The status information is either

blocking or unblocking information of client 122. The status information may
also define the call forwarding status of client 122 with the required call
forwarding number. Gateway 120 may receive these instructions including
control instructions such as, an Instant Message (IM) or an SMS.

[0053]In one embodiment of the invention, gateway 120 can support any
numberof types of VoIP clients 122 to support different subscribers. Often,
ordinary users will subscribe to a numberof different VoIP or messaging
services. For example, a person might generally use Skype to communicate
with all other Skype subscribers, but might also operate a SIP client for
Vonage Softphone, in order to make calls from his laptop using his home
Vonage account. Or a person might both subscribe to AOL Instant
Messenger for buddies in the U.S., but also Neophone to make calls in
Europe. Or a person may have onesetoffriends that are “puddies” on MSN

Messenger, but anotherset of friends that use Google Talk. A gateway 120
that supports multiple types of VoIP or messaging clients could enable a

1]
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"Sirigle SUBSériBeFto"havéfhéne calls forwardedto various VoIP clients based
on configurable conditions.

[0054]in particular, gateway 120 supports different subscribers or phone
numbers (fixed or mobile) with a single VoIP client or multiple VoIP clients.
There could also be one physical gateway 120 supporting multiple types of
VoIP clients, or one gateway for each type of VoIP client. For example, there
may be a Skype™ VoIP gateway for a Skype type client and a Yahoo® VoIP
gateway for a Yahoo®typeclient. In another embodimentof the invention, a
subscriber may have multiple associated VoIP clients of different types. In
such cases, the subscriber may choose to have a client preferential order
such that only the most preferred client available online (with the VoIP
gateway client), is called. The preference can also be sequential whereby a
caller may call the next preferred client only when the mostpreferredclient is
unavailable. In yet another embodimentof the invention, the gateway couples
to the HPMNto cater to multiple subscribers presentin the home network.

[0055]Gateway 120 monitors the SS7 link 118 (i.e. the roaming SCCPlink)
exchanged between HPMN 108 and VPMN 110, thereby detecting
registration of subscriber 102 with VPMN 110. In one embodiment of the

invention, gateway 112 uses a roamer probe database (RPD) 124 tointercept
the SS7 link 118. Gateway 120 connects to the RPD 124 using an IP protocol.

-RPD 124 monitors messages, including but not limited to, MAP location
update, InsertSubscriberData (ISD), Cancel Location, and PurgeMS
messages at the roaming links of the operator (i.e. HPMN 108). RPD 124
Stores the subscriber’s current VLR/VMSC/SGSN locations, IMSI/MSISDN,
conditional forwarding information and other subscriber profile data. Further,
when HPMN 108 receives a PurgeMS or a CancelLocation without a new
location update, the current roamer’s RPD deletes the subscriber record,
Gateway 120 may access RPD 122 to checkif subscriber 102 is roaming with
VPMN 110. Thus, gateway 120 receives the location information
corresponding to the location of subscriber 102 from RPD 124. Hence,
gateway 120 embodies a mechanism to determine the status of both
subscriber 102 and client 122. Gateway 120 uses RPD 124 to detect whether
subscriber 102 is in any operator's coverage in first communication network
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“104, Alsd,"the"VoIP’ client"Ofgateway 120 at HPMN 108receivestheclient's
Status information via the second communication network 106.

[0056]Also, gateway 120 selects a routing identifier associated with client 122.

The routing identifier is typically a number associated with the client.

Examples of routing identifiers may include, but are notlimited to, a Skype-IN
number, a mobile number of the subscriber, a fixed landline number

associated with the subscriber, a temporary assigned routing number
corresponding to the location of the subscriber and a temporarily assigned
late call forwarding number for the subscriber. Gateway 120 selects the
routing identifier based on the type of VoIP client is used. In addition, the
selection also depends on whether the subscriber is a wireless or a wireline
subscriber. The VoIP client may or may not have a call-in number associated

with it. For example, a VoIP client such as Skype has a Skype-IN number
associated with it. However, a VoIP client like MSN® does not have any
associated call-in number. Even in such a case, it is possible to route the
traffic (call traffic etc.) for the subscriber at a routing identifier associated with

such client. The routing identifier in this case may be a temporary assigned
routing number. In one embodimentof the invention, the routing identifier may
be corresponding to the location of the subscriber. In the case of a temporarily
assigned number, the HPMN operator may configure / program the VoIP
Gateway to support independent VoIP calls between the HPMN’s VoIP Client
and each subscriber's VoIP Client. Thereafter, gateway 120 transfers the

traffic associated with the subscriber to client 122 at the associated routing
identifier using second communication network 106. The traffic associated
with the subscriber maybecall traffic or value added services traffic such as

an SMS.In other words, gateway 120 may forward a subscriber's call, text
message, or a text messageindicating the call, to the client. Gateway 120
typically would transfer the traffic to the routing identifier using second
communication network 106, i.e., the IP based network. The case, in which
the IP network is down, gateway 120 routes the traffic using first
communication network 104, i.e., the cellular network. However, in such
cases, gateway 120 routes the call to the mobile numberof the subscriber
and notto the VoIP client of the subscriber.
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[0057]TheICV"systeit deSctibed herein integrates VoIP with SS7 signaling
and, in contrast to typical integrated communication systems, allows roaming
subscribers to receive telephone calls as VoIP calls at the routing numbers of

_the client associated with the subscriber. The ICV system also supports
integrated cellular Wi-Fi services for cellular telephones. The ICS system also
supports multiple cellular technologies including GSM, CDMA, and TDMA,to
name a few.

[0058]SS7 signaling is a Common ChannelSignaling (“CCS”) system defined
by the International Telecommunications Union-Telecommunication

Standardization Sector (‘ITU-T’). SS7 signaling is common_in
telecommunication networks and provides a suite of protocols, which enables
routing of circuit and non-circuit related information within and between

networks. The protocols of SS7 signaling include but are not limited to

Message Transfer Part ("MTP”), Signaling Connection Control Part ("SCCP”),
and Integrated Service Digital Network (”ISDN’) User Part ("ISUP”).
[0059]FIG. 2 represents an ICV system 200 implemented using the Skype™
service, in accordance with an embodimentof the invention. This embodiment

applies to wireless subscribers presentin first communication network 104.

ICV system 200 is a modified version of ICV system 100. ICV system 200
includes a Skype gateway 202 as the VoIP gateway, so as to cater to Skype
users. Further, HPMN 108 deploys Skype gateway 202, with RPD 124
monitoring the roaming SCCPlinks between HPMN 108 and VPMN 110. RPD

124 provides the roaming information to Skype gateway 202. The subscriber
may use a laptop, a PC or a smart device with a Skypeclient 204 connected

to the Skype gateway 202 using IP protocol. ICV system 200 advantageously
utilizes the fact that Skype provides a call-in number (Skype-IN) facility and
assumesthat subscriber 102 has subscribedto the call-in service of Skype™,
[0060]FIG. 3 represents a flow diagram of unconditional call forwarding
implementation in ICV system 200 using the Skype service, in accordance

with an embodiment of the invention. The unconditional call forwarding implies
that routing of any mobile terminated (MT) call to an outbound roamerat his

mobile numbertoits associatedclient over the IP network. In accardance with

various embodiments of the invention, subscriber 102 is interchangeably
referred to herein as subscriber B. At step 302, subscriber B connects to the
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‘ihterhet'(Gr'any ‘otheiP"Based network) using the Skype client 204. At step
304, Skype client 204 informshis ‘online’ status to the Skype gateway 202
present in HPMN 108 of subscriber B. Thereafter, in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention, at step 306, Skype gateway 204 checks
subscriber B’s roaming status and other subscriber information with HLR 114,

Skype gateway 204 checks whether unconditional call forwarding is set
against RPD 124.If not, at step 308, Skype gateway 202 sets unconditional

call forwarding for subscriber B to the Skype-IN number. To do so, Skype
gateway 202 issues messages, for example, MAP RegisterSS in GSM
network, to the HLR 114. Next, at step 310, another subscriber A calls

subscriber B at his mobile number and the call reaches at GMSC 112 of

subscriber B’s network. Thereafter, at Step 312, GMSC 112 requests
subscriber B’s routing information from the HLR 114 by sending a MAP SRI
message (in a GSM implementation) to the HLR. In case of a CDMA network

implementation, an IS 41 MAP Location Request message is used.
Thereafter, at step 314, HLR 114 returns subscriber B’s Skype-IN numberto
GMSC 112. Finally, at step 316, GMSC 112 initiates a call set up using
subscriber A's number, subscriber B’s called number (as the originally called
number) and the Skype-IN number of subscriber B. Hence, the Skype
gateway 202 re-directs the call initially destined to mobile number of

subscriber B, to the Skype-IN number associated with the Skypeclient 204.

[0061]FIGS. 4A and 4B represent a flow diagram of conditional late call

forwarding implementation of the ICV system 200 using Skype a VoIP or
messaging client or method such as Skype, in accordance with a first

embodimentof the invention. In the case of Skype, and other peer-to-peer or
client-based VoIP networks,often a variation of the ordinaryclient is available
that permits commercial operation of Skype, permits publishing presence to
other applications, and is configured as a “supermode,”that is as a client that

is capable of processing a great deal more peertraffic than the ordinary free-
of-chargeclient that ordinary users download and operate on their computers.
Optionally, ICV System 200, or gateway 202 would operate in conjunction
with such a “supernode” or commercial-grade version of a VoIP Client. More

information about state-of-the art commercial extensions on free peer-to-peer
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“messaging systemsisavailable in the September 15, 2004 article by Salman
A. Basset whichis incorporated herein by this reference.

[0062]This embodiment uses DP 12 terminating trigger to implement the
conditional iate call forwarding. At step 402, subscriber B connects to the
Internet (or any other IP based network) using Skype client 204. At step 404,
Skype client 204 informs his ‘online’ status to Skype gateway 202 presentin
HPMN 108 of subscriber B. Thereafter, at step 406, subscriber A calls
subscriber B at his mobile number and the call reaches GMSC 112 of B’s
network. At step 408, GMSC 112 requests B’s routing information from HLR
114, by sending a MAP SRI message(in a GSM implementation) to HLR 114.
In case of a CDMA network implementation, an IS 41 MAP Location Request
message is used. Thereafter, at step 410, HLR 114 returns the terminating
trigger to GMSC 112. The terminating trigger may be a Camel T-CS! in GSM

implantation or a WIN in CDMA implementation. The terminating trigger used
may also depend on specific switch vendors such as Siemens, Nokia etc.
GMSC 112 downloads the terminating trigger only when the subscriberis
roaming. At step 412, GMSC 112 issues a trigger request, such as Initial DP
in IN protocol, to the Skype gateway 202, whichis equipped with support ofIN
protocols.

[0063]Thereafter, at step 414, Skype gateway 202 issues a MAP ISD (IMSI-B)
message to VLR/VMSC_ 116 of subscriber B. The Skype gateway 202
receives VLR/ VMSC 116 information either from Initial DP or from RPD 124.

The Skype gateway 202 sends the MAP ISD message to remove (set to
empty) the conditional forwarding information from the VLR/VMSC. Next, at
step 416, Skype gateway 202 requests the monitoring of call events, such as
NO-ANSWER and BUSY, from GMSC 112, and issues a CONTINUE
message to GMSC 112. At step 418, GMSC 112 again requests HLR 114 for
the routing information of subscriber B. At step 420, HLR 114 returns the
routing number (i.e. the routing identifier), such as MSRN in GSM
implementation and TLDN in CDMA implementation. GMSC 112 then
continues the call setup using the routing number, at step 422. If subscriber B
does not respond to the call at the MSRN, then, at step 424, GMSC 112
sends an event report to Skype gateway 202. At step 426, Skype gateway

1
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"302"agai raquésts. formorittoring of call events such as NO-ANSWERand
BUSYfrom GMSC 112. Thereafter, at step 428, Skype gateway 202 requests
GMSC 112 to connect subscriber B’s Skype-IN number. Hence, at step 430,
GMSC112 initiates a call set up using subscriber A’s number, subscriber B's
called number(as the originally called number) and the Skype-IN numberof
subscriber B.

[0064]In case Skype client 204 did not respond to the call at the Skype-IN
number, at step 432, GMSC 112 is able to send an event report to Skype
gateway 202. If subscriber B sets the Skype client 204 with call forwarding,
such as to a Skype voicemail, the call goes to the forwarded number.

Thereafter, at step 434, Skype gateway 202 gets the conditional forwarding
number of subscriber B, either from RPD 124 or by issuing MAPInterrogate
SS (or messages like AnyTimeSubscriberProfile, restoreData or

SendParameters), to HLR 114 on the late call forwarding number
corresponding to the late forwarding condition received. The late call

forwarding number maybe a temporarily allocated number.At step 436, Skype
gateway 202, requests GMSC 112 to connect to the late call forwarding
number of subscriber B. Hence, at step 438, Skype gateway 202 re-directs
the call initially destined to mobile number of subscriber B, to the tate call
forwarding numberof subscriber B.

[O065]FIGS. 5A and 5B represent a flow diagram of conditional late call

forwarding implementation of ICV system 200 using the Skype service, in
accordance with a second embodiment of the invention. This embodiment

uses DP 2 or DP3trigger to implement the conditional late call forwarding.
Contrary to the previously described embodiment for the DP 12 trigger
implementation, this implementation does not require a HLR trigger profile,
whichis an expensive resource in terms of HLR storage when there are many
subscribers, and in terms of the number of different T-CSI profiles a
subscriber can have. Also, the call flow is no different from ordinary call flow
when subscriber B is not roaming or not online. At step 502, subscriber B
connects to the Internet (or any other IP based network) using Skypeclient
204. At step 504, Skype client 204 informs his ‘online’ status to the Skype
gateway 202 present in HPMN 108 of subscriberB. Skype gateway 202 may
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fut

check thatthe'roaming Status and unconditionalcall forwarding (CFU)status
is unset. Thereafter, at step 506, Skype gateway 202 sets the CFU to a
Dummy Number(DN) via MAP RegisterSS at subscriber B's HLR entry. Since
GMSC 112 uses the DP 2 or DP 3 trigger, it is able to perform event
supervision on the DN. At step 508, subscriber A calls subscriber B at his

mobile numberandthe call reaches GMSC 112 of subscriber B’s network. At

step 510, GMSC 112 requests subscriber B’s routing information from HLR

114 by sending a MAP SRI message (in a GSM implementation) to HLR 114.
In case of a CDMA network implementation, an IS 41 MAP Location Request
messageis used. Thereafter, at step 512, HLR 114 returns the DN to GMSC
112.

[0066]Next, at step 514, GMSC 112 issues the DP2 or DP3 network trigger
request onthe DN(e.g. InitialDP in IN protocol) to Skype Gateway 202, which
is equipped with support for IN protocols. In this case, the IDP parameters
should contain the original called numberof subscriber B. At step 516, Skype
gateway 202 issues a MAPISD(IMSI-B) message to VLR/VMSC 116 of
subscriber B. Skype gateway 202 receives the information of VLR/ VMSC 116

either from Initial DP or from RPD 124. Skype gateway 202 sends the MAP
ISD message to remove (set to empty) the conditional forwarding information
from VLR/VMSC 116. Then, at step 518, Skype gateway 202 requests the
monitoring of call events such as NO-ANSWER,and BUSY from GMSC112.

Thereafter, at step 520, Skype gateway 202 issues a MAP PRN (IMSI-B)
message to VLR/VMSC 116 with the information received from RPD 124. At

step 522, VLR/VMSC 116 returns the routing number to Skype gateway 202.
The routing numberis the MSRN in GSM implementation, while it is the TLDN

in CDMA implementation. Upon receiving the routing number, Skype gateway
202, at step 524, issues an IN protocol message CONNECT(A, MSRN) to
GMSC 112. At step 526, GMSC 112 continues the call setup towards the
routing number. In case, subscriber B did not respondto the call at the mobile

number, at step 528, GMSC 112 sends the event report to Skype gateway
202.

[0067]Thereafter, at step 530, Skype gateway 202 again requests for
monitoring of call events such as NO-ANSWERand BUSYfrom GMSC 112.

Thereafter, at step 532, Skype gateway 202 requests GMSC 112 to connect
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hele
"subSciibét 'B'S"Skype-IN' Huber. Hence, at step 534, GMSC 112 initiates a
call set up using subscriber A’s number, subscriber B’s called number (as
originally called number) and the Skype-IN number of subscriber B. The
Skype client can answerthe call, whenringing.

[0068]In case, Skype client 204 did not respond to the call at the Skype-IN
numbereither, at step 536, GMSC 112 sends the event report to Skype
gateway 202. In case the subscriber B sets Skype client 204 with call
forwarding such as a Skype voicemail, the call goes to the forwarded number.

At step 538, Skype gateway 202 gets the conditional forwarding numberofB,

either from RPD 124 or by issuing MAP Interrogate SS (or messages like
AnyTimeSubscriberProfile, restoreData or SendParameters), to HLR 114 on
the late call forwarding number corresponding to the late forwarding condition
received. At step 540, Skype gateway 202 requests GMSC 112 to connectto

the late call forwarding numberof subscriber B. Hence at step 542, the Skype
gateway 202 re-directs the call initially destined to mobile number of

subscriberB,to the late call forwarding numberof subscriber B.

[0069]in some of the above explanations accompanying the figures, the VoIP
clients may be busy, not answering, or not reachable. Hence, it is desirable

for the ICV system to have the ability to switch the calls from VoIP clients to
mobile station and vice versa. The reason for switching from VoIP client to
mobile may due to improvementin the voice quality during the middle of VoIP
client call, by switching the call to the mobile.

[0070]FIG. 6 represents a flow diagram for switching oftraffic from a second
communication network to a first communication network, in accordance with

one embodiment of the invention. This embodiment uses DP 12 terminating
trigger to implement the switching of traffic. At step 602, subscriber B

connects to the Internet (or any other IP based network) using the Skype
client 204, At step 604, Skype client 204 informs his ‘online’ status to Skype
gateway 202, present in HPMN 108 of subscriber B. Thereafter, at step 606,
subscriber A calls subscriber B at his mobile number and the call reaches

GMSC 112 of subscriber B’s network. At step 608, GMSC 112 requests
subscriber B’s routing information from HLR 114 by sending a MAP SRI
message(in a GSM implementation) to HLR 114. In case of a CDMA network

implementation, an IS 41 MAP Location Request message is used.
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“Thereafter,“at"step'610, AR 114 returns the terminating trigger to GMSC
112. The terminating trigger may be a Camel T-CSI in GSM implantation or a
WIN in CDMA implementation. The terminating trigger is also dependent on
specific switch vendors such as Siemens, Nokia etc. GMSC 112 downloads
the terminating trigger only when a subscriberis roaming. At step 612, GMSC
112 issues a trigger request such as, Initial DP in IN protocol, to Skype
gateway 202, which is equipped with support of IN protocols.

[0071] Thereafter, at step 614, Skype gateway 202 requests monitoring of call
events such as DISCONNECT, Busy or No Answerfrom GMSC andissues a
CONNECT(Skype-IN number). At step 616, GMSC 112 sets up the call from
subscriber A to Skype-IN numberof subscriber B. At step 618, Skype client
204 answers the call at Skype-IN number. Thereafter, at step 620, Skype
client 204 sends an Instant Message (IM) to Skype gateway 202 requesting to
switch the ongoing call to subscriber B’s mobile number. At Step 622, Skype
gateway 202 grants switching and asks Skype client 204 to disconnect the

call. Hence, at step 624, Skypeclient 204 disconnects the call. GMSC 112, at
step 626, issues the event report of DISCONNECTto Skype gateway 204.
Further, at step 628, Skype gateway 204 issues the PRN (IMSI-B) to
VLR/VMSC 116. Skype gateway 202 receives the information of VLR/ VMSC
116 either from Initial DP or from RPD 124. At step 630, VLR 116 returns the
routing number (i.e. the routing identifier) such as, MSRN in GSM

implementation and TLDN in CDMA implementation. Skype gateway 202
issues a Connect to routing number to GMSC 112, step 632. Finally, at step
634, subscriber B answersthe voice call from A at his mobile number.

[0072]There may also be a requirement of switching an ongoing call and not
just a no responding call from a mobile numberto the VoIP client. The reason
for this would be the higher cost of a call to the mobile in comparison to the
call at the VoIP client whenit is online. FIG. 7 represents a flow diagram for
switching of traffic from first communication network 104 to second
communication network 106, in accordance with another embodimentof the
invention. This embodiment uses DP 2 or DP 3 trigger to implement the
switching oftraffic. At step 702, subscriber B connects to the Internet (or any
other IP based network) using Skype client 204. At step 704, Skypeclient 204
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‘infofms'his“online”statust6 Skype gateway 202 present in HPMN 108 of
subscriber B. At step 706, Skype gateway 202 checks the roaming status and
unconditional call forwarding (CFU) status against RPD 124, Thereafter,
Skype gateway 202 sets the CFU to a Dummy Number (DN) via MAP
RegisterSS at subscriber B’s HLRentry. Since GMSC 112 uses DP 2 or DP 3

trigger, it is able to perform event supervision on the DN. At step 708,
subscriber A calls subscriber B at his mobile number andthe call reaches

GMSC 112 of subscriber B’s network. At step 710, GMSC 112 requests
subscriber B’s routing information from HLR 114 by sending a MAP SRI
message (in a GSM implementation) to the HLR. In case of a CDMA network

implementation, an IS 41 MAPLocation Request messageis used. Further, at
step 712, HLR 114 returns the DN to GMSC 112.

[0073]Thereafter, at step 714, GMSC 112 issues the DP2 or DP3 network

trigger request on the DN (e.g. InitialIDP in IN protocol) to Skype Gateway
202, which is equipped with support for IN protocols. In this case, the IDP
parameters should contain the original called numberof B. At step 716, Skype
gateway 202 requests monitoring of events such as DISCONNECT from

GMSC 112. Thereafter, at step 718, Skype gateway 202 issues PRN (IMSI-B)
message to VLR/VMSC 116 of subscriber B. VLR/ VMSC 116 returns the

routing number (MSRN)at step 720. GMSC 112,at step 722, routes the call

to the mobile. Subscriber B answersthe call at step 724, At step 726, Skype
client 204 sends an IM to the Skype gateway requesting to switch the call to
Skype client 204. Thereafter, at Step 728, Skype gateway 202 grants the
switching and requests the subscriber to disconnect the call to the mobile.

The subscriber disconnects the call at his mobile numberat step 730. At step
732, GMSC 112 issues the DISCONNECT event report to Skype gateway
202. Thereafter, at step 734, Skype gateway 202 issues a CONNECT(Skype-
IN) to GMSC 112. GMSC 112 routes the call to the Skype-IN numberat step
736. Hence,the voice call gets through the IP network when the Skype client
answersthe call.

[0074]In both the above embodiments, Skype is an explanatory VoIP client for
switching call flow. However, it would be apparentto a personskilled in the art
that similar call flows would be applicable to other VOIP clients like Yahon®,
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"Googlé, Gizmon, MSNéte:ffwould also be apparent to a personskilled in the
art that the implementation, as explained above,also allows the subscriber to

alternate between one device and anotherseveral times using the instructions
communicated to the VoIP/Skype™-Gateway from the IM/Skypeclient.
[0075]FIG. 8 represents a system for implementing an |CV system 800 using
an IM-VoIP service, in accordance with an embodiment ofthe invention. This

embodiment caters to wireless subscribers in first communication network

104. ICV system 800 is modified version of ICV system 200 to include an IM-

VoIP gateway 802 instead of the Skype gateway to cater to any IM based
VoIP service. Further, ICV system 800 includes a voice gateway 804
connected to GMSC 112 via a Voice trunk using ISUP protocol. The voice
gateway 804 connects to IM-VoIP gateway 802 via an IP link. Moreover,
HPMN 108 deploys IM-VoIP gateway 802, with RPD 124 monitoring the
roaming SCCPlinks between HPMN 108 and VPMN 110. The RPD provides
the roaming information to IM-VoIP gateway 802 by monitoring roaming
messagesat the roaminglinks of HPMN 108to build up roaming profile of the
roamers in the database. The subscriber may use a laptop, a PC or a smart

device with an IM-VoIP client 806 connected to the IM-VoIP gateway 802
using IP protocol. The ICV system 800 is applicable for IM-VoIP clients, such
as, but notlimited to, MSN, Yahoo®, Google andthe like, wherein, there is no
call-in numberfacility. It’s even useful for a subscriber of IM-VoIP clients such

as Skype and Gizmon where there is a call-in number service but the

subscriber has not signed up for it. In such a case, a temporary assigned
number, preferably a local number depending on the local area where the
subscriber is present, is used to route the call.

[0076]FIG. 9 represents a flow diagram of unconditional call forwarding
implementation of ICV system 800 using the IM-VoIP service, in accordance

with an embodiment ofthe invention. The unconditional call forwarding implies
the routing of any mobile terminated (MT) call to an outbound roamerto its

associated client over the IP network. At step 902, subscriber B connects to

the Internet (or any other IP based network) using IM-VoIP client 806, At step
904, IM-VoIP client 806 informs his ‘online’ status to IM-VoIP gateway 802
present in HPMN 108 of subscriber B. At step 906, IM-VoIP gateway 802
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"Yeduesis"A Tree ‘jocaltténipdrary assigned) F for B from voice gateway 804,
which maintains a pool of available local numbers. Thereafter, at step 908,
voice gateway 804 assigns the free number F to B and records the
assignment. At step 910, IM-VoIP Gateway 802 sets the unconditional call

forwarding of subscriber B to the assigned number F by issuing messages
such as MAP RegisterSS in GSM network to HLR 114. Further, at step 912,
subscriber A calls subscriber B at his mobile number and the call reaches

GMSC 112 of subscriber B’s network. Thereafter, at step 914, GMSC 112
requests subscriber B’s routing information from HLR 114 by sending a MAP
SRI message (in a GSM implementation) to the HLR. In case of a CDMA

network implementation, an IS 41 MAP Location Request message is used.
Thereafter, at step 916, HLR 114 returns the assigned number F to GMSC

112. Further, at step 918, GMSC 112 initiates a call set up using subscriber
A’s number, subscriber B’s called number and the assigned number F.
Finally, at step 920, voice gateway 804 uses the recorded number assignment
on subscriberBto route the call over IP to IM-VoIP client 806 of subscriberB.
Hence, the IM-VoIP gateway 802 re-directs the call initially destined to mobile
numberof subscriber B, to the temporary assigned numberF associated with
IM-VoIP client 806.

[0077)FIGS. 10A and 10B represent a flow diagram of conditional late call

forwarding implementation of the ICV system 800 using the IM-VoIP service,
in accordancewith a first embodimentof the invention. This embodiment uses

DP 12 terminating trigger to implement the conditionallate call forwarding in
ICV system 800. At step 1002, subscriber B connects to the Internet (or any
other IP based network) using the IM-VoIP client 806. At step 1004, IM-VoIP
client 806 informs its ‘online’ status to IM-VoIP gateway 802 present in HPMN
108 of subscriber B. At step 1006, IM-VoIP gateway 802 requests a free local
(temporary assigned) F for B from voice gateway 804, which maintains a pool
of available local numbers. Thereafter, at step 1008, voice gateway 804
assigns the free number F to B and records the assignment. In one
embodimentof the invention, ICV system performs step 1006 and 1008 later
in the call flow when conditional call forwarding takes place. Thereafter, at
step 1010, subscriber A calls subscriber B at his mobile number andthe call
reaches GMSC 112 of subscriber B’s network. At step 1012, GMSC 112
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fequestssubscriberB'sToltting information from HLR 114 by sending a MAP
SRI message (in a GSM implementation) to the HLR. In case of a CDMA

network implementation, an IS 41 MAP Location Request message is used.
Thereafter, at step 1014, HLR 114 returns the terminating trigger to GMSC
112. The terminating trigger may be a Camel T-CSI in GSM implantation or a
WIN in CDMA implementation. The terminating trigger is also dependent on
specific switch vendors such as Siemens, Nokia etc. GMSC 112 downloads

the terminating trigger only when the subscriber B is roaming. At step 1016,
GMSC 112 issuesatrigger request such as, Initial DP in IN protocol, to the
IM-VoIP gateway 802, which is equipped with support for IN protocols.
[0078]Thereafter, at step 1018, IM-VoIP gateway 802 issues a MAP ISD

(IMSI-B) message to VLR/VMSC 116 of subscriber B. IM-VoIP gateway 802
receives the information of VLR/ VMSC 116 either from Initial DP or from RPD

124. Skype gateway 202 sends the MAP ISD message to remove (set to
empty) the conditional forwarding information from VLR/VMSC 116. Further,
at step 1020, IM-VoIP gateway 802 requests the monitoring of call events
such as NO-ANSWER,and BUSY from GMSC 112 and issues a CONTINUE

message to GMSC 112. At step 1022, GMSC 112 again requests to HLR 114
for the routing information of subscriber B. At step 1024, HLR 114 returns the
routing number (i.e. the routing identifier) such as, MSRN in GSM

implementation and TLDN in CDMA implementation. GMSC 112 continues
the call setup towards the routing number, at step 1026. In case, subscriber B
does not respondto the call setup at his routing number, which is the mobile

numberin this case. Thereafter, at step 1028, GMSC 112 sends event report
to IM-VoIP gateway 802. ICV system 800 may perform the steps 1006 and
1008 after step 1028 to avoid assign pre-assigning a temporary numberuntil
a conditional forwarding call on subscriber B’s mobile numbertakes place. At
Step 1030, IM-VoIP gateway 802 again requests for monitoring of call events
such as NO-ANSWERand BUSY from GMSC112. Thereafter, at step 1032,
IM-VoIP gateway 802 requests GMSC 112 to connect subscriber B’s
assigned number F by voice gateway 804. Hence, at step 1034, GMSC 112
initiates a call set up using subscriber A’s number, subscriber B’s called

number and the assigned number F for B, towards the voice gateway 804.
Thereafter, at step 1036, voice gateway 804 uses the stored record for
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Mage Ye ti ets AE Att a Melheyeal Moall Gott . ' .Subscribéf’B't6' foute'thé dal"over IP to subscriber B’s IM VoIP client 806. IM-
VoIP client 806 can answerthecall when ringing.

[0079]In case, IM VoIP client 806 did not respond to the call at the number F,
at step 1038, GMSC 112 sends the event report to IM-VoIP gateway 802. In
case, subscriber B sets IM VoIP client 806 with call forwarding such as a
voicemail, the call goes to the forwarded number. At step 1040, IM-VoIP
gateway 802 gets the conditional forwarding number of B from either RPD

124 or by issuing MAP Interrogate SS (or AnyTimeSubscriberProfile,
restoreData or SendParameters) to HLR 114 on the late call forwarding
numbercorrespondingto the late forwarding condition received. At step 1042,
IM-VoIP gateway 802 requests GMSC 112 to connect to the late call

forwarding number of B. Thereafter, voice gateway 804 releases the
temporary assigned F back to the free numberpool. Hence, at step 1044, IM-
VoIP gateway 802 re-directs the call initially destined to mobile number of
subscriberB,to the late call forwarding numberof subscriberB.

[0080]FIGS. 11A and 11B represent a flow diagram of conditional late call

forwarding implementation of the ICV system 800 using the IM-VoIP service,
in accordance with a second embodiment ofthe invention. This embodiment

uses DP 2 or DP 3 trigger to implement the conditional late call forwarding. At
Step 1102, subscriber B connects to the Internet (or any other IP based
network) using IM-VoIP client 806. At step 1104, IM-VoIP client 806 informs

his ‘online’ status to IM-VoIP gateway 802 present in HPMN 108 of subscriber

B. At step 1106, IM-VoIP gateway 802 sets the CFU to a Dummy Number
(DN) via MAP RegisterSS at subscriber B’s HLR entry. IM-VoIP gateway 802
may request for temporary assigned free number F from voice gateway 804,
at step 1108. At step 1110, IM-VoIP gateway 802 assigns the number F from

a pool of free numbers and records the assignment.At step 1112, subscriber
A calls subscriber B at his mobile numberand thecall reaches GMSC 112 of

subscriber B’s network. At step 1114, GMSC 112 requests subscriber B’s

routing information from HLR 114 by sending a MAP SRI message (ina GSM
implementation) to the HLR. Thereafter, at step 1116, HLR 114 returns the

DN to GMSC 112. Further, at step 1118, GMSC 112 issues the DP2 or DP3

network trigger request on the DN (e.g. InitialDP in IN protocol) to IM-VoIP
Gateway 802, which is equipped with support for IN protocols. In this case,
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"the [DP parametersShould ‘Contain the original called number of B. At step
1120, IM-VoIP gateway 802 issues a MAP ISD (IMSI-B) to VLR/VMSC 116 of

subscriber B to remove the conditional call forwarding. Further, at step 1122,
IM-VoIP gateway 802 requests the monitoring of call events such as NO-

ANSWER, and BUSY from GMSC 112. Thereafter, at step 1124, IM-VoIP
gateway 802 issues a MAP PRN(IMSI-B) message to VLR/VMSC 116 with
the information received from RPD 124. At step 1126, VLR/VMSC116 returns

the routing number (MSRN) to IM-VoIP gateway 802. Upon receiving the
routing number, IM-VoIP gateway 802, at step 1128, issues an IN protocol
message CONNECT (A, MSRN) to GMSC 112. At step 1130, GMSC 112
continues the call setup towards the routing number. In case, the subscriber B

(i.e. the mobile) did not respond to the call at the routing number, at step
1132, GMSC 112 sends the event report to IM-VoIP gateway 802. In one
embodiment of the invention, ICV system 800 performs the steps 1108 and
1110 here to avoid pre-assigning of the number F until a conditional call
forward on mobile numberof subscriber B takes place.

[0081}Thereafter, at step 1134, IM-VoIP gateway 802 again requests for
monitoring of call events such as NO-ANSWERand BUSYfrom GMSC 112.

Thereafter, at step 1136, IM-VoIP gateway 802 requests GMSC 112 to
connect subscriber B’s temporary numberF to IM-VoIP gateway 802. Hence,
at step 1138, GMSC 112 initiates a call set up using subscriber A’s number,
subscriber B’s called number(as the originally called number) and number F
for subscriber B. At step 1140, voice gateway 804 uses the stored record

(numberF) onBto route the call over IP to subscriber B’s IM VoIP client 806.
The IM-VoIP client can answerthe call when ringing.
[0082]In case, IM-VoIP client 806 does not respondto the call at the number

F, at step 1142, GMSC 112 sends the event report to IM-VoIP gateway 802.
In case, the subscriber B sets the IM-VoIP client 806 with call forwarding such
as a voicemail, the call goes to the forwarded number. At step 1144, IM-VoIP
gateway 802 gets the conditional forwarding number of subscriber B from

either RPD 124 or by issuing MAP Interrogate SS (or
AnyTimeSubscriberProfile, restoreData or SendParameters) to HLR 114 on
the late call forwarding number Correspondingto the late forwarding condition
received. At step 1146, IM-VoIP gateway 802 requests GMSC 112 to connect
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to thie faté*callorwarding Huinber of subscriber B. Finally, voice gateway 804
releases the assigned numberF backto free pool of number. Hence,at step
1148, IM-VoIP gateway 802 re-directs the call initially destined to mobile
numberof subscriber B, to the late call forwarding numberof subscriberB.

[0083]Another embodiment of the invention provides the re-routing service to
subscribers using Vonage like service. FIG. 12 represents a system for
implementing an ICV system 1200 using the Vonage like service. This
embodiment caters to wireless subscribers in first communication network

104. ICV system 1200 is a modified version of ICV system 800 to include a

Vonage like gateway 1202 instead of IM-VoIP gateway 802 to cater to any
Vonage based VoIP service. Further, ICV system 1200 includes subscriber’s

Vonage-like Client device 1204 (phone adaptor) that has anIP interface and a

phoneinterface to a phone 1206. Each time the phone adaptor connects to an
IP network, it reports the IP address and phone numberto a Vonage-like
Directory Service 1208. Vonage-like Gateway 1202 subscribes to Directory
Service 1208 for any information pertaining to subscriber of the network

deploying ICV system 1200. Whenever such a subscriber’s Vonage-like Client
device 1204 registers with Directory Service 1208, Directory Service 1208

notifies Vonage-like Gateway 1202. Further, there is RPD 124 for monitoring
the roaming links to capture information about roamers (subscribers) in a
database. The architecture caters to VoIP clients like Vonage, SunRocket
where there is a call-in numberservice and an IP phone adaptor. There is no
IM or presence component. However, thereisstill a registration of IP address
with the phone numberona directory service.

[0084]FIG. 13 represents a flow diagram of unconditional call forwarding
implementation of the ICV system 1200 using the Vonage like service, in
accordance with an embodiment of the invention. The unconditional call

forwarding implies the routing of any mobile terminated (MT) call to an
outbound roamerto its associated Vonagelike client over the IP network. At

Step 1302, subscriber B connects to the Internet (or any other IP based
network) using Vonage-like client 1204. At step 1304, Vonage-like VoIP client

1204 registers with Vonage-like Directory Service 1208. Thereafter, at step
1306, Directory Service 1208 notifies Vonage-like Gateway 1202 at HPMN
108. Further, at step 1308, Vonage-like Gateway 1202 mayoptionally checkif
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"sSubseriberE isfoamiig:eSriot by issuing messages such as, but not limited
to, MAP SRI-SM in GSM network or IS-41 MAP SMS-REQUESTin CDMA

network to get the VLR/VMSC 116 address. If subscriber B is roaming, then,
at step 1310, Vonage-like Gateway 1202 sets the unconditional call

forwarding of subscriber B to the Vonage number by issuing, messages such
as, but not limited to, MAP RegisterSS in GSM network in HLR 114. Further,
at step 1312, subscriber A calls subscriber B at his mobile number and call
reaches GMSC 112 of subscriber B’s network. At step 1314, GMSC 112
requests routing information byissuing, messagessuchas,but notlimited to,
MAP SRI in GSM network or IS 41 MAP LocationRequest in CDMA from HLR
114. Then at step 1316, HLR 114 returns Vonage-like number of subscriber
B. Further at step 1318, GMSC 112 continuesthe call set up using subscriber
A’s number, subscriber B’s called number (as originally called number) and
the Vonage-like numberof subscriber B.

[0085]FIGS. 14A and 14B represent a flow diagram of conditional late call

forwarding implementation of the ICV system 1200 using the Vonage like
service, in accordance with a first embodiment of the invention. This

embodiment uses DP 12 terminating trigger to implement the conditional late

call forwarding in ICV system 1200. At step 1402, subscriber B’s Vonage-like
client device is connected to the IP network. Further, at step 1404, Vonage-
like client 1204 registers his presence with Vonage-like Directory Service
1208. Directory service 1208 notifies subscriber B's presence information to
Vonage-like Gateway 1202, at step 1406. Thereafter, at step 1408, subscriber
A calls subscriber B’s mobile number andthe call reaches GMSC 112. GMSC

112 requests routing information by issuing a MAP SRI message to HLR 114,
at step 1410. Thereafter, at step 1412, HLR 114 returns terminating trigger
such as a Camel T-CS!I message in GSM or WIN in CDMA to GMSC 112.

GMSC 112 downloads the terminating trigger only when subscriber B is
roaming. Henceforth, at step 1414, GMSC 112 issues trigger request to
Vonage-like Gateway 1202, which is equipped with support for IN protocols.
Then at step 1416, Vonage-like Gateway 1202 issues MAP ISD to
VLR/VMSC 116 obtained from the InitialIDP or RPD 124 to remove the
conditional forwarding information from VLR/VMSC 116.
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‘odséythereartér’atStep “1418, Vonage-ike Gateway 1202 requests the
monitoring of call events such as NO-ANSWER,and BUSY from GMSC and

issues CONTINUE message. The GMSC 112 requests routing information
from HLR 114 again on subscriber B, at step 1420. At step 1422, HLR 114

returns the routing number (MSRN) to GMSC 112. GMSC 112 continues the

call set up towards the routing number, at step 1424. There may be a case,
when subscriber B (i.e. the mobile) does not answer the call on its MSRN.

Hence, at step 1426, GMSC 112 sends event report to Vonage-like Gateway
1202. Vonage-like Gateway 1202 again requests the monitoring of call events

such as NO-ANSWER, and BUSY from GMSC 112. Vonage-like Gateway
112, at step 1428, requests via IN-CONNECT GMSC 112 to connectto the

subscriber B's Vonage number. At step 1430, GMSC 112 continues the call

set up using subscriber A’s number, subscriber B’s called number (as
originally called number) and the Vonage-like number of subscriber B. Again,
in case, subscriber B’s Vonage-like client 1204 did not answer the call, at step
1432, GMSC 112 sends event report to Vonage-like Gateway 1202. In cases
when Vonage-like Client 1204itself is set with call forwarding on a voicemail,
the call goes to the forwarding number. Thereafter, at step 1434, Vonage-like
Gateway 1202 gets conditional call forwarding number from RPD 124 or by
issues a MAP Interrogate SS (or AnyTimeSubscriberProfile, restoreData or

SendParameters etc) to HLR 114 of subscriber B on the late call forwarding
number corresponding to the late forwarding condition received. Further, at
step 1436, Vonage-like Gateway 1202 then requests GMSC 112 via IN-

CONNECT message to connect to the subscriber B’s late call forwarding
number. Finally at step 1438, the GMSCinitiates the call setup to the
subscriber B’s late call forwarding number.

[0087]FIGS. 15A and 15B represent a flow diagram of conditional late call

forwarding implementation of ICV system 1200 using the Vonagelike service,
in accordance with a second embodimentof the invention. This

embodiment uses DP 2 or DP 3 trigger to implement the conditional late call

forwarding. At step 1502, subscriber B connects to the Internet (or any other
IP based network) using Vonage-like client 1204. At step 1504, Vonage-like
client 1204 registers his presence with Vonage-like Directory Service 1208.
The subscriber registers its presence using the Vonage number and current
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“IP 'dadtess "“AsSociatea witht:the Vonage number. Further, Directory Service
1208 notifies subscriber B’s presence information to Vonage-like Gateway
1202 at step 1506. Again, the check for roaming status and unconditional call

forwarding status maybe omitted at this point of call flow. Further, at step
1507, Vonage-like Gateway uses MAP RegisterSS to set the unconditional
call forwarding to the DN. Thereafter, at step 1508, subscriber A calls
subscriber B’s mobile number andthe call reaches GMSC 112 of subscriber

B’s network. At step 1510, GMSC 112 requests routing information by issuing
MAP SRI to HLR 114. HLR 114 returns the DN at step 1512. Thereafter at
step 1514, GMSC 112 issues trigger request on the DN to the Vonage-like
Gateway 1202, which is equipped with support of IN protocols. At step 1516,
Vonage-like Gateway 1202 issues MAP ISD (IMSI-B) message to VLR/VMSC
116 to remove the conditional forwarding information from VLR/VMSC 116.

Vonage-like Gateway 1202 at step 1518, requests the monitoring of call
events such as NO-ANSWER, and BUSY from GMSC 112. At step 1520,
Vonage-like Gateway 1202 issues MAP PRN(IMSI-B) message to VLR 116.
VLR 116 returns the routing number (MSRN) at step 1522. Vonage-like
Gateway 1202 issues a CONNECT (routing-number) to GMSC 112 at step
1524. Thereafter, at step 1526, GMSC 112 continues the call set up towards
the routing number. In case subscriber B does not answer the call on his

routing number, then at step 1528, GMSC 112 sends event report to Vonage-
like Gateway 1202. At step 1530, Vonage-like Gateway 1202 again requests
the monitoring of call events such as NO-ANSWER, and BUSY from GMSC
112. At step 1532, Vonage-like Gateway 1202 then requests GMSC 112 via
an IN-CONNECT message to connect to subscriber B’s Vonage number.
Thereafter, at step 1534, GMSC 112 continues the call set up using
subscriber A’s number, subscriber B’s called number (as originally called
number) the Vonage-like number of subscriber B. Further, when subscriber

B’s Vonage-like client 1204 does not answer the call, then at step 1536,
GMSC 112 sends event report to Vonage-like Gateway 1202. In case,call
forwarding at voicemail is present in the Vonage-like Client 1204, the
forwarding numberreceivesthe call. At step 1538, Vonage-like Gateway 1202
gets conditional call forwarding number from RPD 124 or by issues MAP
Interrogate SS (or AnyTimeSubscriberProfile, restoreData or SendParameters
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fatd)'to" MUR(4"4F suBstriber B on the late call forwarding number
corresponding to the late forwarding condition received. Henceforth, at step
1540, Vonage-like Gateway 1202 then request GMSC 112 via INCCONNECT

message to connect to the subscriber B’s late call forwarding number. Finally,
at step 1542, GMSC 112 initiates a call setup to subscriber. B's late call
forwarding number.

[0088]In each of the above embodiments, subscriber B (i.e. subscriber 102)is
associated with a wireless operator. It is also desirable to have an ICV system
for providing services to subscriber B when heis associated with the wireline

(fixed line) operators. Further,it is also desirable to provide ICV systems that
cater to various types of VoIP clients such as Skype™, IM-VoIP like, and

Vonage. FIG. 16 represents an ICV system 1600 using the Skype-IN like
service for a fixed line subscriber B, in accordance with an embodimentof the

invention. The ICV system 1600 includes a Skype gateway 1602, a fixed line

switch 1604 and a switch directory 1606 in HPMN 108 of the fixed line

subscriber B. The subscriber's Skype client 1608 may be associated with a

device such as, but notelimited to, a laptop, a PC or a smart device that has

an IP interface. Skype client 1608 of the subscriber connects to Skype
gateway 1602 via an IP network. ICV system 1600 does not require a Roamer

Probe Database (RPD) becausethe objective for this system is to connectto
the subscriber when heis online on his VoIP client and unavailable at the
fixed line. Further, in this embodiment, subscriber B registers for the call-in
numberservice for its VoIP client.

[9100jFIG. 17 represents a flow diagram of unconditional call forwarding
implementation of ICV system 1600 using the Skype-IN service for the fixed

line subscriber, in accordance with an embodiment of the invention. The

unconditional call forwarding implies that any call that terminates at the fixed

line number of subscriber B, is routed to its associated client over the IP

network. At step 1702, subscriber B’s Skype client 1608 connects to the IP

network(i.e. the second communication network). At step 1704, Skypeclient
1608 informshis ‘online’ status to Skype Gateway 1602 in HPMN 108 of the

fixed line subscriber B. Thereafter, at step 1706, Skype Gateway 1602
requests Switch Directory 1606 for an address of fixed line switch 1604

corresponding to subscriber B. At step 1708, Switch Directory 1606 returns
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“the address”of fixed"tineawitch 1604 of subscriber B. Henceforth, at step
1710, Skype Gateway 1602 sets the unconditional call forwarding of
subscriber B at fixed line switch 1604 to the Skype-IN numberat fixed line

switch 1604 of B. In such a case, ICV system 1600 may use a possibly
proprietaryfixed line switch interface. Further, at step 1712, subscriber A calls
subscriber B and the call reaches fixed line switch 1604. Fixed line switch

1604, at step 1714, continues the call set up using subscriber A’s number,
subscriber B’s called number (as originally called number) and the Skype-IN
numberof subscriber B.

[0101]FIG. 18 represents a flow diagram for conditional call forwarding
implementation of the ICV system 1600 using the Skype-IN service for fixed
line subscriber, in accordance with an embodimentof the invention. At step
1802, subscriber B’s Skype client 1608 connects to the IP network (i.e. the
second communication network). Skype client 1608 informshis ‘online’ status

to Skype Gateway 1602 in HPMN 108 of subscriber B, at step 1804. Further,
at step 1806, Skype Gateway 1602 requests from Switch Directory 1606,
information about fixed line switch 1604 of subscriber B. At step 1808, Switch
Directory 1606 returns the address of fixed line switch 1604 of subscriber B.
Thereafter, at step 1810, Skype Gateway 1602 sets conditional call

forwarding of subscriberB atfixed line switch 1604to the Skype-IN numberat
fixed line switch 1604. In case, fixed line switch 1604 originally already has a
late call forwarding numbersuch as a voicemail, fixed line switch 1604 saves
it. Further, at step 1812, subscriber A calls subscriber B and the call reaches

fixed line switch 1604 of subscriber B. Fixed line switch 1604, at step 1814,
facilitates a ring at the fixed line phone of subscriber B. If there is a NO-

ANSWERresponsefrom thefixed line phone,fixed line switch 1604, at step
1816, continues the call set up using A’s number, subscriber B’s called

number(as originally called number)and the Skype-IN numberof B. However,
in case Skype client 1608 is set with a call forwarding facility, the call is
forwarded to the number based on condition such as, but not limited to, no
answeror busy or always. Furthermore, in case there is a NO-ANSWER or

busy from Skype-IN number,thenfixed line switch 1604, at step 1818, routes
the call to the saved originalcall forwarding number(if any).
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‘otoz/ FIG" 19 Fepresate'dil {CV system 1900 implemented using the IM-VoIP
service for a fixed line subscriber B, in accordance with an embodiment of the

invention. ICV system 1900 includes an IM-VoIP gateway 1902, a voice
gateway 1904, a switch directory 1906, and a fixedline switch 1908 in HPMN

204 of fixed line subscriber B. Subscriber B has an IM-VoIP client 1910
associated with devices suchas, a laptop, a PC, and a smart device. IM-VoIP

client 1910 has an IP interface using which it connects to IM-VoIP gateway
1902 (via the IP network) and add each other as ‘buddies’, ICV system 1900
is applicable for IM-VoIP clients such as, Yahoo®, MSN®, Google® etc.
wherethere is no call-in numberfacility. Alternatively, VoIP clients like Skype
or Gizmon may also use ICV system 1900, when the subscriber has not

registered with their call-in numberfacility. In such cases, ICV system 1900
selects a local temporary number depending upon the location of the
subscriberto route the call to that temporary number.

[0103]FIG. 20 represents a flow diagram of unconditional call forwarding
implementation of ICV system 1900 using the IM-VoIP service for the fixed

line subscriber, in accordance with an embodiment of the invention. The

unconditional call forwarding implies routing any call that terminates at the
fixed line numberof the subscriberB to its associated IM-VoIP client over the

IP network. At step 2002, IM-VoIP client 1910 of subscriber B connects to the

IP network (i.e. second communication network). At step 2004, IM-VoIPclient
1910 informs his ‘online’ status to IM-VoIP Gateway 1902 in HPMN 204 of

fixed line subscriber B. Thereafter, at step 2006, IM-VoIP Gateway 1902
requests a free (local) temporary number for B from Voice Gateway 1904,
which maintains a pool of available local numbers. At step 2008, Voice
Gateway 1904 assigns a free local number F to subscriber B and records the

assignment. Further, at step 2010, IM-VoIP Gateway 1902 requests Switch
Directory 1906 for address offixed line switch 1908. At step 2012, Switch
Directory 1906 returns the addressoffixed line switch 1908 of subscriber B.
Thereafter, at step 2014, IM-VoIP Gateway 1902 sets unconditional call

forwarding of subscriber B to the temporary assigned numberF at fixed line

switch 1908 of subscriber B. In such a case, ICV system 1900 may use a
proprietary fixed line switch interface. Furthermore, at step 2016, subscriber A

calls subscriber B and the call reachesfixed line switch 1908. At step 2018,
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‘fixed itrte”"owiteR: 1668 ‘tdftinues call set up using subscriber A’s number,
subscriber B's called number(asoriginally called number) and the temporary
assigned number F of subscriber B towards voice gateway 1904. Finally, at
step 2020, voice gateway 1904 uses the recorded assignment on subscriber
B to route the call over IP network to the subscriber B’s IM VoIP client 1910.

[0104]FIG. 21 represents a flow diagram of conditional call forwarding
implementation of ICV system 1900 using the IM-VoIP service for the fixed

line subscriberB, in accordance with an embodimentof the invention. At step
2102, subscriber B’s IM-VoIP client connects to the IP network (i.e. the
second communication network). At step 2104, IM-VoIP client 1910 informs

his ‘online’ status to IM-VoIP Gateway 1902 in HPMNoffixed line subscriber

B. At step 2106, IM-VoIP Gateway 1902 requests a free (local) temporary
assigned numberfor subscriber B from Voice Gateway 1904, which maintains

a pool of available local numbers. At step 2108, Voice Gateway 1904 assigns
a free local number F to B and records the assignment. Thereafter, at step
2110, IM-VoIP Gateway 1902 requests for address of fixed line switch of

subscriber B from Switch Directory 1906. At step 2112, Switch Directory 1906
returns the address of fixed line switch 1908 of subscriberB. Further, at step
2114, IM-VoIP Gateway 1902 sets the conditional call forwarding of
subscriber B to the assigned number F atfixed line switch 1908 of subscriber
B. The conditional call forwarding may be applied on one or more criteria such

as, but not limited to, no-answer, busy etc. The ICV system 1900 usingcall
forwarding mayusea proprietary fixed line switch interface. In casefixedline

switch 1908 already has a late call forwarding number, such as voicemail,
fixed line switch 1908 saves it. Furthermore, at step 2116, subscriber A calls

subscriber B and the call reachesfixed line switch 1908. At step 2118, fixed
line switch 1908 facilitates a ring at subscriber B's fixed line phone.In case
there is a NO-ANSWER messageresponse,fixed line switch 1908, at step
2120, sets the call at voice gateway 1904 using subscriber A’s number,
subscriber B’s called number(asoriginally called number) and the assigned
numberF of subscriberB. Finally, at step 2122, voice gateway 1904 uses the
recorded assignment on subscriber B to route the call over IP to subscriber

B's IM VoIP client 1910. Also, in case of a NO-ANSWERor busy or non-
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‘availabilit?OF §" fate"a1l'}dAwarding number, fixed line switch 1908 routesthe
call to the original saved call forwarding number.

[0105]FIG. 22 represents an ICV system 2200 implemented using the Vonage
like service for a fixed line subscriber, in accordance with an embodimentof

- the invention. ICV system 2200 includes a Vonage like gateway 2202, a
switch directory 2204, anda fixed line switch 2206 in the HPMN of subscriber

B. Further, ICV system 2200 includes subscriber's Vonagelike client device
2208 (phone adaptor) that has an IP interface and phone interface connected

to a fixed line phone 2210. Each time the phone adaptor connects to an IP

network, it reports the IP address and phone numberto a Vonage-like
Directory Service 2212. Vonage-like Gateway 2202 subscribes to Directory
Service 2212 for any information pertaining to subscriber of the network

deploying ICV system 2200. Whenever such a subscriber’s Vonage-like client
device 2208 registers with Directory Service 2212, Directory Service 2212
notifies Vonage-like Gateway 2202. Clients such as, but not limited to,
Vonage and SunRocket, may use ICV 2200, where there is a call-in number

facility and an IP phone adaptor. However, since there is no IM or presence
component, the IP address of the phone numberregisters with the directory
service.

[0106]FIG. 23 represents a flow diagram for unconditional call forwarding
implementation of ICV system 2200 using the Vonagelike service for the fixed

line subscriber, in accordance with an embodimentof the invention. At step
2302, subscriber B’s Vonage-like client device 2208 connects to the IP

network. At step 2304, Vonage-like VoIP client 2208 registers with Vonage-
like Directory 2212. Directory Service 2212, at step 2306,notifies Vonage-like
Gateway 2202 at the fixed line home network of subscriber B. At step 2308,
Vonage-like Gateway 2202 requests for addressof the localfixed line switch

from switch directory 2204. Switch Directory 2204 returns the addressoffixed

line switch 2206 of subscriber B, at step 2310. Thereafter, at step 2312,
Vonage-like Gateway 2202 sets unconditional call forwarding to. subscriber
B’s Vonage-like numberatfixed line switch 2206. ICV system 2200 using this
call forwarding may use a proprietary fixed line switch interface. Further, at
Step 2314, subscriber A calls subscriber B and the call reachesat fixed line

switch 2206. At step 2316,fixed line switch 2206 continues thecall set up
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‘ising ‘Subseribser RE“atibér, subscriber B's called number (as originally
called number) and subscriber B’s Vonage-like number towards the
subscriber B’s Vonageclient device 2208.

[0107]FIG. 24 represents a flow diagram for conditional late call forwarding
implementation of ICV system 2200 using the Vonage-like service for the
fixed line subscriber, in accordance with an embodimentof the invention. At

Step 2402, subscriber B’s Vonage-like client device 2208 connects to the IP

network. At step 2404, Vonage-like client 2208 registers with Vonage-like
Directory 2212. Directory Service 2212, at step 2406, notifies Vonage-like
Gateway 2202 at the home network of subscriber B. At Step 2408, Vonage-
like Gateway 2202 requests for information about the localfixed line switch of

B from Switch Directory 2204. At step 2410, Switch Directory 2204 returns the
address offixed line switch 2206 of subscriber B. Thereafter, at step 2412,
Vonage-like Gateway 2202 sets conditional call forwarding to subscriber B’s
Vonage-like number (by using a possibly proprietary fixed line switch
interface) at fixed line switch 2206. The conditional forwarding may be set
based on criteria such as, but not limited to, NO ANSWER, and busy
response. In case fixed line switch 2206 already has late call forwarding
numbersuch as voicemail, fixed line switch 2206 savesit. Thereafter, at step
2414, subscriber A calls subscriber B and the call reaches fixed line switch

2206. At step 2416, fixed line switch 2206facilitates a call at the fixed line

phone of B. In case there is a NO ANSWER response from the fixed line

phone,fixed line switch 2206, at step 2418, continuesthe call set up using A’s
number, subscriber B’s called number(as originally called number) and B’s
Vonage-like number towards Vonageclient device 2208. However, in case of
still a NO-ANSWERor busy message response,fixed line switch 2206 routes
the call to the original savedcall forwarding number.

[0108]FIG 25 represents a generic SIP based system diagram 2500 for
implementing ICV system for both wireless and fixed line subscribers, in
accordance with an embodiment of the invention. System 2500 includes a
Voice Gateway 2502, a SIP/IMS Gateway 2504 in a home network 2505 of
the fixed or wireless subscriber. SIP/IMS Gateway 2504 subscribes to a SIP
IM-VoIP Directory Service 2506 to check for the status of the subscriber.

Further, SIP/IMS gateway 2504 uses a roamer probe database (RPD) 2507 to
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“mdnitorSS Foaming" finkS"between home operator 2505 and the visited
network. A SIP IM-VoIP client device 2508 registers with Directory Service
2506 whenit connects to an IP network. In the case of a wireless subscriber
(mobile user), the mobile device can optionally register with a VLR/VMSC
2510 in the visited network (VPMN).

[0109]In accordance with an embodiment of the invention, when a SIP IM-

VoIP client device 2508 registers with Directory Service 2506, Directory
Service 2506 notifies subscriber B’s status information (i.e. presence
information) to SIP/IMS Gateway 2504. Thereafter, SIP/IMS Gateway 2504
sets the unconditional or conditional call forwarding of subscriber B either at

the HLR of subscriber B or at the fixed line switch of subscriber B. Now, when
subscriber A calls subscriber B, the call gets rerouted over an IP network to

SIP IM-VoiIP client 2508 via Voice Gateway 2502. Voice Gateway 2502 is
responsible to assign a temporary local number in the current area of

subscriber B so to reduce the forwarding call cost. Voice Gateway 2502 also
routes the final call to SIP IM-VoIP client device 2508.

[0110]!t would be apparent to a person skilled in the art that signal flow for

non-call related traffic is similar to the one as explained in one or moreof the
above embodiments of routing call related traffic. A mobile terminated SMS

(MT SMS) is usually free even when the subscriber is roaming. The
forwarding of a MT-SMSis preferred when subscriber's mobile is not in

coverage area, yet connects to IP network. It may not be necessary that the
subscriber is out of coverage only when he’s roaming, it may also be possible
that mobile subscriber is at the home network and yet may be unreachable
because subscriber may have switched off his mobile or may not answerthe
call. In such cases, the gateway delivers any mobile terminated SMSto the
subscriber via the IP network.

[0089]FIG. 26 represents a flow chart for SMS forwarding via the second
communication network (IP network), in accordance with an embodiment of

the invention. In this embodiment of the invention, the HLR in consideration

does not have mobility notification capability. In other words, whenever the

subscriber changes his VMSC,the HLR does not notify the VoIP gateway of
the same. Hence, whenever an IP connection is available, the VoIP gateway
modifies the only VMSC address to be that of the VoIP gateway. Further, the
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VoIP’GatéWaypériodieally"trodifies (e.g. every minute) the VMSC address of
the subscriber at the HLR without changing the subscriber’s VLR location. At
Step 2602, one of the following occurs: the device associated with the

subscriber notifies the VoIP Gateway of IP connection with the VoIP client; or

the HLR sends a MAP Cancel Location message to the VoIP Gateway while
the VoIP client is online; or a periodical timer of the VoIP Gateway’s expires
for the subscriber. Thereafter, at step 2604, the VoIP gateway sends a MAP
SRI-SM query message to get the current VLR/VMSC address for the

subscriber's location. The VoIP gateway also records the received address

information. At step 2606, the VoIP gateway checks if the VLR/VMSC address

is empty. In case, the VLR/VMSClocation is empty, then at step 2608, the
VoIP gateway issues a MAP Update Location messageto the HLRto set both

the VLR and VMSC address as that of the VoIP gateway. And if, the
VLR/VMSC address is not empty, then at step 2610, the VoIP gateway
records the address and issues a MAP Update Location message with VLR
address to be the VMSCaddress returned from the MAP SRI-SM query (in
step 2604) and the VMSC address to be sameasthat of the VoIP gateway.
These process steps repeat to check for validity of the conditions in step
2602.

[0100]FIG. 27 represents a flow chart for SMS forwarding via the second
communication network (IP network), in accordance with another embodiment

of the invention. Unlike the previous embodiment, this embodiment considers

the mobility notification capability with the HLR or the Roaming Probe Device
(RPD). Whenever an IP connection is available, the VoIP gateway modifies
the VMSC address to be that of the VoIP gateway. Further, the subscriber

notifies the VoIP Gateway when he changes his VMSClocation. At step 2702,
oneof the following occurs: the device associated with the subscriber notifies

the VoIP Gateway of IP connection with the VoIP client; or the HLR or RPD

sends a mobility notification to the VoIP Gateway when the VoIP client is

online. Thereafter, at step 2704, the VoIP gateway sends a MAP SRI-SM

query message to get the current VLR/VMSC address for the subscriber's

location. The VoIP gateway also records the received address information. At

step 2706, the VoIP gateway checksif the VLR/VMSCaddressis empty. In
case the VLR/VMSClocation is empty, then at step 2708, the VoIP gateway
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